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Silv r J bil e
it is 25 years since the position of Exilarch was revived by Naim Dangoor in t970, exactly 700 years after it had elapsed with the death in
Baghdad o f the last Exilareh, Samuel ben Azariah in 1270- 12 years after the destruction of Baghdad and the Abbasid Empire at the hands o f
Hulagu. Exilarch, Resh Galutha, Prince oftbe Captivity, was the title given to the Head o f the Babylonian Jewry, since the deportation of King
Jehoiachin in 597 BCE.
One o f the first activities of The Exilarch's Foundation was to publish The Scribe in 1971. In October 1971, lran celebrated the 2500th
anniversary o f Cyrus the Great, referred to in the Bible as Koresh. It was he who allowed the exiled Jews to return to J~usalem and rebuild the
Temple. It was this biblical reference that kept his name alive as a benevolent monarch.
We let it be known to the Iranian Embassy in London that Cyrus celebrations would, therefore, not be complete without the participation of
Babylonian Jewry. After consultation with Teheran, the Embassy invited us to a grand Reception at the Savoy Hotel, which was attended by
members of the British Government and the Diplomatic Corp and hundreds of notables from all walks of life. Our 20-strong delegation was
received by the Ambassador and was filmed and televised. (Full report Scribe No.2.)
The case with which Babylon was taken by the Persian King Cyrus~was attributed in a recent Arabic radio programme to "the treachery" of
Babylonian Jcwry- as if we owed a duty o f allegiance and loyalty to our oppressor, Nebuchadnezzar, and to his son and successor, Belshazzar.
Babylonian Jewry did in fact play a decisive role in the fall of Babylon, a fate which it richly deserved. Likewise, Israel may be called upon
to take part in bringing the new Babylon to heel.
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The above picture shows the Ambassador and Madame Afshar welcoming Ren~e and Naim Dangoor, holding the scroll addressed to the
Shah on that historic oecasione

At the Savoy Hotel Reception, October 1971, ~o celebrate the 2500th anniversary of the founding of the Persian Empire by Cyrus
the Great.
Left to right: Embassy Minister and lady; Percy Gonrgey and his sister Molly Deyong; Naim and Ren~e Dangoor; Richard and Vivien
Moshi; Bertha and Elias Dangoor.
On the wall is a portrait of the Shah.
A catalogue of errors, both by the Shah and by President Carter, has brought Iron to its present pitiful condition at home and its
serious threat to world peaeeO

Changing Scene
(For those born before 1 9 4 5 . . . )
We were born before television, before penicillin, p~lio shots, frozen foods, Xerox, plastic,
contact lenses, videos, frisbees and the Pill. We
were before radar, credit cards, split atoms,
laser beams and ballpoint pens; before dishwashers, tumble driers, electric blankets, air
conditioners, drip-d~ c l o t h e s . . , and before
man walked on the moon.
We got married first and then lived together
(how quaint can you be?). We thought a 'Big
Mac' was an oversized raincoat and 'crumpet'
we had for tea. We existed before house husbands, computer dating, dual ears and when a
'meaningful relationship' meant getting along
with cousins and 'sheltered accommodation'
was where you waited for a bus.
We were before day care centres, group
homes and disposable nappies. We never heard
of FM radio, tape decks, electric typewriters,
artificial hearts, word processors or young men
wearing earrings. For us 'time sharing' meant
togetherness, a 'chip' was a piece of wood or
fried potato, 'hardware' meant nuts and belts
and 'software' wasn't a word.
Before 1945 'Made in Japan' meant junk,
the term 'making out' referred to how you did
in your exams, 'stud' was something that fastened a collar to a shirt and 'going all the way'
meant staying on a double-decker to the bus
depot. Pizzas, McDonalds and instant coffee
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were unheard of. In our day, cigarette smoking
was 'fashionable', 'grass' was mown, 'coke'
was kept in the coal house, a 'joint' was a piece
of meat you ate on Sundays and 'pot' was
something you cooked in. 'Rock music' was a
fond mother's lullaby, 'Eldorado' was an ice
cream, a 'gay person' was the life and soul of
the party and nothing more, while 'aids' just
meant beauty treatment or help for someone in
trouble.
We who were bern before 1945 must be a
hardy bunch when you think of the way in
which the world has changed and the adjustments we have had to make. No wonder we are
so confused and there is a generation gap today
. . . BUT
By the grace of G o d . . . we have survived!
Hallelujah!!!•
From a r e a d e r
Whilst visiting London to spend the Passover, I came across your issue no.63 which 1
found most informative and absorbing.
I will be most delighted i f you can add my
name to the mailing list.
I am active in the affairs of "Ohel Leah"
Synagogue in Hong Kong which was erected
by Jacob Elias David Sassoon in 1902 in
memory o f his mother Leah, and I will be;glad
to share The Scribe w i t h m a n y o f t h e
worshipperse
Hong Kong
Robert Sassoon

I was given a copy of The Scribe and read
the article about Miss Luddy. I was naturally
distressed and very touched to read the various
tributes paid to her from all over the world.
A line from the Friday night Kiddush "A
woman ofwo~h who can find? For her price is
far above rubies." This can be so aptly applied
to Ramah- Luddy. She gave a number of "her
girls" a chance in a life-time and also helped to
turn many "a life around". I know I shall miss
her. If her passing means anything to any of us,
it should be that, in some small way try to touch
the life of another and help to turn it around.
In the area where we live in Jerusalem,
Pisgat Zeev Maraav, a new Sephardic Synagogue is due to be built. Perhaps a plaque can
be placed in her memory.
I shall, hopefully, look forward to receiving
a personal copy of The Scribe from now o n e
Jerusalem
Seemah Ezra

Dellal F a m i l y d o n a t i o n
A $ !. 5 milliondenationfrom the Jack Della[
family of London was recently made to help the
TA Foundation expand the Suzanne Dellal
Center in Neve Zedek. The new wing, designed
to serve the needs of the Batsheva modern
dance company, will include two studios, an
office, storage and dressing r o o m e

Visit to Istanbul
by Elias Dangoor
Being in such a large and historic city, one
has to rash all the time to see so many places of
interest.
Many Israelis are there and shopkeepers
regularly greet us with "Shalom".
IstanbuI is divided between Europe a~ld
Asia. The interesting part is the European which
was conquered by the Ottoman Turks in t453,
It contains many beautiful mosques.
Dohnabashi Palace overlooks the
Bosphorns, with over 300 rooms, some of them
can hold over a thousand guests with the heaviest chandeliers in the world. It was built in the
nineteenth century and was occupied by Ataturk
after the revolution.
Topkapi Palace was the Sultan's residence
for four centuries before Dolmabashi. It is now
a museum and contains many interesting items
such as:
The diamond and emerald entrusted dagger
which the Sultan had sent to Nadu Shah of Iron.
When the emissary reached Baghdad, he heard
the news that the Shah was assassinated. He,
therefore, returned with the dagger to IstanbuI.
A diamond of 86 carat.
The Sword and the Bow of the Prophet
Mohammed with his seat and other relics together with a letter to the Coptic leader asking
him to acknowledge Islam.
Topkapi also contains the famous Baghdad
room which was built by Sultan Murad after his
return from taking that city in 1638.
In today's Turkey the manufacturing is of a
high standard due to the return of highly trained
Turkish Iabour from Germany.
The Lira is falling steeply, making everything Turkish much cheaper. The reason is that
the money is being printed without adequate
cover, in order to finance the enormous cost of
buiIding adam for the water which used to flow
freely into Syria and Iraq. When finished it will
generate enough electricity for Turkey, irrigate
new farmland, and the rest of the water will be
available for sale to Arab countries and israel.
I first read. about that in The Scribe some
years ago! @
The dagger figured in the famous Hollywood film Tnpkapi@

Family Reunion
You were kind enough to publish a letter for
me in your issue number 62, in which I was
trying to trace relatives for the past twenty
years without any success.
As a result, I have hada response from a Mr.
Joe Isaac of N.W. London who informed me
that he went to school with my two cousins in
Rangoon but, unfortunately, they had both
passed away. The good news is that they left
three sons and he had their addresses.
1 wrote to them, and they telephoned me,
which led to a visit to Israel by my wife and
myself. I have now found the following family:
2 first cousins in their 80's but in good
health, who are the children of my father's
sister. I did not even know that my father had a
sister, They have three sons aged 48, 45 and 40.
They have between them 6 sons and2 daughters. One of the three cousins that telephoned
me has four daughters.
So, I am delighted that through The Scribe
t have had such a wonderful success@
London
Joseph Hai

Mohammed's letter to AI-Muqawqas, chief of the Copts, written on
parchment.
It was found in a church in Upper EgyptO

"The letter to AI-Mundhir bin Sawi Prince of Bahrain".
The original was found in Damascus.
The seal reads (top to bottom):
Allah - His Missionary - Mohammed.
Zayd ben Thabet was the scribe who wrote Mohammed's letters@
I would be Very interested to receive more
details of the history of ,Tewish families in
Manchester mentioned by Lydia CoUins in a
Your last issue was given to me by an Iraqirecent issue of your journal,
born friend (by the way I am too) andI must say
I have only just found out (at 53 years of
that I found it very interesting and I enjoyed it
age!) that my grandfather Menashe Was elder
considerably.
brother of Sasson Mashal and head of the
t would like to express my appreciation and
family firm of Mashal Brothers Limited, shippraise for Moshe Kahtan's remarkable articlepers to Persian Gulf and Baghdad. I am
The lesson of the Holocaust, did we learn?
fascinated to learn more of him now that I know
Unfortunately, we are no good in learning, we
who he is. He married my grandmother in
are better in .forgetting.
Manchester and they had eight children. I am
The Holocaust should be remembered for
afraid that none of my family has told me
many years to come.
anything about him until I saw The Scribe
We Jews from all over the comers of the
article. He died in I922 aged 49 years and was
world should stick together, we brothers in
nationalised British before he died. He then
blood are all for one and one for all.
called himself Charles M Mashal@
Only sometimes we Jews are our own worst
Pamela Houghton (Mrs)
enemies and what hurts most is that our enemies are those of our own household. This
OIdham, England
minority with ~heir loud declarations are doing
In your last issue you referred to me as
more harm to Israel than the Arabs themselves.
director
of the "Babylonian Jewry Heritage
They made of Arafat the Tsadik of all times,
Centre",
when
in fact I am only a member of the
the redeemer of the area!... They forget who
executive.
Mr.
Mordechai Bea-Porat is the
Ararat w a s . . . @
elected Director®
Ramat Efaal
Sound Swery
Tel Aviv
Shoal Sehayik
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Hakham Yosef Hayim
The following is the Hesped (Oration) by Hakham Ezra Dangoor on Hakham Yosef Hayim who died at the Maqass crossroads on the Hilla
road on Monday 13th Elnl 5669 (1909) and was brought to Baghdad on Tuesday night 15th Elul. That same night he was taken to be buried
and the Hesped at the cemetery was given by Hakham Moshe Shamash under a full moon.
Wednesday morning the Hesped was given by Chief Rabbi Hakham David Papo. On Thursday morning Hakham Sasson Yisrael spoke,
and on Sunday morning Hakham Ezra Dangoor made this wonderful Hesped in the Great Synagogue, of which he was Dean.
This hitherto unpublished document came to light during the recent visit to London of Rabbi Ezra Basri, Chief Justice (Av Beth Din) District
Court, Jerusalem.
Translated from the Hebrew by Rabbi Aharon Bassous and abridged:
The Torah (Devarim) says:
And The L-rd said to Moshc-Behold your days are close to death, On
this the Midrash comments, it is difficult for The Almightyto decree death
on the righteous, as it says (Psalms) - it is too hard for The Almighty to
bring death on His righteous ones. Know this because Hashem should
have said to Moshe- Behold you are going to die, but He did not say so,
but rather said, your days are close to death,
(This is the introduction to the Hesped as it was customary to start
off with a statement from Chazal. Now start the next part of the
Hesped which is a Kinah (dirge).)
Who would believe the news,
On whom has the hand of Hashem been revealed.
I have not come to lecture,
For this beauty which is in the dust one must surely cry.
Woe to Babel that it has lost the Carrier of Books.
A voice is heard from on high,
Our ears are ringing,
And our tears flow making rivers of water.
Whose eye can stop the tears he sees the multitude crying.
And whose heart will not melt at such a tragedy.
Call out the wailing women.
How suddenly we have sunken so greatly.
We have lost the foundation stone of the world`
Yosef has been tom away suddenly.
The prince, full of understanding has fallen and the pillar of faith is
,.
broken.
Silence all rejoicing and raise ones voice in loud lament my people, al[ of
us with sighing and crying.
The visions have stopped and the source of blessing is closed.
The pure soul has returned to its exalted place.
The sun has set.
We have been left alone in the valley &trouble.
The horn of Israel is broken, the cedar free is cut down, a righteous one
has departed 'from the earth and we have lost our weapons for war,
Who will speak up in defence of the remnant of the people.
The ones who require salvation say, where is the place of his glory,
Where is the light of healing.
Where is the master and his exaltedness.
All inhabitants &the earth cry bitterly.
The upholders of the Torah are bent down with crying and mourning.
Lament for the one of many good deeds.
Let the heavens cloud over and wear sackcloth on the death of the
righteous one.
His name is better than good oil,
A holy and upright person.
In all the gates his name was known.
Amongst tlle whole world his laws are discussed.
The beautiful spicc, the shield and prince, head of the country,
Tear open your hearts and clothes and cry for the righteous one who
cannot be compared on this earth.
The one from whose lips poured grace.
How have you left your stronghold.
My father, my life, how you have left us so quickly,
Woe, our hopes have finished with you.
The eye which saw your splendvnr was happy.
I said while you are here my days will be successful, but woe to me the
L-rd has made bitter my lot.
We have become like lost sheep.
Who will lead the flock,
To compare to him is a vanity.
Woe, the head of his people has fallen there is none to compare to him.
Lament daughter of Babel, lament for this trouble,
Your beautiful precious vessel is lost.
The crown has fallen,
Death has entered your window,
Your splendour has been thrown asunder.
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Who will teach knowledge, who can sit on his seat.
Who will fill his place.
Mourn you House of Jacob, lie down in the dust.
For the genius which has fallen.
Raise your voice m crying for the light of our eyes which has gone to the
land of the living.
His portion is in the garden of Hashem in an exalted part of Heaven.
The great genius, wisdom lit up his face.
The crown of the righteous, what a hasid, what a humble man.
All his efforts were to do good.
Harav YosefHayirn has gone to Heaven.
Who will draw for us wisdom,
Who is so high on the ladder as you were.
Who will lead the mistaken, straighten the crooked,
Fromyou daughter of Babel has been thrown the crown of light,
Mourn my congregation for the ark of the Torah which has been taken
from you,
He is the Rabbi the pride of the Hakhaanim and their honour.
He leads his flock in justice, he was their shine and pride.
He was a faithful shepherd.
All the hearts of those who knew you are trembling,
Please rny L-rd help me and strengthen me, stand as my saviour that my
spirit should not be crushed.
The oppressed ones he heard, advised and supported.
He hated pride and thus drew near the young and poor.
He put down quarrels, and stopped hatred.
He sowed peace, love and brotherhood.
Our light shone, our candle was lit up, our head was raised in the merit of
the saddiq.
Yosef great things you did here.
You constantly worked on good deeds.
The pleasures of the world were foreign to you.
You chose only the Torah.
You inclined your ear to the poor and destitute.
To the widow and orphan you stretched out your hand.
In this way a constant memory is etched in their hearts.
A good name and greatness forever you have acquired`
In all the gates your praises are sung, and amongst doers of good your
name is praised.
Now in the shadow of The Almighty your place is in Heaven.
You have merited to gaze at His Splendour.
Your shadow has been taken from us, our shepherd has left us.
The pride of our congregation, on your departure everyone is grieving;
but you rest in the shadow of The Almighty.
(This concludes the Kinnah and now Starts the final section; the
Divrei Torah).
Happy is the one who grew up with agood name and died with a good
name. What does it mean one who died with a good name?
The meaning is: the one who departs fltis world and does not need to
return in gilgul,but goes straight to the place reserved for the souls, since
he fulfilled the complete Torah.
Just as the day does not return, his soul will also not return,
The Saddiq Hakham YosefHayim was humble and spoke gently with
the people and thus people used to love him and surely he will go to ever
higher levels in Eeaven and not have to return. In the merit of peace will
be the Geulah as it says - Hashem gives strength to His people (meaning
the Mashlyah) through the blessing of peace.
Thus there are three ways to fulfil the whole Torah:
1) Through returning to this world in gilgnl.
2) Through unity with Klal Yisrael.
3) Through good intentions which are counted as if the deeds have
been done.
In conclusion I pray, please Hashem make peace and love amongst
Your people israel, look down on us from Heaven and have mercy on our
remnant. Remove evil from us anddo not let us worry any more, and may
Hashem remove the tears from our faces soon, AmanO
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Iraqi Jews rarely owned their houses, but lived in rented accommodation- firstly, to avoid Moslem envy and enjoy some protection from
their landlord, but above all to remind ourselves thai we were only temporary residents in the land of our exile; e,cen if our sojourn lasted 2500
years. Likewise, furniture was kept to the minimum.
When the awaited Aliya finally took place in 1950/51, property prices collapsed and Jewish owners could only get for their houses the
equivalent of one year's rent.
Rabbis and scholars read and wrote in a crouched position, which was healthier and less tiring. This was the human posture in the womb
which was also used as the burial posture in some ancient cultures (saves space too)O
The above sketch by Liran Daugoor shows Chief Rabbi Hakham Ezra Bangoor in that posture at his work of writing and transcribing which
occupied him for more than 50 years@

The posture, the reed pen and the black ink were universal in the ancient world, and had not changed since the time of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Below:
a sample of his writing (actual size) on unmted paper, at age 75,
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invasion in June 1944.
Alan volunteered in Israel's War of Independence.
Marrying in 1952, he first went to South
Africa and then to Canada in 1957. He first
worked with the Jewish Agency and the forerunner ofthe Canada-Israel Committee; in 1970
he moved to the Canadian Jewish Congress
rising in a few years to executive vice-president.
On retiring from the CJC after 25 years
service, he accepted an appointment to the
federal Immigration and Refugee Board where
he carried out the delicate work of screening
large numbers of would-be immigrants to
Canada.
In recognition of his commitments, Alan in
1980 was awarded the U.S. Presidential Citation of Honour as a liberator of Bergen-Belsen.
For his dedication to the cause of human rights,
both at home and abroad, he was awarded the
Order of Canada which was pinned on him by
Mme Jean Sauv~, Governor-General of Canada.
Last year, on the 50th anniversary of D-Day,
the French government awarded h i m the
M~daille Militairede la Liberation. Last May,
at the CJC Plenary Assembly, he was given the
Samuel Bronfman Medal, and in June he received the Jerusalem Prize from the World
Zionist Organisation.
Alan is survived by his wife Joyce and sister
Hazel Tovey in Israel. He is sorely missed by
his many friends and famityO

Alan Rose

and the cancer fighting union, and was the
promoter of the accomplished centre of the
Kupa. Most of the donation to raise this centre
came from Babylonian people, as shown by the
plaque at the entrance.
His sister BerthaFattal writes:
Meir dedicated his life helping especially
Iraqi Jews. This clinic treats hundreds of patients daily
- from Ramat Gan and its surroundings.
He was given the Freedom of Ramat Gan
and his funeral was attended by government
and medical people, where at his graveside they
praised him for his life-long dedication to the
State. In October memorial gatherings will be
held as a tribute to his w o r k e

Horace Kadoorie,
Philanthropist

Dr Meir David
Joyce a n d
decorations)

Alan

Rose

(wearing

his

Alan Rose, former Executive Vice-President of Canadian Jewish Congress (CJC) died
on 18 July in Montreal after a sudden illness
which lasted several months.
Over 500 people, more than the capacity of
the Spanish and Portuguese Synagogue, came
to bid him farewell.
He was eulogised by community and public
leaders, and a message of condolence from
Canadian Prime Minister Jean Chretien was
read.
Alan Rose was a committed Zionist, with a
tremendous desire to see peace in the Middle
East. He was a great public servant of the
Jewish people.
Many thousands of Jews in the Soviet Union, Ethiopia, Cuba and elsewhere owe their
safety and security today to Alan. He worked
behind the scenes to organise the reunification
of many Iraqi Jewish families, thus enabling
some 700 relatives in Baghdad to obtain both
Iraqi exit visas and Canadian entry visas. This
was possible because the Iraqi authorities were
anxious to have Canada establish a permanent
Embassy in Baghdad.
Alan also played a key role in seeking
reparations from Germany for Holocaust survivors. He was well known for his integrity,
decency, honour and credibility. When he spoke,
people listened because he had the knowledge
and eloquence.
Alan Rose was born in Dundee, Scotland in
1921, grandson of Yahya (York) Gubbay of
Baghdad who had emigrated to Calcutta in
1840. Educated at London University,he served
as tank commander with the British Eighth
Army in North Africa, Italy and northwest
Europe, where he participated in the D-Day
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Dr David, who died last March, came to
Israel in 1950 from Baghdad through Britain
and Egypt with a reputation of a very successful
doctor in Iraq. In Ramat Gan he interlaced his
medical activity, mainly in Kupat Holim
Maccabi (Medicare), with his branched public
activity, which included ten years later his
membership in municipality.
Dr David was born in Baghdad in 1912 and
graduated atthe American University of Beirut
as a doctor. In parallel he acted in Beirut as a
member at the Zionist bund Kadima. In 1938 he
studied in London in Tropical Diseases and
Public Hygiene. In 1946 he married a new
emigrant from Germany.
After his emigration to Israel and after serving as a doctor in the army, he opened his own
clinic and became chairman of the medical
union, national board of preventing accidents

" ~ ' ~ " .:~ ~

The death of Sir Horace Kadoorie in Hong
Kong on 22 April at the age of 92 was felt as a
deep personal loss by many. His father Sir Elly
Kadoorie emigrated to Shanghai in 1886 and
succeeded in establishing a vast business. His
two sons Lawrence, Lord Kadoorie, and Horace
built the company Sir Elly Kadoorie and Sons
into the multi-billion empire it is today.
Sir Horace will be venerated as a philanthropist whose role in eating for Jewish school
children in Shanghai was one of personal comm i t m e n t not m e r e l y that of a f i n a n c i a l
benefactor. Free school meals were provided
daily in the Sephardi organised Shanghai Jewish School from a Kadoorie Tiffin Fund and
even today its former pupils recall how appreciated these meals were.
Sir Horace will perhaps best be remembered
for his dedication to the Jewish Youth Association School (SJYA), which he established in
1939 for the use of some three hundred refugees from Nazi Europe. Commonly known as
the Kadoorie School, it catered to the education
of over a thousand children whose high academic standard is reflected in their success as
businessmen and professionals. These pupils
in ] 940 presented Horace as a token of their
esteem, a tablecloth with some 300 names
embroidered on it. Over fifty years later at a
reunion in Chicago in 1992, former pupils of

the schoo[ signed a scroll as testimony of their
undiminished gratitude, which was later presented to Sir Horace.
Sir Horace was president of the SJYA Jewish Children's Fresh Air Camp which provided
a large variety of activities.
Sir Horace was a frequent visitor to both
schools to see how the pupils were progressing,
and also attended the schools' dramatic performances. He placed great emphasis on
extra-curricular activities and supplied sports
equipment, uniforms, etc.
Sir Horace received a knighthood from the
Queen in 1989 in recognition of his aid programme for Gurka soldiers to readjust tocivilian
life, and was also made a Chevalier of the
French Legion of Honour. The Philippine Government honoured him with the Magsaysay
Award for public service in 1962, and the
Nepalese Government-conferred on him the
country's highest award. He was on the board
of many public companies. Nonetheless, this
bachelor who was a compassionate father-figure to many, will be best remembered for his
commitment to his fellow men.
Maisie M e y e r
Scribe." However, Sir Horace and the
Kadoorie family in Hong Kong flatly refused
last year to participate in establishinga community centre in London for the 8000 strong Iraqi
Jews there, even though the Kadoorie family
hadreceivedin 1948 compensation of£250,000
from the Iraq Government for the Kadoorie
Club in Baghdad.
Let us hope the family will reconsiderO

Maurice Cohen

The death of Col. Maurice Cohen from
Bombay (1912-1995) who was o f Iraqi/'
Babylonian origin has removed a well-known
and likable personality from the Indian Jewish
community.
Even during his education at the Cathedral
Boys High School in Bombay, run on Harrow
School lines, in the "twenties, he gave promise
of the great sportsman he was later to become.
He became a famous cricketer and hockey
player in India after his Bombay debut. He was
in the Indian cricket team in Test matches and
was selected for the Indian hockey team for the
Berlin Olympics in I936. He did not attend
because of the Nazis.
In the Second World War he became an
officer in the Indian Army Signals Corps and
served in the Burma Campaign against the
Japanese. He was transferred from the British
Army and took part in the famous battle of
Kohima. He became a regular officer after the
warand following Indian independence in 1947,

he served in Kashmir in India's war with Pakistan over the state. He wrote a book Thunder
over Kashmir, and had earlier written The History o f 0.60 Tc 1 aCorps Tc 0 Tw (wrote ) Tj 23.52 0 TD 1 1 1 rg 1.28 Tc 0 Tw (of ) Tj 9.12 0 TD 1 1 1 r
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by Zvi Gabay, M.A.
Israel Ambassador to Dublin
Recently the Jerusalem daily Al-Nahar devoted a full page to the publication of a new
poem by Mahmoud Darwish, the most famous
Palestinian poet, condemning the Israel-PLO
peace process. Darwish, the head of the Arab
Writers Guild, skewers the idea of an ArabIsrael peace with heavy expressions o ftypically
trenchant sarcasm, castigatingthose who would
make peace with Israel.
Darwish is a 54-year-old poet, who grew up
in Israel and left to study in Moscow in the
1970's,
At the beginning of the intifada, Darwish
was the first Arab poet to bless the phenomenon, calling it "The Song of Stones". His
efforts gave the stone a unique place in current
Arab poetry. He used the stone as a symbol not
just to encourage the stoning &Jews, but also
- along with other Arab poets such as Nizar
Qabani - as an instrument and symbol with
which to assail Arab rulers who did not do
enough for their people.
Following are extracts from the translation,
by Mr Gabay, of sarcastic Arabic poems:
The Peace Speech
By Mahmoud Darwish
Oh people, oh master of miracles and
builder of the Pyramids,
lift yourself up to the level of the generation.
Silently, silently let us hear what went
wrong with us on earth.
W h a t was it that made us be p u s h e d . . .
Three wars - and less land,
Fifty thousand martyrs - and less bread,
And the nationalization of people's mind
who love life - and dance less.
So we ean move forward?
Moving forward is destruction - isn't
peace the answer?
Long live peaee...I!!
Wars... wars.., wars...
The leadership mast stop this waste,
And stop producing an obscure future
built on c o r p s e s . . .
Do we live in the jungle,killingour
neighbours
who look for a corner on o u r land?
For war, oh people, is a primitive instinct.
Land is but s a n d . . .
You search in war, oh my free people, for
sovereignty.
In the West our enemies are spreading lles
on the Arab ruler,
In the West Rambo and Shambo and
Coca, and Jeans, Disco, Circus and
freedom for Cats.
So who are w e . . . ?
Are we really mistaken . . . ?
Thirty years have passed since the war,
And the solution is in the West,
Are we really mistaken?
Can a locust eat an elephant or drink the
Nile?
The land is spacious for all.
lu the land there is prosperity for all.
Oh dear people, time has come to correct
Our history
So we will be like other cultures hy word
and by deed,
Time has come to teach our enemies an
adequate lesson in peace:

We will deny them excuses so they cannot
escape from peace,
W h a t do they w a n t . . . ? What?
All P a l e s t i n e . . . ? Welcome,
Parts of S i n a i . . . ? Welcome,
The Sphinx's head - the time will come for
this too? Welcome,
The heights for attacking D a m a s c u s . . . ?
Welcome,
The rivers of Lebanon . . . ? Welcome,
The modification of the Q u r a n . . . ?
Welcome,
Babylonia, to take Nabuko's head, who
exiled them . . . ? Welcome,
I will give them everything they want or
don't want
in order to have peace.
And peace is stronger than land, stronger
and dearer.
For they are wicked and greedy,
And we are noble, noble
Long live peace ...![!
I shall destroy all cannons so pigeons can
hatch in them.
I shall destroy the memory of w a r . . , so
you will sleep well.
Tomorrow, you will be awaken to bread
and b l e s s i n g . . .
Sleep, tomorrow you will be awaken in my
garden...
Rest and sleep.
Long live Peace!
Long Iive order!
S h a l o m . . . S a l a a m . . . ! ! !lP

Khazar c a p i t a l
Japanese and Daghestani scientists have
discovered the capital of the Khazar Kingdom
on an island located in the middle of the Caspian Sea. The experts hope thereby to clarify an
obscure page of History.
The Khazar Kingdom which existed between the year 700 and 1016 C.E. was to the
north of the Caueases and around the Crimea. It
was ruled by kings of Jewish extraction.
Historians consider that one of the main
factors of this Kingdom was the prevention of
Islam from spreading into Europe from the East.
In this century several archaeological missions looked for the remains of this Kingdom.
The efforts of Japanese scientists were successful as they followed the theory of professor
Murad Mohamadof of the University o f
Daghesta, according to which the capital of the
Khazars was on the island of Etel.
Al-Hayat news item.
Scribe: It is to be recalled that Islam also
attempted to extend into Europe from Spain
and entered North into France, but was stopped
in its tracks at the city of Poitier.
As to the attempt to enter Europe from the
East, History tells us that Huron al-Rashid
waged several wars on the Khazar Kingdoms,
but was completely unsuccessful. After his
defeat, he took his revenge on the Jews of
Baghdad, forcing them to wear a yellow patch
on their clothes as well as imposing on them
other restrictions.
Hamn was contemporary with Charlemagne
who used to address him in his correspondence
as Aaron, King &persia.
The decline of the Khazar Kingdom began
in 980 when Prince Vladimirof Russia adopted
Christianity as the religionof his country which
finally destroyed the short-lived Jewish Kingdom and dispersed its inhabitants in all
directions *
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New Year's Eve p a r t y to welcome the y e a r 1958 at the home of Claire and Morris C h i t a y a t in Baghdad. It was one of the last parties within
the Jewish community p r i o r to the J u l y Revolution.
Left to right (in front): Evelyn Shashoua (Shuknr); Abe Hillel; Morris Chitayat; A m a l Khalastehy (Rejwan); Stella Solomon (Dangoor);
Found Khalastchy; R e n r e Dangoor; N a i m Dangoor.
Standing: Menashi Shashoua; Saida Hillel; Claire Dangoor; Abdullah Dangoor; Heskel Abed; H a n n a Abed; Salim G u r j i ; Eileen
Khalastehy; Sasson Dangoor; Liza C h i t a y a t (Mareuille); Claire Chitayat; Violet Lawee; David Khalastchy; Leon Lawee; Madeleine Gnr|ie

JEWS OF THE RAJ
by Mavis H y m a n

Published by Hyman Publishers,
10 Hotyoake Walk,London N2 OJX.
Telephone: 0181 883 3603.
£14.95 + £1.95 P&P.
JEWS OF THE RAJ is an account of the
daily life of the Jews of Calcutta as eighty
members~of the community discuss how they
experienced it and learnt about their personal
histories from their parents and grandparents.
They have combined their efforts from all over
the world, to preserve the memory of the community which has now all but completely
dispersed. This has been done in the spirit of
celebration for a past in which they were free to
live as Jews without oppression. It is a past
which has distinct strands: a Jewish heritage
with traditions of Baghdad, living in the multireligious and multi-cultural society of India,
and emulating, wherever possible, the secular
British way of life.
The book has a historical background, showing how the political and social circumstances
in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
encouraged Jewish merchants from the Middle
East to settle in India. The discussion then falls
into three main groups. The first is about the
domestic situation, such as family, servants,
food, holidays and leisure. The second concentrates on values and the rites of passage. The
third concerns broader world events, such as
the Second World War, Zionism, and the rise of
Indian nationalism, all of which influenced the
exodus of the community from Calcutta and
also from the two other centres o f Jewish settlement in India; Bombay and Cochine

Aziza Bint Mukamal
In your last$cribe ofMareh, I read Dr. Ezra
Sharon's letterabout Aziza Mukamal, his greatgrandmother.
As ! am her granddaughter, I remember how
she asked me to gather all the fallen flowers of
the pomegranate tree in her garden which she
kept for people suffering from diarrhoea. She
dried and ground them and prescribed 1 teaspoon to be taken in 1 cup of boiled water. For
dysentry she prescribed the boiled water oftbe
rice.
She had a tree of Seville oranges (Narenj).
lts juice was sour and was used in salads and
cooking instead of lemons. When the Narenj
was still small and green, she picked some and
soaked for 3 days to remove the bitterness,
changing the water everyday; then she boiled
them in date syrup (Sifane) and gave it to
people who suffered from indigestion.
She distilted orange blossom (Qeddah)and
gave the essence for people with heart trouble.
She ground dried Fenugreek (Hefba) and gave
it to people suffering from diabetes to drink like
te& The immigrant Jews from Aden to Israel
still use it for the same purpose.
She prescribed the dried hair from fresh
corns for people who suffered from inflamed
prostate to be taken like tea.
Mamyayi is like small brown stones which
she heated in a small pan with a spoonful ofoil,
The paste was used to treat muscular pain. It
was really like "Harambam medicine" (dawa

Harembam).
I still have some which I gave to relatives in
Israel and England. It was very effective.
Aziza died in 1930 a t t h e age of 92, suffering from a heart attackÙ
Ramat Hasharon
M a r g u e r i t e Zebaida

Aziza Bint Mukamal
Thank you for printing my letter about Aziza
Mukamal, my great-grandmother, in The.
Scribe, and what apleasure to find her picture[
I am currently trying to gather information
related to Aziza and the rest of my family, and
request readers to write to me.
I was born in Israel and I am learning more
about my roots from your j o u m a l e

Dr. Ezra Sharon, MD, FACP (Shashona)
New York

Why I a m a J e w
I am a Jew because I want to belong to the
great Jewish Nation which has contributed to
human advancement through several millennia
in the fields of politics, economics, science,
philosophy, literature, medicine and art. Jews
contributed many times more than their small
numbers would require. The evidence is readily seen in the large numbers of Nobel prize
winners, past and present.
Ignorant historians point out that the Jewish
Nation had no specific culture or civilisation.
Sorry that we did not leave distinctive pottery
for archaeological diggers to discover, but we
have provided mankind with a religion that has
shaped its destiny and would i f properly adhered to point thewayto its future and salvation.
T h a n k God for the Jews
T h a n k t h e Jews for God
The leading nations of the world are secretly
researching for a super bomb to neuUalise all
bombs and thus put an end to warfare. It is
thought that Israel might be the first to discover
it. Will the Messiah come with such a bomb in
his hand?O
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From Avner Meiri (Fouad Saigh), Toronto.

This incident was repeated almost daily
with two or three boys. By the end of the week
I had in my drawer a collection o f more than
twenty skullcaps in different sizes and colours.
Some of them were made of pure wool or bright
silk. Others had the Star of David hand embroidered. Each night I had the pleasure of sorting
and recounting them.
By the end of the second week, the Rabbi
announced that the class should elect a new
monitor. I was the only candidate. The"democratic"election passed without trouble. I enjoyed
the power till the end of the summer.
Two years later, my brother Isaac joined the
same summer school. After his first day of
attending the Heder, he returned home crying
and upset. "What is the matter, Isaac? What
happened?" They beat me! And they took my
skullcap!" he cried.
"Don't cry, my brother, " I replied, "I have
a lot of them in my drawer, take a replacement."
By the end of the summer not a single
skullcap could be found in my drawer! •

Joyr i de to U t o p i a
By Emil Murad - TeI-Aviv

Thank you for publishing my short story
"The Devil's Kite"in TheScribe joumalNo.58,
June 1993.
I am pleased to tell you that my first book of
short stories, based on events and anecdotes
that occurred in Iraq between the years 19401950, will be published soon in Toronto. I
enclose another short story entitled"The Skullcap".

The Skullcap
In the summer of 1940, I had just completed
my fifth grade of public school. My parents
decided to send me to the Heder "EI-Midrash"
for the summer vacation. There I was to study
the Bible and prepare myself for my Barmitzyah.
it was a very hot summer: the classes were
crowded; the students were sweating. On the
ceilingofeach classroomthere was abig manual
fan made from wood and fabric. The fan was
tied to a long rope. It was operated by polling
the rope back and forth, hoping to gain a
refreshing breeze.
The sound of the moving fan was so monotonous, it causedthe students, and sometimes
the Rabbi, to fall asleep.
The student who was in charge of operating
the fan was called "the monitor" (chahuch). In
general, the monitor was the most powerful and
esteemed boy in the class. The students would
fear him more than they did the Rabbi. They
used to bribe him with money and candies to
have a chance to operate the fan.
From day one there was a power struggle
between myselfand the monitor. Weboth sought
control of the fan. But most of the students
considered me as a stranger, a temporary summer student who came from the goyim public
school. As a matter of fact, they called me the
"Muslim". So who was I, wanting control of the
fan?
By the end of my first day at Heder, the
monitor and his assistant were waiting for me at
the gate of the school. Immediately a fight
broke out between us. I wrestled with both,
dropped them to the ground, and grabbed their
skullcaps as a sign of victory.
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Do I have to see flowers flicker and die?
Do I have to hear people whine and cry?
Children play with toy guns" and when
they grow
The guns become real, the dead lie row by
row.*
Turning swords into plowshares, you say.
And the world keeps fighting; tomorrow is
no other day
For peace and love are still long way away.
Through the narrow tunnel I see no light,
no ray.
Oh, my God, if only I could peacefully
worship the earth
and live anywhere, in a tree house~ or the
middle of the ocean
if only Your omnipotence could give birth
to children who'd pronounce love with
every word and motion.*
W h y is it that man was born to be such?
If You really love thy children so much, so
much,
Can't You change our hearts with one
magic touch
To make us wake up and say : "Love and
Peace are the real cateh"O

The meaning of Maimon

Few Jews recognise the m e a n i n g of
"Maimon" as in Rabbenu Moshe ben Maimon.
The word derives from the Arabic root Yumn
signifyingauspicious circumstances, happiness.
It corresponds to the Latin FELIX.
In ancient times Yemen, because of its high
degree of civilization, culture, agriculture and
advanced system of irrigation, was dubbed by
the Romans "Arabia Felix", meaning Happy
Arabia. The word Yemen itsetfis derived from
the same root - y m n .
Highland Park, N.J.

Jack Zeloof

Scribe: The Garden of Eden was in Aden in
Yemen (Arabia Felix). Gan Eden equals Gannat
AdanO

~'7 ~

Hakham Eliahou Yoshua Obadiah (17901895) one of the great Rabbis of Baghdad in
the 19th century, w a s an enlightened and
erudite talmudist and was dayan and Ab
Beth-din for many long years. The traveller
Benjamin II who visited Baghdad in 1848
praised him as a wealthy and learned rabbi •

I would like to express my admiration on the
excellentarticle written by Moshe Kahtan: "The
Lesson of the Holocaust: Did We Learn?" of
your March issue.
The article is factual, objective, informative
and has excellent suggestionse
London

Morris E. Zelouf

Haham Gaon remembered

1 have just finished reading through your
March 1995 issue. You have succeeded in
achieving significant growth in volume, while
maintaining the high levet of content. Hazaq u
Baruch and Kol Hakavod. In particular, the
obituary on Haham Gaon interested me. 1 remember the Haham when I was a little boy in
the late fifties when he came to Johannesburg.
My father had re-started the then defunct
Sephardi synagogue which had collapsed many
years before. He had hired a large room (we are
still hiringpremises 40 years later). He brought
out two Baghdadi Sifrei Torahs on loan from
London (still in our possession).
My father had recently engaged Ray Hayim
Cohen (son of Chief Rabbi Ray Yamin Cohen)
from Tangier on the recommendation of the
Haham. In spite of our humble surroundings,
the Haham arrived in his top hat and created
such an aura of dignity. I remember when I was
asked "to whom do we pray" and my considered reply was "to you".
The Dear Torah on monotheism which followed has stuck almost verbatim in my mind
ever since. I love coming to London and attending services at the Bevis Marks, Lauderdalc
Road and the Baghdadi synagogue in Goiders
Green.
Would it be an imposition to ask your permission to occasionally use some of your articles
in our Synagogue's (Sha "arei Siyon ve Shalom
Sephardi Synagogue) newsletters?
Johannesburg

Alan Sassoon

Scribe: You may freely use in your newslettersany item in TheScribe you findofintereste
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League o f Nations D e l e g a t i o n a t Alliance School, Baghdad
In 1925 the then League of Nations sent a special delegation to lraq to decide and report on the Mosul question claimed by Turkey. The
delegation rejected Turkey's claim and assigned Mosul to lraq. The League's delegation, headed by M. de Wirsen, was feted by the Iraqi
Government in Baghdad. They visited the Alliance schools for boys and girls.
Seated right to left:
Ella Shahmoon; Senator Menahem Daniel; Chief Rabbi Hakham Ezra Dangoor; Delegation member le Comte Teleky (later became Prime
Minister of Hungary); Mine Sasson (Directriee); Mr de Wirsen (Swedish head of the League Delegation); Sir Hubert Young (Counsellor to
the British High Commissioner); Chief Justice (Ab Beth Din) Sasson Khthonri; Sasson Murad.
Standing right to left: -; -; -; Eliahoo al-Ani; Ezra Menahem Daniel; Yehuda Zeloof; -; Noori Nahum; Sion Gurji; Abraham Nahom; Sion
Nissan; Menashi Gurji; Moise Itta; Mr David Sasson (Director of Alliance Schnol)O

Jewish assets in Iraq

SUPPLICATION

A meeting was recently held in Israel on the
subject of assets left by Iraqi Jews who left the
country in the mass exodus of the Jewish community.
The meeting was attended by some two
hundred businessmen of Iraqi origin, at which
Mr Jacob Levy, Director of the Israeli Chamber
of Commerce, stated that the value of these
assets amounts to 8 billion U.S. Dollars, which
was confiscated by successive Iraqi regimes.
M r L e v y pointed out the leading role o f Jews in
the commercial and financial life of the country
and stressed that he had firm evidence of the
value of these assets. He urged the Israeli Government to pursue the claim for recovering the
valuable property •

b y Dr. Victor Sasson
Like a tree beside a running stream
Let me be, Lord, and let my roots
Ran deep, secure in faith, unseen,
Far from those that scoff and scheme The chaff of mankind.
Grant me humility with digaity~
Bestow upon me pence of mindj
And let the leaves of my life-work
Forever be greenO
New York

The Scribe is such a useful and fascinating
publication. I can't tell you how much pleasure
it brings my family - especially to my father
who is ailing, and whose activities are severely
limited.
The Scribe enables him to took back and
remember his youth, indulging his nostalgia
for an earlier, simpler time about which he has
such fond memories.
Your good work is an enormous undertaking, and a truly great service to Baghdadian
Jews in every part o f the woridO
New York
Edwin Simon

I enjoy reading The Scribe immensely and I
must say your letter sections, reflect the way I
feel, as a transplanted Baghdadian. I spent the
waryears in Shanghai and knew Eddie Dangoor
who was my age. I still remember the black eye
he gave me fifty years ago.
I had been receiving your publication in
H.K. and am grateful that it now follows me to
the U.S. It is gratifying to see how it has grown
from a few loose pages to a healthy magazine,
and yes, without advertisements!
I wish you continued suecessO
Florida
Molly Odell
Nee Reuben (Carrady)

I am a 22 year old Ukrainian pianist studying at the GuildhalI School of Music and Drama.
In the Ukraine I graduated from the Kharkov
School for Gifted Children.
I coutdn't pursue my career there because of
the economic and political situation and also
for being Jewish.
My parents are teachers in the Ukraine but
cannot support me.
I am writing to your Foundation to request
financial support in my studies in EnglandO
London
Eugenia Chudinovieh

Esther Mercado's Iraq - My Testimony recounts her experiences in the eventful post-war
years until her immigration to Israel in 195 ! at
the age of 16 and in the first years o f the
family's settlement in Israel.
The events which befell Mrs. Mercado's
family were typical in those years.
The book is recommended reading. It is
written in simple flowing prose, yet forceful.
The poems at the end of the book recapitulate
the main events with poetic touehO
Tel Aviv
Isaac Murad
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Administrative Committee of the Baghdad Chamber of Commerce 1938.
Seated left to right: Rahmtn Masri; Yousef Moshi; Abdul Razzaq Qadduri; Mohammed Haji Khalid; Sion Aboudi; Abraham Haim Hakham
Ishaq (Vice President); Ja'far AbuI-Timmaa (President); Kamel al Khudhairi (Secretary); Khdhouri Lawee; Ezra Ani; Saleh Elisha; Jacob
Mukamal.
Standing left to right: Meer Basri (Assistant Secretary); Nourt Fattah; Mohammed Tayeb; Ja'far al Shabibi; Ibrahim Shabandar; Heskel
Shemtob.

The Baghdad Chamber of
Commerce
by M e e r Basri
A Chamber of Commerce was tentatively
formed in Baghdad in 1884, but did not last
long.
Subsequently in 1910, two years after the
Turkish Revolt which proclaimed a modern
constitution and deposed the despotic Sultan
Abdul Harold II, a new Baghdad Chamber of
Commerce was established. Baghdad, at that
time, was a vilayet (province) of the Ottoman
Empire, governed by a Wall (governor general)
appointed by lstanbul. No economic or commercial department existed in the Governorate
and the Chamber was constituted to take care of
the country's trade and look after the interests
of the commercial community,
The first president of the Chamberwas Mr
Marcorian,managerof the OttomanBank,The
Jewish community which had its hold on the
local trade was well represented in the new
organisation. The vice-president was Shaoul
Hakham Hcsqail (1858-1934), elder brother of
(Sir) Sassoon Hesqail, (at that time member of
the Turkish Parliament and later to become
Under-Secretary for Trade and Agriculture in
Istanbul and the first Minister of Finance of
lraq in 1920).
Other prominent members of the Board
w e r e Yehuda Zclouf, Shaoul Shashoua and
Abraham Haim H. Ishaq.
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The Chamber called on all companies to
register and obtain a licence to do business.
Nuri Nahom was appointed head clerk and
Eliahou Hesqail al-Anias his assistant.
The Chamber played a prominent role in the
economic sphere during the First World War,
and remained in existence up to the British
Occupation in 1917.
The Baghdad Chamber of Commerce was
re-constituted by Law No.40 of 1926, which
simultaneously created two other Chambers in
Mosul and Basrah.
The Chambers of Commerce were defined
by Law as "public institutions formed by merchants to represent and safeguard the interests
of commerce in certain areas to be defined by
the Minister of Finance." The Law charged the
Chambers with several duties, e.g. to furnish
government departments with advice and information in regard to commerce, industry and
the procedures followed in commercial transactions; to give opinion on the meansto promote
and extend trade, suggest amendments of the
commercial and industrial laws, customs tariffs, matters pertaining to opening roads and
means of transport, and concessions granted to
commercial and industrial institutions; to register prices of goods, effects and corn and rates
of exchange; to arbitrate in the settlement of
commercial disputes; to issue certificates of
origin of Iraqi exports, etc.
The affairs of the Chamber were managed
by an Administrative Committee composed of

not less than 15 and not more than 18 members,
to be elected from the merchants who have
joined the Chamber and who possessed special
qualifications. The Administrative Committee
selected from among its members a president,
vice-president and secretary for a term of one
year who were eligible for re-election.
The first presidents oftbe Chamber were the
British Bank managers until 1929, when Qassim
aI-Khedhairi was elected president. Abraham
Haim H. Is'haq (1859-1957) was elected vicepresident in 1935, and re.¢iected annuallyuntil
1948, when he was succcededby Hesqail David
Sbemtob (1880-1934). Eliahou Hesqail al-Ani
Was the first honorary secretary (1926-1935).
Ezra Eliahou Ani also held this position in
1939.
In 1938-1939 Membership of the Baghdad
Chamber consisted of 212 Jews, 81 Sunni Moslems, 87 Shi'i Moslems, 43 Christians, 6 Kurds
and 9 Subbis.
In the 1930's more than h a l f of the members
of the Administrative Committee were Jews.
Among the prominent merchants and bankers
who formed the Committee in those decades
we may cite Khedhouri Lawee, Rahmin Masri,
Shaoul Shashoua (and after his death his son
Menashi Shashoua), Kbedhouri Shukur, Saleh
Elisha Sassoon, Sion Sbelomo Aboudi, Yamen
Shasha, Ya'coub Yusuflny (father of the wellknown philanthropist Frank Iny), Jacob
Mukamal, Abraham Mukamal, Gourgi Shalom
Levy, Haron Shamash, Joseph Moshi, etc.

A d m i n i s t r a t i v e C o m m i t t e e o f t h e B a g h d a d C h a m b e r o f C o m m e r c e , 1946.
By Courtesy Mrs. Violet Shamash of M i l a n
(Left to right): Hafidh aI-Qadhl; E z r a Ani; M n h a m m a d Tayib; A b r a h a m M u k a m a l ; Abdul Aziz al Baghdadi; Mhd. J a w a d J a ' f a r ; K a m e l
aI-Khedhairi (president); A b d u l S a t t a r Qaddori; Hesqatl Shemtob; H a r o n Shamash; K a d h i m M a k k i y a h ; Sabri a l - T u a i m a h ; A b r a h a m H o l m ;
Abdul H a d i a I - C h a l a b i $
A prominent member of the Basrah Chamber of Commerce for many years was Hesqail
Softer, father o f the well-known financier
Sasson Softer of Geneva.
I wasappointed chief executive of the Baghdad Chamber in 1935, first under the title of
assistant secretary and then director. Before
that, I had served as secretary to the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and cona'oller-general of Telephones. I served in the Chamber more than ten
years, and edited its monthly journal. At the
same time I was acting controller of the Commercial Exchange and, during the Wodd War,
I served as secretary to the Supply Committee.
I was delegated in 1937 as assistant commissioner oflraq to the Exposition Internationale
of Paris. In 1944 ! was a member of the Iraqi
delegation to the International Business Conference held at Rye, N e w York. I stayed in the
USA for six months and gave talks on the
economics of Iraq at the N e w York Association
for Trade and Industry and other institutions, I
also spoke on the radio and briefed the Departmeat of State.
I left the service of the Chamber at the end
of 1945 and was succeeded by my assistant
Yacov Belbeul (Lev) who remained as Director until 1951 when he left Iraq in the Mass
Exodus.
The Baghdad C h a m b e r o f Commerce
faded away in 1964 when the Republican
Government nationalised foreign trade and
industryO

1 was thrilled to have seen a picture o f my
mother, nee Flora Murad, when she was only
14 and attending the Alliance School in Baghdad, when she saw that photo she was delirious!
Through your publication, you are "technic a l l y " r e v i v i n g the diaspora o f a g r e a t
community. One has just got to read on and
there pops a name or a picture of a long forgotten relative, a fellow student or a friend - be
they in Australia or Austria, the United States
or the United Kingdom, eteo
New York
Fund Baruch
I found your journal very interesting, specifically, as I was born in Jerusalem and grew
up among Jewish people who emigrated at that
time from Iraq.
I wish you much success in your devoted
work and efforts for your lovely Community¢
M. Hacohen - Consul General
Israel Embassy, London
Attached is a cheque for the sum ors175 as
follows:
l ) $75 for the complete volume of The
Scribe from No.I.
2) $100 for my appreciation of the wonderful and outstanding Journal you provide all the
Iraqi Jewish people on their culture and their
traditionsO
New York

Saeed Herdoon

The last day of April is a big holiday in
Sweden and we usually drive to our country
house, after the long winter, to work in the
garden. This year, for the first time in 150
years, it snowed the last two days and we had a
few inches of snow.
I decided to stay at home and finish reading
the last issue of The Scribe. It took me almost
half the day, and I wondered how long it must
have taken you to write your articles and edit
such a fantastic publicationO
Stockholm
Salim Dangoor

I am a Canadian citizen who had escaped
from Iraq to Iron in 1950.
i was very surprised to read in Iraq - My
Testimony by Esther Mercado about my attempted escape to Iran and return to Baghdad,
as all routes were closed. Esther was my old
classmate and I recently met her in Israel after
40 years o f separation. It took us both some
time to overcome our emotions and recount our
life experiencesO
Montreal
C l a i r e Sayegh

We wish to thank you for the regular delivery of The Scribe. We thoroughly enjoy it and
save itO
Ra'anana, Israel David and Seemah Saul
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The Peace Process
by Percy Gonrgey, M B E .
With reference to Moshe Kahtan's leading
article in the March issue, it is necessary to
consider the background of the current peace
process, to understand its full implications and
potential.
The current peace process between Israel
and her Arab neighbours has had many ups and
downs, as was expoctad when the talks began
just over two years ago in Oslo. Its most constructive outcome is Israel's Peace Treaty with
Jordan signed on 26 October 1994. This would
never have come about without the prior Declaration of Principles signed on Washington's
White House Lawn by Israel's Prime Minister
Rabin and PLO Chairman Ararat on 13 September 1993.
With the collapse of communism in the
Eastern Europe revolutions in 1989 (leading to
the eventual disintegration of the Soviet Union
in December 1991) and the West's victory in
the Gulf War of January-February 1991, after
driving out Iraqi forces from Kuwait, the conditions were propitious for another attempt at
securing peace between Israel and her Arab
neighbours. Thus the United States and the
then Soviet Union co-sponsored the Madrid
Middle East Peace Conference in October and
November 1991. For the first time since the
establishment of Israel in i 948, Israel and her
Arab neighbours sat round a conference table
in the Royal Palace in Madrid, made their
maximalist speeches, and no-one walked out.
As a journalist there, I was impressed by the
determination of all concerned to arrive at a
settlement. It was envisaged in three stages, the
opening session (completed at the time with
speeches from the American and Soviet presidents and leaders of all delegations), the bilateral
negotiations, and the multilateral negctiations later.
As this process made little progress after a
year, the Israeli government, elected in June
1992, embarked on the secret talks in Osln
culminating in the historic ceremony on the
White House Lawn. It was because K i n g
Hussein o f Jordan was a few yards behind his
grandfather, King Abdullah, when he was assassinated in 1951 by P a l e s t i n i a n Arab
extremists, that Hussein feared for his life i f
they thought that he was going to do a secret
deal with Israel behind their backs. The peace
treaty with Jordan, signed by King Hussein and
Prime Minister Rabin in the presence of President Clinton and many others, including Likud
leaders, is making great progress now.
The grand precedent for it was the crucial
Peace Treaty between Israel and Egypt of March
1979, concluded by Prime Minister Begin and
President Sadat, sponsored by US President
Carter, after proper security arrangements were
made for Israel's total withdrawal from the
Sinai peninsular.
The main obstacle in the current process is
Syria demanding Israel's total withdrawal from
the Golan Heights, without ensuring proper security arrangements for Israel. Another obstacle is
that of the PLO Authority in Gaza and Jericho,
unable or unwilling to control Humus terrorist
attacks on Israel. As Shimon Peres, Israel's Foreign Minister said on 2 July after many hours of
talks with Arafat, "I can only state that we will
make absolutely no concession on issues relating
to security." He was merely reiteratingthepresent
labour government's stand on security ever since
the current peace process started. This is not
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M r E p h r a i m D o w e r Israel Ambassador to India, m a d e a short visit to Bombay last J a n e
w h e r e Ms Sophy Kelly, the General-Secretary of the Indo-lsrael Friendship League, hosted
n lunch in his hnnour.
The above picture shows his Excellency Ambassador Ephraim DoweR with Ms Sophy
KellyO
surprising since Rabin was Israel's Chiefof Staff,
and Peres a Minister in Eshkol's government at
the critical time of the Six Day War of June 1967,
when Israel was compelled to launch her preemptive strikes in self defence because Nasser
sought to invade Israel, Jordan shelled West Jerusalem from her base in East Jerusalem and the
West Bank, and Syria attacked Israel's northern
cities and settlements from the Golan Heights. R
is essential to recall these events, as also the Arab
aggression against Israel in 1948 in flagrant violationof the UN Resolution of 29 November 1947
providing for a Jewish State and an Arab State in
mandatory (western) Palestine accepted by the
World Zionist Organisation. Subsequent Arab
aggression in 1956, 1968-9, 1973 and Iraq's scud
missile attacks in t991, clearly indicate the need
for Israel's security, often overlookedby western
and other pro-Arab elements.
Jews in Israel and the Diaspora, and her
well-wishers, need to mount an intensive public relations campaign to counter the ignorance
and prejudice that prevail resulting in unjustified pressure exerted against her. Public
criticism of Israel's policies by Jews and Zionists are welcomed by pro-Arabs as boosting
their case. Are the former happy with this?
Israel's critics offer no constructive alternative
to ending a permanent state of war against her.
It is quite conceivable that as Begin's Likud
government withdrew from the bulk ofterritoties seizedby Israel in 1967 forher self-defence,
a~er commendable security arrangements were
made, the present Labour-led govemmentwould
do the same, as mindful of Israel's security
interests as its predecessor was in the seminal
victory of t967 under Eshkol, and in 1973
under Golda Meir. Israel has complete justice
on her side and one must know the factsO
Scribe:The peace process would make more
sense i f carried to its logical conclusion namely, a federation of the whole region, with
Israel, Jordan and Palestine as its nucleus. This
is necessary to take care of the eternal threat
from a top-heavy Iraq.

I was greatly moved to see in the last issue
of The Scribe the picture of the late Khatoun,
which inspires goodness of heart and charitable
spirit. She represents a virtuous generation that
has almost disappe~ared. I admired the effort to
perpetuate her memory, and was inspired to
write the following verses which I present to
the family with my sincere coadolencesO
London
Jihad

Congratulations for the excellent work and
devotion you are putting in the publication of
The Scribe which is a great joy to read.
Please add to your mailing list my Uncle's
name who is enthusiastic to read your journal
on a regular basisO
London
Edward Obadiah

Alliance School for Girls 20.5.1939.
Certificat D'etudes P r i m a i r e s by courtesy of Violette Shasha
Back row (standing) L to R.: 1) Habiba Haron; 2) F a h i m a Shebairou; 3) Evelyn Menashe; 4) Violette M i k h a e l (Shasha);
6) Violet Peress.
2nd row (standing) L to R.: 1) Serafine Huron; 2) Louise Levy (Chitayat); 3) Louise Shashoua (Birshan); 4) - ; 5) Suzette
Denous (Shemie); 6) K h a t o u n M a s r i (Shemtob); 7) Rachel Ahdou (Abdel Ezeir); 8) - ; 9) Daisy Chitayat; 10) - .
3rd row (sitting) L to R.: Helene Ishayek; 2) Victoria Birshan (Naji Sasson); 3) Miss Cohen ( M r s Yahya) English teacher;
4) Louise Dangoor; 5) M i n e Darwish (French teacher); 6) Violette Bakhash; 7) Violette Somekh.
Front row (sitting): 1) - ; 2) H e n r y Laredo; 3) Henriette Muir.
I enjoy reading TheScribe which I pass on to friends. Through it I gained valuable information about former friends and
acquaintances who are scattered all over the world.
Your articles are impressive, especially our old Arabic proverbsO
Haifa
1 am writing to thank you for sending me
issues of The Scribe for the past few years and
to tell you how much I have enjoyed reading
your fascinating journal. They have given me
an insight into the warm lifestyle of Babylonian
J e w r y - both historical and contemporary-that
I could not possibly have obtained from any
other source.
On a broader note, I have learned a great
deal about Sephardi life and attitudes, as well as
the importance attached to family connections.
In particular, I have been moved by the photos
you print from time to time of boys and girls in
Jewish schools. Perhaps some ofthe girls shown
in the pictures (taken in 1925) were mothers to
girts in the Alliance Girls" School shown in the
photo taken in 1946.
A visit to my daughter in l-tong Kong a year
or so ago gave me an opportunity to have a clear
look at the community there.
Although nol a Sephardi myself, I was a
liltle saddened to observe that the Sephardi
atmosphere was being gradually eroded in favourofother Jewish cultures from America and
Europe. But there is no doubt in my mind that
the cultural and commercial influence of the
original Baghdadi founders will last as long as
the community and perhaps as tong as Hong
Kong itse|fO
Harrow, Middlesex

Monty Kolsky

Violette Shasha (nee M i k h a e l )
A friend of mine lent me your March edition
of The Scribe which I fourid to be very inspiring and interesting in v i e w o f my Iraqi
background.
I was born in Basra in 1923, the fourth child
conceived by my parents, Joseph and Rima
Mathalon. My paternal grandparents were
Menashe and Rachel Mathalon. My maternal
grandparents were Shaoul and Aziza Kadoorie.
Shaoul Kadoorie was brother of Eliahou and
Eli Kadoorie who had left for Shanghai and
later to Hong Kong. My mother's maternal
uncle was Yacoub Noah.
My fatherdied in 1929 following which, my
mother, two brothers and sisters emigrated to
Alexandria, Egypt, where we resided from
1930 through ! 957. In the early fifties, we lost
our Iraqi nationalityatong with the property we
had in Basra. We were able to emigrate to the
United States in 1961 and have become American citizens,
Even though I left Iraq when I was only a
child, yet I retain a nostalgia for my roots*

As a volunteer of our new Isaac Waldman
Jewish Public Library, housed in beautiful quarters in Vancouver's Jewish Community Centre,
I have been asked to write and request that you
so kindly place our library on your mailing list
in order that we may receive regular copies of
The Scribe. We know that Vancouver's thriving Sephardic Community, as well as all library
patrons, will appreciate having your publication so readily availableO
Vancouver
Sharon lsaacson

My family, the Sauls and Judahs originally
of Baghdad who now live in the UK, USA,
Australia and Israel are avid readers and adherents of The Scribe and the Foundation's
philosophy.
My Uncle Sauly Saul of Albuquerque has
contributed reflections of our family life in
Burmae
Denver Co. USA
Ben Moses

Saul M a t h a l o n
Woodland Hills, California
Pray to God as if you see Him. For even if
though you can't see Him - surely, God c a n
see youO
HadJth

1 find your journal very informative and
interesting, it brings to us the scattered memodes of our childhood and our Iraqi social life as
a b i g Jewish Communityin lraq. Keep going@
New York
Ladf Diagam
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Baghdadi customs

My husband and I were in England recently
and I was given some copies of The Scribe by
my aunt, Mrs Gubay of North Wales.
I visited the Babylonian Jewry Heritage
Centre and was very disappointed. 1 loved the
exhibits, but could only spend two hours there
and was unable to visit their library. What I was
angry about was that they had only l~voor three
books in English. Everything else was in Arabic or Hebrew, which I dou't know. I was
hoping to find some books on the culture and
customs of Iraqi Jews, so that I could observe
them at home, as much as possible. As a second
generation Iraqi, it is very difficutt for me to
understand what daily life was like in lraq. I
hear a lot of stories, they help give apicture, but
I want to know so much more. My relatives arc
all in Israel and England, so I can only get
information by letter, which is difficult. We do
not have any Jewish bookstores in Dallas, so
whenever I go back East I run around to all the
bookstores. They have books on the Jews of
Poland, Germany, Spain, even a book on Jewish Life in Moslem Libya, but nothing about
lraq. Don't you think it's strange that the oldest
Jewish community in exile should have nothing written about it? 1have come across several
Persian cookbooks and Iran is almost as closed
off as Iraq. [ was able to find a book on
Sephardic Laws and Customs, published by a
rabbi at Yeshiva University. It includes Syrian
and Moroccan customs. The other two groups
listed are Ladino. For now, I suppose I have to
follow the Syrian customs since I have nothing
else to go by. t have a book on the history of
Iraqi Jews, but what I am really looking for is
cooking, religious observances and cultural
customs. Do you have a list of books on Iraqi
Jews in English available?
Is there a book on Iraqi religious observances? For example, the Passover seder, how is
it celebrated (is there an Iraqi Haggadah?),
what does the main meal consist of, etc. Is there
an Iraqi siddur? What fodds/meals do we eat
for each 'festival? Do we invite people over? Is
there a Sabbath bread (like hallah) that we
bake, how is it made, how do we celebrate there the

deb-deb ski ns (like grapefruit but thicker) were
made into jam.
In winter oranges were purchased, squeezed
by hand (as no machines were available), mixed
with sugar and made intosharbat, bottled to be
used in summer for guests. Seville oranges
were squeezed and bottled to be used for cooking all year round. Tamarind or pomegranate
seeds were used for cooking also.
In summer, the season of dates, a man comes
to the house with a big press and makes silan,
date syrup from dates.
Nothing was bought from the shops. Everything was home made.
Rose water and orange blossom water were
distilled at home.
Every Thursday it was the custom to bake at
home various pastries and bread.
There was no central heating, no electric
heaters, but they had a charcoal brazier (jafouj)
in the living room. They used to grill chestnuts
on the embers.
Breakfast used to be either scrambled eggs

Babylonian
Jewry
By Mordechai Ben Porat
Translated from Hebrew
by Maurice Shohet
1. The Babylonian Jewish Heritage Center
- Israel
In the town o f " O r Yehuda" near Tel Aviv,
where 50% o f its inhabitants are of Babylonian
Jewish descent, a heritage research center and
a museum were erected more than six years
ago, and both have been engaged in a research
on Babylonian Jewish history and traditions.
The purpose o f these institutions are:
1. To safekeep, gather and collect all the
available documents about the Iraqi Jewish
community, whose majority immigrated in the
fifties to Israel, and left behind its possessions,
testimonials, photographs and otherdocuments
that authenticate its past.
2. To open a window for tbe people oflsraet
to its tribes, both in the State of Israel and
abroad, through which it would be possible to
look at the life, culture and contributions of a
Jewish Community in an Arab Country.
This center is the only one of its kind in
Israel, and for that matter, in the whole world.
More than 129 thousand people have visited
the center so far. About 60% were Israeli students. Others included researchers and youth
delegations from abroad. The center has progressed to a level where it currently receives a
variety of requests for information from institutions in Japan, Russia, USA, Canada and
others about the Babylonian Jewry's history,
culture, etc. During the G u l f War, the center
became the focus of information and interest
for that period due to the tested knowledge of
the members o f the Babylonian Jewish community in Israel and their interest about Iraq in
general. The center contributes to the normalization of the Jewish traditions by strictly
maintaining that such contributions represent
the whole spectrum o f the rainbow of the people of Israel. This will hopefully prevent a
domination of one tradition over the others.
2. A Brief History
The beginning of the Jewish settlement in
Babylon was the outcome of this community's
exile from the kingdom of Yehuda, after the
destruction of the first Temple and the loss of
the Jewish people's independence in their tand.
Those exiled Jews quickly adapted themselves
to their new environment and established significant and important communities. So when
Koresh, the King of Persia, conquered Babylon,
he permitted tbose Jews among them who were
willing to leave the country and go back to the
land of Israel to rebuild the Temple, to do so.
Many of them took advantage of this offer,
while others preferred to remain in Babylon.
The cultural and religious success of the
Babylonian Jewry reached its peak about 750
years after the destruction of the first Temple
in Jerusalem. At the end oftbe second century
C.E., important and large midrashim began to
flourish such as NAHARDEA, SURRA, and
POMPADITTA.
With the completion of the Babylonian Talmud (in 499 C.E.), these Yeshivoth served as
religious and spiritual centers for the World
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Jewry. The Mesopotamian Jewish Community's contribution became particularly important
at the time oftbe occupation of that land by the
Moslems.
In the middle of the eighth century, highly
t a l e n t e d G e o n i m e m e r g e d a m o n g the
Babylonian Jewish Community, while the Jews
in the land of Israel were at a lower cultural
knowledge. During the 10th century, the exiles
in Babylon had already established a Rabbinical decisive authority inall spiritualandreligious
matters to serve Congregations in Israel, Egypt,
North Africa and Spain. At the beginning of the
eleventh century, the Abbasid Caliphs' power
began to diminish and so was the standing of
the Babylonian Jewry.
The Mongolian occupation of Iraq during
the 13th century brought on the downfall of the
Babylonian Jewry. But in the beginning of the
17th century, this community succeeded to
re-establish its contacts with other Jewish communities within the Ottoman Empire. In the
nineteenth century, and following the important economic prosperities that came about in
the aftermath of the opening of the Suez canal,
Iraq's trade and commerce expanded to the Far
East, and Iraqi Jewish merchants and traders
had a good share of this business development.
In the year 1864, the first Alliance Israelite
School (Kol Yisrael Haverim) was established
in Iraq for the purpose of teaching secular
studies to the Jewish community's children and
to expose them to the western civilization.This
"education revolution" took place in spite of
the resistance that the Alliance administration
faced from certain Babylonian Rabbis who
considered the schools' training a deviation
from the traditional Babylonian Jewish heritage. As a result, theJewishcommunitygradually
began to change its purely Eastern character
and members of this community began to travel
to Constantinople in Turkey as well as to other
European capitals to complete their education
and to learn a profession. They came back as
doctors, engineers, pharmacists, businessmen
and merchants, and they heavily contributed to
the social, economic and civilised life of the
Iraqi Jewish community.
The collapse of the Ottoman Empire after
World WarI and the British occupation oflraq,
served as an ample opportunity for the Jews to
demonstrate their capabilities. They contributed their share in helping the British mandate
authorities to lay the foundation for the new
Iraqi administration. A delegation of Iraqi Jews,
among other communities, met with the British
Colonial representatives and gave its support
for the crowning of Feisal the first as the King
of Iraq. Sir Sasson Yeheskel was appointed as
the first Iraqi finance minister, and Mr Abraham
EI-Kebir was appointed as director-general of
the same ministry. The basis for the Iraqi Judiciary system was formed by members of the
Jewish community, as well as the Post Office,
Telegraph, Railways and Customs. The Jews
cooperated with their Arab compatriots and did
their utmost to create the image of the emerged
kingdom that began to rule Iraq at the time.
They gave their best potentials and qualifications for the success of the new regime.
The "Golden Period" between the Arabs
and Jews in Iraq lasted for ten years (19231933 when King Feisal died), during which the
Jewish community established a chain o f
schools, hospitals, and clinics. The community
was welt represented in the Iraqi parliament.
Seven Jews out of 120 members were elected to
the Iraqi legislativebody, as welt as one Jewish

leader was elected to the Senate. This situation
infused a deep sleep and false feelings for a
bright future. In 1932, at the termination of the
British Mandate, the Iraqi national fanaticism
increased and troubles began to foment. With
the rise of Hitler, a connection was established
between Arab militants in Iraq, and the Nazis in
Germany.
The militaristic state of Iraq and the establishmentof the State of Israel, heavilyinfluenced
the Jews' consideration to leave their country
of birth. Many fled to Iron and from there to
Israel. They were assisted by the underground
Zionist Pioneer movements. The mass exit
reached its peak success in the legal operation
of EZRA and NEHEMIA in 1950-1951, which
almost ended the Jewish exile in Iraq.
Today, the Babylonian Jewish community
are roughly estimated to total about 300,000
worldwide, out of which about 260,000 are
living in Israel. Members of this community
who are living outside Israel, succeeded in
many endeavours that they took on their initiative, and excelled in medicine, science,
technology and various business fields. Those
who were integrated in the Israeli society, made
a great contribution to their own welfare as well
as to that of the State of Israel. They were able
to achieve important goals. They were able to
pride themselves on having five Iraqi-born
ministers, and an Israeli-born minister of Iraqi
descent, within various Israeli governments
from different parties. At least another 15 members of the Knesset of Iraqi descent have served
so far in the Israeli parliament. Several senior
military personnel from the community also
served in the Israeli Defence Forces, and one
reached the rank of the Chief of the General
Staff. Also 3 chief rabbis, who were born in
Iraq or of Iraqi descent, have served for almost
38 years since Israel was established as a State.
Other professionals, such as judges, doctors,
university professors, scientists, spiritual leaders, authors, writers, poets, businessmen and
economic experts have tbeir major share in the
contribution to the success of the Israeli society.
Scribe: The size of the community in 1950
was exactly the same as that at the time of
Koresh, 2500 years earliere
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Tnrat Street, a typical Koueha in the old
Jewish quarter of Baghdade

deb-deb skins (like grapefruit but thicker) were
made into jam.
In winter oranges were purchased, squeezed
by hand (as no machines were available), mixed
with sugar and made into sharbat, bottled to be
used in summer for guests. Seville oranges
were squeezed and bottled to be used for cooking all year round. Tamarind or pomegranate
seeds were used for cooking also.
In summer, the season of dates, a man comes
to the house with a big press and makes silan,
date syrup from dates.
Nothing was bought from the shops. Everything was home made.
Rose water and orange blossom water were
distilled at home.
Every Thursday it was the custom to bake at
home various pastries and bread.
There was no central heating, no electric
heaters, but they had a charcoal brazier (lafouJ)
in the living room. They used to grilt chestnuts
on the embers.
Breakfast used to be either scrambled eggs
and cheese, clotted cream with date syrup.
In winter, being very cold and having no
heating facilities, breakfast used to be something to keep the body warm. Rice and mung
bean porridge; ricepudding, boiled driedblackeyed beans with Seville oranges squeezed on
top at the time of eating; cheese and onion stew.
Tea was brewed on a samovar.
Wall decorations were usualty either family
portraits or valuable Persian rugs.
Hand-embroidered linens were used as loose
covers for settees and bedspreads.
Saturdays used to be the reunion of the
family at the grandmother's house (Belt Setti or
Belt )'emma) of children and grandchildren.
New Year: (Reshana). In every home they
used to slaughter a sheep as a sacrifice, and the
meat was distributed to the poor.
On N e w Year's eve, sugar is used at the
table instead of salt.
Special blessings are said over the following before dinner: Apple jam, lamb's head
meat, spinach, chives, courgettes, pomegranate, dates, lubia.
We don't cook sour food for the N e w Year.
Yom K i p p u r : The head of the family used
to offer for atonement a live cockerel for a son
and a hen for a daughter and reads a blessing
while rotating the poultry over their heads.
More recently money was offered to the poor
instead. Usually the dinner before fasting is
chicken soup and rice. Atter dinner teais drunk
with temon juice so that it stops the thirst (as it
used to be very hot in Baghdad on Yom Kippur).
Then, everyone goes walking to synagogue.
(Synagogues were not very far).
The next day (Yom Kippur). Prayers did not
occupy the whole day and there was an afternoon break of 3 hours for a nap.
For the little girls and boys it was fun
because they could eat.
To break the fast, it was and still is the
custom to make hariri, which consists of the
extracted milk of ground almonds (Daisy Iny's
book p.6) or (Atiee Shashou's recipe p.82).
Before the liquidizer was known, hariri used
to be squeezed by hand in a cheese cloth, which
took a long time; but now in the liquidizer it is
much easier. Also arable fult ofdifferent drinks
were prepared, like pomegranate juice, lemon
juice sharbat, rose water sharbat, tea and also
cakes and makbhuz.
ARer an hour or two, i f one is still hungry,
there is cooked chicken from the day before.

Suecoth: In every house they used to build
a succa a few days before the feast and it
remains till after the feast. Houses used to be
very big and the courtyards opened to the sky.
Later when the houses were built in a more
European style with big gardens, thesucca was
built out on the veranda. The succa was covered on top with palm branches and also on the
sides. Curtains were hanged all around the
three sides of the succa. Benches covered with
white hand-embroidered loose covers were put
inside on the three sides (called takht); a big
table also for kiddush and dinner. On one side
was put a small chair - "the chair of Elijah" with prayer books. Some used to sleep inside
the succa.
The night of the 6th day of Succoth, prayers
were read the whole night (hathima); and, to
stay awake, women used to twist small pieces
of dough into grain - like shapes called
"sheiriyt", dried and cooked with rice.
In Baghdad during the whole summer it
doesn't rain, but always the first drop of rain
comes on Succoth. It was known among the
Moslems that when it rains, they know it is
Succoth, which they call "Id al-Arazeel".
As for the bread, we didn't have chatlah in
Baghdad, but instead a large round flat bread
which was baked in a tannur, clay oven (see
page 120 of Daisy lny's book), lit with wood
and the bread is stuck on the sides, and when
ready, they peel off.
New Year of Trees: All sorts of dried fruits
were bought, also coconut, fresh fruits, and all
arranged in plates on a table. It used to be fun
for the children, especially the next day when
they took a bag full of goodies to school to
share with their friends.
P u r i m : For Purim we make malfouf,
baklawa and macaroons and other sweets.
Sweets were sent to close relatives.
Brass bands used to go round to Jewish
houses and play popular tunes.
Chickpeas (tawa) sambusak and zingula
were also made on this occasion. Sometimes
the sambusak was dipped in eggs and fried
again.
Passover: We used to do spring cleaning
and the night before we used to remove all
traces of hametz. For matzo we used to bake
thin crisp bread at special bakeries.
For harosethweuseddate syrup with ground
walnut. Details as given in the Baghdadian
Haggadah.
Shavuot: The custom is to make kahi,
which is puffpastry fried and eaten with sugar
or syrup.
9th of Ab' From the Istto the 9th of Ab no
meat is eaten. On the eve of"Teshaa be Ab"
emghees was made from crisp thin bread
'~]radeq", crushed and mixed with melted butter and sugar. On Pesah and Succoth, after
morning prayers, it was de rigueur for men to
exchange visits. During the week, Hol Hamoed,
women used to visit the family.
In the good old days the King's representative in the Government and the Diplomatic
Corp used to visit the Chief Rabbi at home.
People used to buy new clothes for these
festivals.
When a baby is born thesittiis celebrated on
the eve of the 6th day. A mixture of popcorn,
nuts and sweets is prepared and distributed in
individual bags. A girl is named on that occasion. An amulet consisting of a double gallnut
with aturquoise bead was attachedto the clothes
of mother and baby against the evil eye.

For a boy, in addition, on the eve of the 8th
day, a high chair with ornaments and prayer
books, covered with gold embroidered cloth
and rue leaves (ezdab) put on top. The family
gather for the AqdEI-Yas.
Brith milah is performed on the 8th day and
the baby boy named. The father's mother
presents the baby to his father or his grandfather, who holds him on his lap for circumcision.
Barmitzvah was celebrated at home on a
weekday by putting on the tefitim followed
with a party in the presence of family and
friends.
Engagement was considered a binding contract. To break it would require divorce.
After that, preparations were made for the
wedding.
The henni party took place two nights before the wedding at the bride's home. And
henna paste was put on her ten fingers and on
the small finger of the groom. Wedding songs
were recited by the Deqaqa.
The wedding ceremony took place at synagogue where men were offered small bouquets
of flowers and a dinner party was held at the
newlyweds home for close relatives and friends.
The seven wedding blessings (ShebaeBrakhoth)
was recited for the first week.
The first Saturday after the wedding, the
couple had an open house for ladies to visit the
nuptial home.
For information about superstitions, see
Scribe No.46. page 411

Qerraye- Seven wick oil light for Shabbath
I want to express my gratitude for a job well
done in the service of the Iraqian Jewish Community. Your publication is certainly the best
t h a t I k n o w of. Please accept m y
congratulations11
New York

Dr. Joseph M. Koreen
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Babylonian
Jewry
By Mordechai Ben Porat
Translated from Hebrew
by Manrice Shohet
1. The Babylonian Jewish Heritage Center
- Israel
In the town o f " O r Yehuda" near Tel Aviv,
where 50% of its inhabitants are of Babylonian
Jewish descent, a heritage research center and
a museum were erected more than six years
ago, and both have been engaged in a research
on Babylonian Jewish history and traditions.
The purpose of these institutions are:
1. To safekeep, gather and collect all the
available documents about the Iraqi Jewish
community, whose majority immigrated in the
fifties to Israel, and left behind its possessions,
testimonials, photographs and otherdocuments
that authenticate its past.
2. To open a window for the people oflsraet
to its tribes, both in the State of Israel and
abroad, through which it would be possible to
look at the life, culture and contributions of a
Jewish Community in an Arab Country.
This center is the only one of its kind in
Israel, and for that matter, in the whole world.
More than 129 thousand people have visited
the center so far. About 60% were Israeli students. Others included researchers and youth
delegations from abroad. The center has progressed to a level where it currently receives a
variety of requests for information from institutions in Japan, Russia, USA, Canada and
others about the Babylonian Jewry's history,
culture, etc. During the Gulf War, the center
became the focus of information and interest
for that period due to the tested knowledge of
the members of the Babylonian Jewish community in Israel and their interest about Iraq in
general. The center contributes to the normalization o f the Jewish traditions by strictly
maintai, ing that such contributions represent
the whole spectrum of the rainbow of the people of Israel. This will hopefully prevent a
domination of one tradition over the others.
2. A Brief History
The beginning of the Jewish settlement in
Babylon was the outcome of this community's
exile from the kingdom of Yehuda, after the
destruction of the first Temple and the loss of
the Jewish people's independence in their land.
Those exiled Jews quickly adapted themselves
to their new environment and established significant and important communities. So when
Koresh, the King of Persia~ conquered Babylon,
he permitted those Jews among them who were
willing to leave the country and go back to the
land of Israel to rebuild the Temple, to do so.
Many of them took advantage of this offer,
while others preferred to remain in Babylon.
The cultural and religious success of the
Babylonian Jewry reached its peak about 750
years after the destruction of the first Temple
in Jerusalem. At the end of the second century
C.E., important and large midrashim began to
flourish such as NAHARDEA, SURRA, and
POMPADITTA.
With the completion of the Babylonian Talmud (in 499 C.E.), these Yeshivoth served as
religious and spiritual centers for the World
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Jewry. The Mesopotamian Jewish Community' s contribution became particularly important
at the time of the occupation of that land by the
Moslems.
In the middle of the eighth century, highly
t a l e n t e d G e o n i m e m e r g e d a m o n g the
Babylonian Jewish Community, while the Jews
in the land of Israel were at a lower cultural
knowledge. During the 10th century, the exiles
in Babylon had already established a Rabbinical decisive authority in all spiritualand religious
matters to serve Congregations in Israel, Egypt,
North Africa and Spain. At the beginning of the
eleventh century, the Abbasid Caliphs' power
began to diminish and so was the standing of
the Babylonian Jewry.
The Mongolian occupation of Iraq during
the 13th century brought on the downfall of the
Babylonian Jewry. But in the beginning of the
17th century, this community succeeded to
re-establish its contacts with other Jewish communities within the Ottoman Empire. In the
nineteenth century, and following the important economic prosperities that came about in
the aftermath of the opening of the Suez canal,
Iraq's trade and commerce expanded to the Far
East, and Iraqi Jewish merchants and traders
had a good share of this business development.
In the year 1864, the first Alliance Israelite
School (Kol Yisrael Haverim) was established
in lraq for the purpose of teaching secular
studies to the Jewish community's children and
to expose them to the western civilization. This
"education revolution" took place in spite of
the resistance that the Alliance administration
faced from certain Babylonian Rabbis who
considered the schools' training a deviation
from the traditional Babylonian Jewish heritage. As a result, the Jewish community gradually
began to change its purely Eastern character
and members of this community began to travel
to Constantinople in Turkey as well as to other
European capitals to complete their education
and to learn a profession. They came back as
doctors, engineers, pharmacists, businessmen
and merchants, and they heavily contributed to
the social, economic and civilised life of the
Iraqi Jewish community.
The collapse of the Ottoman Empire after
World War I and the British occupation oflraq,
served as an ample opportunity for the Jews to
demonstrate their capabilities. They contributed their share in helping the British mandate
authorities to lay the foundation for the new
Iraqi administration. A delegation of Iraqi Jews,
among other communities, met with the British
Colonial representatives and gave its support
for the crowning of Feisal the first as the King
of Iraq. Sir Sasson Yeheskel was appointed as
the first Iraqi finance minister, and Mr Abraham
EI-Kebir was appointed as director-general of
the same ministry. The basis for the Iraqi Judiciary system was formed by members of the
Jewish community, as well as the Post Office,
Telegraph, Railways and Customs. The Jews
cooperated with their Arab compatriots and did
their utmost to create the image of the emerged
kingdom that began to rule lraq at the time.
They gave their best potentials and qualifications for the success of the new regime.
The "Golden Period" between the Arabs
and Jews in Iraq lasted for ten years (19231933 when King Feisal died), during which the
Jewish community established a chain o f
schools, hospitals, and clinics. The community
was well represented in the Iraqi parliament.
Seven Jews out of120 members were elected to
the Iraqi legislativebody, as well as one Jewish

leader was elected to the Senate. This situation
infused a deep sleep and false feelings for a
bright future. In 1932, at the termination of the
British Mandate, the Iraqi national fanaticism
increased and troubles began to foment. With
the rise of Hitler, a connection was established
between Arab militants in Iraq, and the Nazis in
Germany.
The militaristic state of Iraq and the establishmentof the State of Israel, heavilyinfluenced
the Jews' consideration to leave their country
of birth. Many fled to Iran and from there to
Israel. They were assisted by the underground
Zionist Pioneer movements. The mass exit
reached its peak success in the legal operation
of EZRA and NEHEMIA in 1950-1951, which
almost ended the Jewish exile in Iraq.
Today, the Babylonian Jewish community
are roughly estimated to total about 300,000
worldwide, out of which about 260,000 are
living in Israel. Members of this community
who are living outside Israel, succeeded in
many endeavours that they took on their initiative, and excelled in medicine, science,
technology and various business fields. Those
who were integrated in the Israeli society, made
a great contribution to their own welfare as well
as to that of the State of lsrad. They were able
to achieve important goals. They were able to
pride themselves on having five Iraqi-born
ministers, and an Israeli-born minister of Iraqi
descent, within various Israeli governments
from different parties. At least another 15 members of the Knesset of Iraqi descent have served
so far in the Israeli parliament. Several senior
military personnel from the community also
served in the Israeli Defence Forces, and one
reached the rank of the Chief of the General
Staff. Also 3 chief rabbis, who were born in
Iraq or of Iraqi descent, have served for almost
38 years since Israel was established as a State.
Other professionals, such as judges, doctors,
university professors, scientists, spiritual leaders, authors, writers, poets, businessmen and
economic experts have their major share in the
contribution to the success of the Israeli society.
Scribe: The size of the community in 1950
was exactly the same as that at the time of
Koresh, 2500 years earlierO

Torat Street, a typical Koucha in the old
Jewish quarter of Baghdade

B o r n on the exodus f l i g h t
Last year, an evening to salute the Pilots of
the mass aliya from Iraq of 1950-51 was held at
the Babylonian Jewry Heritage Center in Or
Yehuda.
The event was attended by President Ezer
Weitzman and other high dignitaries, as well as
by several pilots who took part in the operation,
which had been negotiated by Shlomo Hillel
and Roni Barnet.
Stewardess Ilana Marcus told the assembly
how during the flight one woman went into
labour and gave birth to a baby. But, she continued, "in my excitement I forgot to find out i f
the baby was a boy or a girl. I have tried to
locate the mother and the baby, but without
success,'"

As liana was telling her tale, to everyone's
surprise a man in his forties went up onto the
platform. "My name is David Cohen, I was
born on 5 August 1950 on that flight. I was
always known as the one who was born on the
tayara (aeroplane). At last this evening 1 am
finally meeting those whom I have to thank for
my being here today." liana and all present
were greatly moved by the appearance of"the
new born baby"e

J e r u s a l e m is o u r s
King David established Jerusalem as his
capital and for the Jews to eternity. It is ours and
we will never under any circumstances share it
or give it away. For thousands of years Jews all
over the world turn several times a day during
their prayers towards Jerusalem, a reminder to
the world at large that we cling to it a n d w e will
never surrender it.
As for the building of the Mosque of Omar
which is on the site of the Jewish Temple, it
must be considered illegal because as a conqueror of the land no one could utter a word of
protest.
So let the Arabs forget about Jerusalem and
choose another spot for their capital. Let them
take away the whole structure of the mosque
and put it wherever they wish; it will be a
monument to enhance the prestige of their
capitaI.
Montreal

Above: Mordechai Ben Porat with Pilots and Shlomn Hillel shaking hands with liana*

The Hittites
I find your article about the Hittites very
interesting. I think they contributed a great deal
to the Jewish blood stream.
Abraham must have had many encounters
with them when he tarried in Haran on his
•journey to Canaan. That was also Hittite Territory. They occupied the highlands of Syria Palestine, but then vanished from history. They
must have been totally absorbed by the Jewish/
Canaanite inhabitants.
Then there is our heroine, Batsheba, whom
I would speculate was a Hittite in Hebrew
clothing. The bible identifies her husband as
Uriah the Hittite whose name indicates that he
was a follower of Yabweh.
Batsheba's name means the daughter of
seven. In ancient Mediterranean mythology the
number seven is considered lucky, which may
have been based on the seven bright stars of the
Dipper in the Constellation Ursa Major.
Batsheba was obviously determined to become the Queen Mother, and she succeeded.
Montreal
Naim Mahlab

Munir Ata

Scribe." It is noteworthy that Moslems in

Jerusalem pray towards Mecca which shows
the weak religious connection they have with
our city.
To emphasis, the continuity of Islam with
the Mosaic Revelation, the first Qibla was
Jerusalem, and prayers were directed towards
it.
When Islam became firmly established in
Arabia, the Kaaba was cleared & t h e old idols,
Mohammed himself in his lifetime abolished
the Jerusalem Qibla and directed prayers towards Mecca.
When Omar built a structure over the site of
the Temple, it was to protect and venerate a
Holy Jewish site, and not to claim it as a
Moslem shrine.
The Aqsa Mosque is in fact a long distance
away from the Dome of the Rock.
Palestinian Arabs try to trace their line to the
early Canaanites. This has no historical validity
whatsoever, in fact, the language of Canaan
was Hebrew and not Arabic.
The children of Israel who conquered Canaan
under Joshua were returning to their land of
origin*

Naim Dangnor writes:
According to Josephus, the 1st Century
Jewish general and historian, the number seven
was venerated by Abraham and his generation
to symbolise the sun, the moon and the five
planets known to them at the time. Abraham
coincided the movements of the heavenly bodies as proof of the existence of God who was
manipulating them up there in Heaven. These
seven objects remain commemorated in the
seven days of the week - Sunday, Monday
(Lundi), Tuesday (Mar& - Mars), Wednesday
(Mercredi - Mercury), Thursday (Jeudi - Jupiter), Friday (Vendredi - Venus) and Saturday
(Saturn).
Batsheba was not a Hittite but a Hebrew
womane

Thank you for sending me The Scribe at the
request of my friend Samir Naqqash.
In future, please send it to me in Arabic i f
possible. Otherwise, continue to send it in
English*
Malmo, Sweden
Morad Kolapak

Churehilllana
The Communist slogan:
"From each accordingto his a b i l i t y - t o each
according to his needs", was rendered by
Churchill as:
"From each according to his laziness, to
each according to his greed["

When Churchill was with the Liberal Party,
he described Conservative policy as: Dear food
for the millions, cheap labour for the millionaires.
This is being usedby Tony Blair in the runup to the next general election*
Ishtar Gate, B a b y l o n
[ recently had the opportunity to visit the
Pergamon Museum in Berlin. It houses the
restored Ishtar Gate of Babylon.
They did a superb job of reconstructing the
gate from the rubble they found. It is really a
very impressive structure and should appeal to
anyone who has an interest in that part of the
world.
Also restored was a cuneiform tablet that
states that the builder of the gate was none other
than our erstwhile "friend" Nabuehadnessar.
This would date the gate to the time of the exile
and may have impressed our ancestors.
One item I found interesting was a listing of
the months in the Babylonian calendar, which
are similar to the Jewish months. It reveals how
closely Jewish and Babylonian cultures are
related)
Montreal

Naim S. Mahlab

I was informed by Samir Naqqash that you
publish an interesting journal with old photographs oflraq, i would enjoy reading about our
Iraqi heritage and seeing the ancient pictures.
As I have myself written books on literature
and other subjects. Please put me on your
mailing list*
Dr. Adrian AI-Rashid
King Saud University, Ryath
I continue to find The Scribe a most interesting and spiritually valuable publication*
Bat-Yam, Israel
Judith Dattner
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1926-Boy Scouts of the Taawen (Rahel Shahmoon) School, Baghdad. In the centre, H e a d m a s t e r Shimoon M u a l l e m Nessim and Sports teacher
Tawfiq Heskel BasriO

Joseph family reunion
The Joseph family, one of the first Jewish
families in North America, has organised a
family reunion in Montreal from August 11 to
15.
The gathering marked the 100th anniversary of The Moon, an annual family publication
which was founded in t896 by A. Pinto Joseph,
the great-nephew of Aaron Hart and the great
grandson o f Henry Joseph who came to Canada
in 1760 and 1770 respectively.
The Joseph family were founding members
of the Spanish and Portuguese synagogue, where
the main get-together was held on August 13.
An exhibition o f photographs and family
artifacts was displayed and several members of
the clan made speeches and provided some of
the entertainment.
Members of the Pinto and de Solo families,
who are related to the Josephs through 19th
century marriages, were also there.
Approximately 150 people from across
Canada, the United States, Israel and Europe
attended the reunion, which was three years in
the planning.
Activities included open houses at several
locales, as well as tours of Quebec City and the
Spanish and Portuguese Cemetery on Mount
Royale
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Another group of Boy Scouts at Taawen (Rahel Shahmoon) SehoolO

The Oxford Centre
o f Hebrew & Jewish Studies
1)

Oxford University has now included Jewish studies as a BA programme, starting
this autumn, in October 1995.

2)

The University Certification of our intensive graduate One-Year Programme, which
leads to an Oxford University Diploma in
Jewish Studies, has made this extremely
popular and noteworthy. We now have
between 25-30 students per year on this
programme alone. The quality of the students rising steadily and most (except for
the East Europeans) now participate in
paying part of the programme.

3)

The European Association of Jewish Studies, w h i c h is an o r g a n i s a t i o n o f
approximately 350 academics from Europe universities; North, South, East and
West, including former Soviet and CIS
republics, have decided that their Headquarters should be located at Yarnton.
This is clear recognition, by our peers, that
we are primus inter pares in this field in
Europe. The Association also has connections with its equivalent counterparts in

the US and Israel, and is also linked with
the International Centre for the University
Teaching of Judaism, located in Jerusalem.
4)

The Centre has vastly increased its output
in the field of publication across the whole
range of Jewish Studies. It is now associated with four major journals, including
the Journal of Jewish Studies, the premier
journal in the field.

5)

The number of scholars visiting the Centre, and contributing to its academic life,
has increased. In the current year around
thirty scholars will spend significant periods at the Centre engaged in advanced
research.

All these events have taken place on top of
our regular schedule of teaching.
As successful as we are in academies, we

1 9 2 5 - Boy Scouts of the Alliance School B a g h d a d o

19.6.1937 - A g r a d u a t i n g class a t the Alliance School
Left to right (front row): Shlomo Ishayek; M r Abdul Ahad; M r Bonfils; Mr Sabbagh (assistant director); M r Dayan; Jacob Menashi Mahlab.
2nd row: Melt Abraham; Naim Eliahou; David Yoseph; Yoseph Ishak; Jamil Mashaal; Simon Moshi; Yoseph David; Gourji Abraham; Ezra Nissan.
3rd row: Jacob Leb; Naim Shaoul; Victor Dabby; Rahamim Snlman; Jamil Aharon; Heskel Dangoor; Morris Saleh.
B a c k r o w : Albert Yonsef; Aharon Tawfiq; Aharon Shirazi; Elisha Kadouri; Moshi Abdul Nabi; Ezra HoreshO
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Getting a Get
The Torah requires a man who puts away his
wife to give her a Get - a b i l t of divorce- so that
she can be free to find another spouse. This has
given the Jewish husband a decisive authority
on the destiny of his divorced wife.
In societies where the wife was considered
merely as her husband's chattel, this would not
be surprising.
By refusing to give her a Get, the husband
will keep his separated wife shackled (aguna)
and she cannot remarry. The Rabbis can persuade, threaten orbribethe recalcitrant husband,
even send him to jail, but cannot force him to
give a Get. In Israel recently a man stayed 21
years in prison until he died, but still refused to
release his wife.
On the other hand, it is the privilege of the
dismissed wife to refuse to accept the Get.
When the British Government was preparing abill to put before Parliament for the reform
of the Divorce Law, the Jewish Board of Deputies requested the insertion of a clause whereby
couples who had gone through a Jewish marriage would not be granted a decree nisi until
the husband has given his wife a Get. That
would have really solved the problem. But
when the bill came before Pafliamentthatclause
was missing.
Reform Marriage Law first.
Before reforming the laws of divorce, we
should consider reforming first the laws of
marriage.
In the Judeo-Christian traditions, marriage
has come to be regarded as a sacrament. This
has imposed on the union a rigidity that has
made divorce complicated and its aftermath
unpleasant and contentious.
Islam regards marriage merely as acontract,
which allows in many sects a wide variety of
relationships - from irrevocable marriage to
fixed-term marriage. The contract can also
specify the custody of and responsibility for
children, financial matters, etc. If the couple
can enter into such a tailor-made contract to suit
their circumstances and wishes, much of the
stresses that arise later woutdbe avoided. Those
requiring a religious benediction to their venture can still do so.
Monogamy v Polygamy.
Monogamy was invented to protect the
male. It is said that in earlier societies where
polygamy was allowed, wealthy men would
take up the choice females available leaving
other men with very little choice. So monogamy was m e a n t to ration the women so
that every man would be able to have a
partner.
However, marriage itself was invented to
protect the woman. Before the impact of Judaism and later of Christianity, marriage was
unknown in Europe and Judeo-Christian teachings succeeded in establishing a stable
relationship for the partners. This arrangement
is beginning to show weaknesses, hence the
increasing numbers of divorce and break-up in
modern marriages.
Perhaps a more just arrangement would be
to hold the woman solely responsible for children, as it is now entirely in her hand to decide
whether she decides to have children or not. In
that case it would be for the woman to take the
adequate precautions andto make all necessary
arrangements with her partner to ensure the
future and well being of any children of the
union.

The Seventh Commandment.
Richard HolIoway, Bishop of Edinburgh,
recently started a furore by apparently condoning or excusing adultery and promiscuity, in
breach of the Seventh C o m m a n d m e n t - thou
shall not commit adultery.
However, one may observe that the Seventh
Commandment had perhaps more to do with
land inheritance and less to do with sex and
morality.
The Law of the Jubilee required land to
revert to its original owners at the end of every
fifty years and it was important, therefore, that
nothing could be tolerated that would distort
the progeny. The boring genealogical records
in the Bible were in fact important Land registry
records.
Moreover, adultery would affect racial parity only i f committed with a foreigner.
When an eight year old boy asked his father
what the ban on adultery meant, the father
replied that we mustn't adulterate our products.
That in fact puts it in perspective.
The ban on adultery refers to married people
only and is not concerned with wider issues of
behaviour.
Mamzee v bastard.
A bastard is any child born out of wedlock.
A mamzee, on the other hand, is a child of a
married woman not by her husband. Thus, the
child of an unmarried girl is a bastard but not a
mamzer; whereas the child of a married woman,
not by her husband, is a mamzer but not a
bastard, because it is legally considered to be
the child of the husband.
Meer Basri writes:
When I was honorary President of the Jewish Community oflraqin 1972,acase of Jewish
divorce was brought up before the Court of
Personal Status of the Iraqi Ministry of Justice,
as the last Beth Din ceased to exist after the
mass exodus of 1950/51.
ARer due consideration, the Court, before
granting the divorce, wrote to me, in conformity to Iraqi law, to perform the special formalities
according to Halachic law.
I formed a special Beth Din and the couple
were ordered to appear before it. They confirmed their will to separate and the Beth Din
accepted their plea. A get was written by the
clerk and the husband, having signed it, it was
duly served on the wife.
I wrote accordingly to the Civil Court and
the divorce was then legally formalisedO
I am much interested in reading your journal
The Scribe about the Iraqi Communities. So 1

will be grateful to receive it regularly.
For your information, I was born in lraq in
i 926, a graduate of Shamash Secondary School,
Baghdad in 1943, the Iraqi Faculty of Law in
1950 and emigrated to Israel in 1951. My wife,
also born in Baghdad, isthe niece of Mrs. Daisy
Nathan Saatchi. Furthermore, many of my colleagues, Shamash School graduates, have long
since migrated to EnglandO
Tel Aviv
Albert Shemesh
My wife, my sons, my daughtors-in-law and
myself enjoy reading TheScribe. We thank you
for your continued activities toward the Jewish
Iraqi communities.
Please send me the volume from issueNos. 155o
Zumikon,
J Moradian (Shasha)
Switzerland

The late Frank and Mazli Iny with three of
their six children, Joseph, Yvonne and
AnnetteO

A Dinner was recently held at the New York
Hilton in tribute to the memory of the well
known philanthropist Frank Iny 1895-1976.
He moved to India at an early age and
engaged in business with Persia and lraq. After
moving to Berlin he returned to Baghdad in
1924 to get married. Afterwards he established
his business in Belgium.
During the war, he returned to Baghdad
where he established the Frank Iny School
which produced under the able principal
Abdullah Obadia many outstanding boys and
girls who got good positions wherever they
travelled in the world.
In 1948 the Iny family settled in the United
States.
Among his generous donations, he gave in
Israel t4 operating rooms to Hadassah Hospital, 150 scholarships for Iraqi studen/s at Hebrew
University,and numerous scholarships to needy
Sephardie students.
For his help to Belgium before and during
the war he received the Legion d'Honor both
from King Albert I and King Leopold II1.
The Dinner was organised by Hakham
Ya'aqob Manasseh, spiritual leader of Ben lsh
Hal, marking 8 years of serving Babylonian
Jewryo

I am looking for an Iraqi Jewish girl for
a lasting relationship leading to marriage.
I am 34 years old, tall, handsome, from
a good Iraqi family. I am a Uni versity graduate. I have a good position.
Please write to: David Yosef, P.O. Box
84, Allenhurst, N.J. 0771 I, USA.
All replies will be answered¢
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"The Farhood" The Baghdad
Kristalnacht
Abridgedfrom the lecture by Sasson Peress
at the Jewish Community Center o f Harrison,
New York.
By now you all know I was born in lraq,
Mesopotamia, the Land between the Two Rivers. "Aram Naharayim". Abraham and Sarah,
our ancestors, were born there. So, it may
surprise you, you are all from lraq.
When I listened to a lecture onthe German
Kristalnacht of 1938, I realised how similarour
experiences were, all the result of Nazi antiJewish activities.
Kristalnacht is etched in Jewish memory
and history and rightly so because oft.he holocaust horrors that followed. Our night often-or
rates perhaps as a small paragraph in Jewish
history books. We were luckier. Our area then
fell in Allied hands, and we finished the rest of
the war years in peace.
The Jews of Iraq, about 150/200,000- five
percent of the population then, lived there for
centuries in relative peace. I say relative because a minority anywhere is at a distinct
disadvantage. We were nevertheless a privi1eyed m inority-primarilybecause our religions
were compatible, and our own abilities and
ethics earned us the confidence of the rulers and
trust of the people.
Jews were prominent in trade and in key
businesses. Somehow the feeling arnong the generalpopulaion was notthatthe Jews wereexploiting
the country. That was a nasty thought that Hitler
promoted and introduced in our area later.
This peaceful co-existence continued into the
mid-30's even after Iraq became independent.
The emniry and hatred started, particularly
among the youthful population, with the Mufti
of Jerusalem raising his voice against the Jews
and asking for support of his fellow Muslims in
neighboaving countries. The hatred was promoted also by the Germans.
As a result, our schools were interfered
with, Jewish employees were dismissed from
government jobs, restrictions were placed on
Jewish students entering graduate schools,
bombs would explode in Jewish clubs, Jewish
quarters, and so on.
Iraq was ostensibly an independent country,
but the real power was still vested with the
British Crown. By treaty the British had a right
to maintain a standing army at a camp about a
hundred miles from Baghdad in Habbaniyah.
With the encouragement of the Germans, proGerman, anti-British factions were developing.
tn early 1941, the Germans were at the
height of their power. They dominated most of
Europe except Britai n. They thought they could
better disrupt t3ritish shipping and supplies
from the colonies in the Far East by accessing
a Persian Gulf port - Basra in lraq.
In April 1941 - 30,000 Germans parachuted
into Crete. With the Greek Islands under their
control, Vichy France gave them access and control over Lebanon and Syria. Turkey's neutrality
was certain. Only Iraq remained and they would
be in Basra on the Persian Gulf. That is when our
trouble - Jewish trouble started in earnest.
A coup by the pro-German faction, headed
by Rashid Ali A1 Gaitani, forced the young
K i n g Feisal 7 then about 4 y~ars old - and his
uncle the Regent - into exile. The pro-British
ministers were replaced and the Iraqi army
marched to Habbaniyah - where the British
army camp was - to wage an open war.
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All of a sudden the Jews of Iraq became
public enemies. It was a foregone conclusion in
the local population's mind that, with German
help, they would have no problem overcoming
the small British forces. The Jews would be
open gameand their propertieswouldbe free for aU.
I do not have a comprehensive knowledge
of all that happened in that horrible month. I
can only report what happened to us from
recollections that remain vivid in my mind.
Business came to a standstill. Since it was
mostly in Jewish hands, the Jews realizingthe
enormity of the situation, a tacit moratorium
became acceptable among t h e m - we all withdrew into our own shells trying to devise means
of survival.
My father with me at his side buried Mother's valuables in the garden. He wanted m e then 16 years old and the oldest boy in the
family - t o know where they were in ease we
got separated.
One day Mother learned that my brother
Albert, then 12 years old, was arrested. He Was
fair with red hair. A policeman thought he must
be an English boy and brought him to the
station. Mother did not want my father to be
involved for fear that he might get into trouble.
Trembling, she went to the police station to
argue for his release- somehow managed to do
so. In leaving she wanted to thank the Muslim
officer in charge and told him "Merci", the way
she always thanked anyone at home. That almost started a storm. "Merci, merci - what is
'merci' why can't you talk like us?" But she got
out of it. This may sound "funny" now - but
imagine how she felt then!
A few days later my father was arrested and
required someone to post bail for him. It was
important not to go to jail as he might not come
out of it.
He was accused of"sending money to India". It was pointless to argue - first, there was
no currency restriction or prohibition to remitting money to any place outside of the country.
Besides, as father relatedit, he told the judge in
charge that for over 20 years he had been
importing goods (textiles) from India and how
could he do so without paying by sending
money to India.
A Jew could not be found or expected to
acceptthe responsibility and the risks involved
to bail out another Jew. Mother begged Dr.
Chopanian, an Armenian doctor and friend
who was for years a tenant in Uncle's building.
He refused her request.
Father was resourceful. He asked for the
Muslim porter in his office building - an illiterate, barefooted, but nice man we called"Khalil
E1 Khanehi" and asked him to bail him out.
"But, Uncle (so he called my father), I don't
have any money for the bail." Father asked him,
"Don't you have our office in your hand?" He
said "Yes." "So what are you worried about?"
This apparently convinced him, and Khalil, the
p o r t e r , bailed out my father with his
"thumbmark" on the court documents.
Meantime, the battle between the British
and Iraqi forces was raging - the Germans d i d
not provide the armed support that was expected. Apparently their war strategy changett,
and they abandoned the objective of the Persian
Gulf. Their focus changed to Russia which fuey
invaded a month later in June '41.
By the end of May the British forces prevailed and the news spread out fastthat the Iraqi
army was returning to base defeated and the
British forces were marching towards Baghdad. The rumour was that the Regent an d the
King were returned to their place and a proBritish government was being formed. We; the
Jews, felt a tremendous burden was litied and
we coutd breathe more freely. But this was not

to happen. The mayhem was to follow.
Itwas the first day of Shavuoth. We went by
taxi to visit my aunt who lived 3 miles from
Baghdad Central. On coming back home that
evening I told my father I wanted to go to the
movies. I had been confined to the house too
long and wanted to stretch out. He told me to
leave it be that night and, in one of my rare
moments of total obedience, I accepted his
advice. Had I gone to the movies that night, as
some of our unfortunate Jews did, I would not
have returued alive. That very night the killings
took place.
That night we heard bullets being fired all
over. We did not know what to make of it.
There was no broadcast nor any telephone
communication. We learned later that Jews
were being killed indiscriminately. They were
pulled from buses and shot or stabbed by unruly armed youths.
My aunt's brother - Jacob Mussafi (18
years old)- venturedout that night, was stabbed
and left bleeding in the street. His brother
Joseph learned about it, risked his life, went out
to fetch him - h e was bleeding but not yet dead.
He took him - how, I don't know - to the
geueml hospital. The doctors and nurses there
- Muslims all - finished him off.
My cousin Abraham Battat - 14 years old,
was returning from his sister's house that
evening by bus going to the heart of the Jewish
quarter, tells me their bus was stopped by a
gang of armed youths who ordered all the Jews
in the bus to get out. There were five or six Jews
including Abraham. They dragged outby force an
elderly Jewish man and a Jewish lady and started
beatingthern andtaterkilledthem. Thebus driver,
a Muslim, a decent man, knowing there were
other Jews in the bus, pulled out atthe risk of his
life and saved the remaining ones in the bus.
In fairness I must state that a good many
Muslims did not like what was happening to the
Jews, and many risked life and property to
provide shelter, suceour, protection for Jewish
friends and non-friends. We know that Mr.
Orphaly, a prominent Muslim, hearing of the
events, gathered his sons and his men, armed
them, and stood at the gate of one Jewish
quarter warning the armed raiders that he would
shoot at them if they ventured in that Jewish
district. They turned away.
I don't know exactly how many Jews were
killedthat night.The count ranges from I50to 300.
Kristalnacht was a full night affair. Ours
lasted 24 hours. The killings were mainly at
night, but the looting of Jewish shops and
houses went on the next day.
The next rooming we beemne fuIly aware of
what went on the night before, and we were
scared more for our lives than our property.
There was also the fear of rape as usually
happened in such times. My sister Violet was
t 8 years old. Mother was concerned about her.
We had Armenian neighbours- Mother pleaded
with them to take Violet to keep with them.
They refused her request.
The only other avenue of escape in case they
broke into our own house was to go to therooftop and vault from rooftop to rooftop in the
hope of escaping.
Our house was on a street between two main
shopping streets. Th'e looters were busy looting
the shops and storing their loot in an empty lot
to parktheir loot andgo for , , seconds 7 , . I looked
out of the window and with my own ears heard
them running with all sorts of wares and shouting "Farhood, farhood- intissar al Islam ala el
Yehood!" So the cry was "Loot, loot, it's the
victory of the Muslims over the Jews]"
Our house was not broken into. They
couldn't empty the shops around us fast enough
to get to our house before order was restored in

Getting a Get
The Torah requires a man who puts away his
wife to give her a G e t - abill of divorce- so that
she can be free to find another spouse. This has
given the Jewish husband a decisive authority
on the destiny o f his divorced wife.
In societies where the wife was considered
merely as her husband's chattel, this would not
be surprising.
By refusing to give her a Get, the husband
will keep his separated wife shackled (aguna)
and she cannot remarry. The Rabbis can persuade, threaten orbrihe the recalcitrant husband,
even send him to jail, but cannot force him to
give a Get. In Israel recently a man stayed 2t
years in prison until he died, but still refused to
release his wife.
On the other hand, it is the privilege of the
dismissed wife to refuse to accept the Get.
When the British Government was preparing a bill to put before Parliament for the reform
of the Divorce Law, the Jewish Board of Deputies requested the insertion of a clause whereby
couples who had gone through a Jewish marriage would not be granted a decree nisi until
the husband has given his wife a Get. That
would have really solved the problem. But
when the bill carrie before Parliamentthat clause
was missing.
Reform Marriage Law first.
Before reforming the laws of divorce, we
should consider reforming first the laws of
marriage.
In the Judeo-Christian traditions, marriage
has come to be regarded as a sacrament. This
has imposed on the union a rigidity that has
made divorce complicated and its aftermath
unpleasant and contentious.
Islam regards marriage merely as a contract,
which allows in many sects a wide variety of
relationships - f r o m irrevocable marriage to
fixed-term marriage. The contract can also
specify the custody of and responsibility for
children, financial matters, etc. I f the couple
can enter into such a tailor-made contract to suit
their circumstances and wishes, much of the
stresses that arise laterwould be avoided. Those
requiring a religious benediction to their venture can still do so.
Monogamy v Polygamy.
Monogamy was invented to protect the
male. It is said that in earlier societies where
polygamy was allowed, wealthy men would
take up the choice females available leaving
other men with very little choice. So monogamy was meant to ration the women so
that every man would be able to have a
partner.
However, marriage itself was invented to
protect the woman. Before the impact of Judaism and later of Christianity, marriage was
unknown in Europe and Judeo-Chdstian teachings succeeded in e s t a b l i s h i n g a stable
relationship for the partners. This arrangement
is beginning to show weaknesses, hence the
increasing numbers of divorce and break-up in
modern marriages.
Perhaps a more just arrangement would be
to hold the woman solely responsible for children, as it is now entirely in her hand to decide
whether she decides to have children or not. In
that case it would be for the woman to take the
adequate precautions andto make all necessary
arrangements with her partner to ensure the
future and well being of any children of the
union.

The Seventh Commandment.
Richard Holloway, Bishop of Edinburgh,
recently started a furore by apparently condoning or excusing adultery and promiscuity, in
breach of the Seventh Commandment - thou
shall not commit adultery.
However, one may observe that the Seventh
Commandment had perhaps more to do with
land inheritance and less to do with sex and
morality.
The Law of the Jubilee required land to
revert to its original owners at the end of every
fifty years and it was important, therefore, that
nothing could be tolerated that would distort
the progeny. The boring genealogical records
in the Bible were in fact important land registry
records.
Moreover, adultery would affect racial purity only i f committed with a foreigner.
When an eight year old boy asked his father
what the ban on adultery meant, the father
replied that we mustn't adulterate our products.
That in fact puts it in perspective.
The ban on adultery refers to marriedpeople
only and is not concerned with wider issues of
behaviour.
Mamzer v bastard.
A bastard is any child born out ofwedleck.
A mamzer, on the other hand, is a child of a
married woman not by her husband. Thus, the
child of an unmarried girl is a bastard but not a
mamzer," whereas the child of a married woman,
not by her husband, is a mamzer but not a
bastard, because it is legally considered to be
the child of the husband.
Meer Basri writes:
When I was honorary President of the Jewish Community oflraq in 1972, acase of Jewish
divorce was brought up before the Court of
Personal Status of the Iraqi Ministry of Justice,
as the last Beth Din ceased to exist alter the
mass exodus of 1950/51.
A~er due consideration, the Court, before
granting the divorce, wrote to me, in conformityto Iraqi law, toperform the special formalities
according to Halachic law.
I formed a special Beth Din and the couple
were ordered to appear before it. They confirmed their will to separate and the Beth Din
accepted their plea. A get was written by the
clerk and the husband, having signed it. it was
duly served on the wife.
I wrote accordingly to the Civil Court and
the divorce was then legally formalisedO
I am much interested in reading yourjournal
The Scribe about the Iraqi Communities. So I

will be grateful to receive it regularly.
For your information, I was born in Iraq in
1926, a graduate of Shamash Secondary School,
Baghdad in 1943, the Iraqi Faculty of Law in
1950 and emigrated to Israel in 1951. My wife,
also horn in Baghdad, is the niece of Mrs. Daisy
Nathan Saatchi. Furthermore, many of my colleagues, Shamash School graduates, have long
since migrated to EngiandO
Tel Aviv
Albert Shemesh
My wife, my sons, my daughters-in-law and
myself enjoy reading The Scribe. We thank you
for your continued activities toward the Jewish
Iraqi communities.
Please sendme the volume from issue Nos. 155e
Zumikon,
J Moradian (Shasha)
Switzerland

The late Frank and Mazli Iny with three of
their six children, Joseph, Yvonne and
AnnetteO

A Dinner was recently held at the N e w York
Hilton in tribute to the memory of the well
known philanthropist Frank Iny 1895-1976.
He moved to India at an early age and
engaged in business with Persia and lraq. After
moving to Berlin he returned to Baghdad in
1924 to get married. Afterwards he established
his business in Belgium.
During the war, he returned to Baghdad
where he established the Frank Iny School
which produced under the able principal
Abdullah Obadia many outstanding boys and
girls who got good positions wherever they
travelled in the world.
In 1948 the Iny family settled in the United
States.
Among his generous donations, he gave in
Israel 14 operating rooms to Hadassah Hospital, 150 scholarships for Iraqi studen/s at Hebrew
University,and numerous scholarships to needy
Sephardie students.
For his help to Belgium before and during
the war he received the Legion d'Honor both
from King Albert I and King Leopold IIL
The Dinner was organised by Hakham
Ya'aqob Manasseh, spiritual leader of Ben Ish
Hai, marking 8 years of serving Babylonian
JewryO

I am looking for an Iraqi Jewish gift for
a lasting relationship leading to marriage.
I am 34 years old, tall, handsome, from
a good Iraqi family. I am a University graduate. l have a good position.
Please write to: David Yosef, P.O. Box
84, Allenhurst, N.J. 07711, USA.
All replies will be answeredo
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"The Farhood" The Baghdad
Kristalnacht
AbridgedjFom the lectl~-e by Sasson Peress
at the Jewish Community Center o f Harrison,
New Yorl:
By now you all know I was born in lraq,
Mesopotamia, the Land between the Two Rivers. "Atom Naharayim". Abraham and Sarah,
our ancestors, were born there. So, it may
surprise you, you are at1 from Iraq.
When I listened to a lecture on the German
Kristalnaeht of 1938, I rcalised how similarour
experiences were, all the result of Nazi antiJewish activities.
Kristalnacht is etched in Jewish memory
and history and rightly so because of the holocaust horrors that followed. Our night of terror
rates perhaps as a small paragraph in Jewish
history books. We were luckier. Our area then
fell in Allied hands, and we finished the rest of
the war years in peace.
The Jews of lmq, about 150/200,000 - five
percent of the population then, lived there for
centuries in relative peace. I say relative because" a minority anywhere is at a distinct
disadvantage. We were nevertheless a privileged minority- primarily because our religions
were compatible, and our own abilifies and
ethics earned us the confidence of the rulers and
trust of the people.
Jews were prominent in trade and in key
businesses. Somehow the feeling among the generalpopulafion~xasnotthattheJews were exploiting
the country. That was a nasty thought that Hirer
promoted and introduced in our area laler.
This peaceful co-existence continued into the
mid-30's even after Iraq became independent.
The enmity and hatred started, particularly
among the youthful population, with the Mufti
of Jernsalem raising his voice against the Jews
and asking for support of his fellow Muslims in
neighbouring countries. The hatred was promoted also by the Germans.
As a result, our schools were interfered
with, Jewish employees were dismissed from
government jobs, restrictions were placed on
Jewish students entering graduate schools,
bombs would explode in Jewish clubs, Jewish
quarters, and so on.
Iraq was ostensibly an independent country,
but the real power was still vested with the
British Crown. By treaty the British had aright
to maintain a standing army at a camp about a
hundred miles from Baghdad in Habbaniyah.
With the encouragement of the Germans, proGerman, anti-British factions were developing.
In early 1941, the Germans were at the
height of their power. They dominated most of
Europe except Britain. They thought they could
better disrnpt British shipping and supplies
•from the colonies in the Far East by accessing
a Persian Gulf port - Basra in lraq.
In April 1941 - 30,000 Germans parachuted
into Crete. With the Greek Islands under their
control, Vichy France gave them access and control over Lebanon and Syria. Turkey's ncutmIity
was certain. Only Iraq remained and they would
be in Basra on the Persian Gulf. That is when our
trouble - Jewish trouble started in earnest.
A coup by the pro-Oerman faction, headed
by Rashid All AI Gallant, forced the young
• King Feisal :- then about 4 y~ars old - and his
uncle the Regent - into exile. The pro-British
ministers were replaced and the Iraqi army
marched to Habbaniyah - where the British
army camp was - to wage an open war.
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All of a sudden the Jews of Iraq became
public enemies. It was a foregone conelusionin
the local population's mind that, with German
help, they would have no problem overcoming
the small British forces. The Jews would be
open gameand their propertieswouldbe free for aI1.
I do not have a comprehensive knowledge
of all that happened in that horrible month. I
can only report what happened to us from
recollections that remain vivid in my mind.
Business came to a standstill. Since it was
mostly in Jewish hands, the Jews realizingthe
enormity of the situation, a tacit moratorium
became acceptable among them - we all withdrew into our own shells trying to devise means
of survival.
My father with me at his side buried Mother's valuables in the garden. He wanted me then 16 years old and the oldest boy in the
family - to know where they were in case w e
got separated.
One day Mother learned that my brother
Albert, then 12 years old, was arrested. He ,has
fair with red hair. A policeman thonght he must
be an English boy and brought him to the
station. Mother did not want my father to be
involved for fear that he might get into trouble.
Trembling, she went to the police station to
argue for his release- somehow managed to do
so. In leaving she wanted to thank the Muslim
officer in charge and told him "Merci", the way
she always thanked anyone at home. That almost started a storm. "Merci, merci - what is
'merci' why can't you talklike us?" But she got
out of it. This may sound "funny" now - but
imagine hew she felt then!
A few days later my father was arrested and
required someone to post bail for him. It was
important not to go to jail as he might not come
out of it.
He was accused of "sending money to India". It was pointless to argue - first, there was
no currencyrestriction or prohibition to remitting money to anyplace outside of the country.
Besides, as father related it, he told thejudge in
charge that for over 20 years he had been
importing goods (textiles) from India and how
could he do so without paying by sending
money to India.
A Jew could not be found or expected to
accept the responsibility and the 6sks involved
to bail out another Jew. Mother begged Dr.
Chopanian, an Armenian doctor and friend
who was for years a tenant in Uncle's building.
He refused her request.
Father was resourceful. He asked for the
Muslim porter in his office building - an illiterate, barefooted, but nice man we called"Khalil
El Khanchi" and asked him to bail him out.
"But, Uncle (so he called my father), I don't
have any money for the bail." Father asked him,
"Don't you have our office in your hand?" lie
said "Yes." "So what are you worried about?"
This apparently convinced him, and Khalil, the
• porter, bailed out my father with his
'~thumbmark" on the court documents.
Meantime, the battle between the British
and Iraqi forces was raging - the Germans did
not provide the armed support that was expected. Apparently their war strategy changed,
and they abandoaedthe objective of the Persian
Gnlf. Their focus changed to Russia which th ey
invaded a month later in June '41.
By the end of May the British forces prevailed andthe news spread out fast that the Iraqi
army was returning to base defeated and the
British forces were marching towards Baghdad. The rumour was that the Regent and the
King were returned to their place and a proBritish government was being formed. We, the
Jews, felt a tremendous burden was liRed and
we could breathe more freely. But this was not

to happen. The mayhem was to follow.
It wasthe first day ofShavuoth. Wewent by.
taxi to visit my aunt who lived 3 miles from
Baghdad Central. On coming hack home that
evening I told my father I wanted to go to the
movies. I had been confined to the house too
long and wanted to stretch out. He told me t o
leave it be that night and, in one of my rare
moments of total obedience, I accepted his
advice. Had I gone to the movies that night, as
some of our unfortunate Jews did, I would not
have returned alive. That very night the killings
took place.
That night we heard bullets being firedall
over. We did not know what to make of it.
There was no broadcast nor any telephone
communication. We learned later that Jews
were being killed indiscriminately. They were
pulled from buses and shot or stabbed by unruly armed youths.
My aunt's brother - Jacob Mussafi (18
years old)- ventured outthat night, was stabbed
and left bleeding in the street. His brother
Joseph learned about it, risked his life, went out
to fetch h i m - he was bleedingbut not yet dead.
He took him - how, I don't know - to the
general hospital. The doctors and nurses there
Muslims all - finished him off.
My cousin Abraham Battat - 14 years old,
was returning from his sister's house that
evening by bus going to the heart of the Jewish
quarter, tells me their bus was stopped by a
gang ofarnled youths who ordered all the Jews
in the bus to get out. There were five or six Jews
including Abraham. They draggedout by force an
elderly Jewish man and a Jewish lady and started
beating them and laterkilledthem. Thebus driver,
a Muslim, a decent man, knowing there were
other Jews in the bus, pulled out at the risk of his
life and saved the remaining ones in the bus.
In fairness I must state that a good many
Muslims did not like what was happening to the
Jews, and many risked life and property to
provide shelter, succour, protection for Jewish
friends and non-friends. We know that Mr.
Orphaly, a prominent Muslim, hcaring of the
events, gathered his sons and his men, armed
them, and stood at the gate of one Jewish
quarterwaming the armed raiders that he would
shoot at them if they ventured in that Jewish
district. They turned away.
I don't know exactly how many Jews were
killed that night.The count ranges from 150 to 300.
Kristalnaeht was a full night affair. Ours
lasted 24 hours. The killings were mainly at
night, but the looting of Jewish shops and
houses went on the next day.
The next morning we became fully aware of
what went on the night before, and we were
scared more for our lives than our property.
There was also the fear of rape as usualIy
happened in such times. My sister Violet was
18 years old. Mother was concerned about her.
We had Armenian neighbours- Motherpleaded
with them to take Violet to keep with them.
They refused her request.
The only other avenue of escape in case they
broke into our own house was to go to the
rooftop and vault from rooftop to rooftop in the
hope of escaping.
•Our house was on a street between •two main
shopping streets. •Tile looters were busy looting
the shops and storing their loot in an empty lot
to park their loot and go for"seconds". I looked
out of the window and with my own ears heard
them running with all sorts of wares and shouting "Farhood, farhood - intissar al Islam ala el
Yehood!" So the cry was "Loot, Jeer, it's the
victory of the Muslims over the Jews!"
Our house was not broken into. They
couldn't empty the shops around us fast enough
to getto our house before order was restored in
-

the afternoon.
Eight weeks later, my sister, brothers and I
left for India where my uncle l i v e d My parents
joined us two months later. I never returned to
my homeland nor want to see it ever again.
That is our sad story!
I would like to conclude with what happened
in this temple a few weeks ago, and it is going to
happen again here tonight_ It is a tribute to our
Jewish gumption, our fortitude, our endurance
and, above all, our faith in our destiny.
Well, we the people who have been reviled
and persecuted at every turn and every age, and
every corner are indeed different. Our lot is
indeed difficult.
But I say to you, and this I do believe:
Our lot ..... is ..... good;
Our future ..... is ..... hopeful;
And our destiny - forever bright.
Sasson Peress tape transcript:
Naim Dangoor writes:
Sasson refers to the 30,000 German troops
that were parachuted onto Crete, and goes on to
say that subsequently the Germans changed
their plan to take Basrah and launched their
invasion of Soviet Russia. In fact, there is much
more to it than that.
It can be said, without much exaggeration,
that Hitler lost the second wortd war on the
island of Crete. The taking of Basrah would
have barred any Allied aid from reaching Stalin, and Germany would have been able to
attack the Soviet Union simultaneously from
the west and the south.
The battle for Basrah was fought on the
island of Crete where Britain, at great loss in
men and materials, destroyed Germany's sole
airborne division, and thus barred German forces
from reaching Iraq. I well remember that Crete
surrendered to the Germans the same day that
the Iraq Army surrendered to the British forces,
on 29 May 1941.
With the cheap Rashid All option denied to
Hitler, he launched Operation Barbarossa on
22 June 1941, the anniversary of Napoleon's
attack on Russia in 18t2. The delay in this
move resulted inthe German Army being beaten
by the extreme Russian winter, just as Napeleon was 129 years earlier.
It is said that Operation Barharossa would
have been a success i f it was launched a month
earlier. But the Iraq adventure robbed Hitler not
only e r a cheap option to the Indian Ocean and
to linking with Japan, but also spoiled his
timetable for the invasion of Russia.
I was an officer in the lraq Army at the time,
and I well remember that on 29 May we received the D a i l y Orders from the A r m y
Headquarters which said, "The enemy has acc ~ t e d our terms, and the war is over." I later
found out that the terms which the enemy
accepted were "'unconditional surrender" by
the force of Rashid All.
In World War II Churchill laid down the
rule that the Allies can accept nothing less from
their adversaries than unconditional surrender *
I haveenjoyedverymuchreading TheScribe
for the past few years, and am always happy to
receive it.
The greatest joy in life is making other
people happy, and you manage to do that with
every copy of your journal. I am sure all your
readers will agree with me on thatO

Ontario

Shlumo Mahlav

Having received The Scribe for over two
years, I find it an informative and highly worthwhile publication*

Herzelia

Gideon Selinger

From Elias Shohet, Great Neck, N.Y.

I salute you and thank you for the excellent
job you are rendering to the Iraqi Jewish community dispersed worldwide.
I enclose herewith a brief description of the
tense atmosphere and the tragedy that happened in Baghdad in June 1941. I am quite sure
that our contemporary respected brothers and
sisters will refresh their memories about those
ominous days, and that their siblings should
know what occurred to their predecessors fi flyfour years ago.
T h e r e v o l u t i o n o f Rashid All

AI-Gailani and the P o g r o m
(AI-farhood)
The month of June is just round the comer.
It reminds us, wethe contemporary Jews, about
the tragedy which happened to the Jews of
Baghdad in 1941. We tremble when we imagine the horrible scenes of the horrified people,
jumping from one terrace to another escaping
from savage, wicked, cruel and blood-thirsty
monsters, looking for shelters.
Hitler, "Yimah Shemo V'Zikhro" (May his
name and memory be wiped out), was attbe top
of his triumph. The German forces conquered
central and western European countries, North
Africa and reached AI-Alamaln, on the Egyptian frontiers. The Nazi sympathisers in lraq
wanted to stab the British from behind, to get a
share in the German triumph.
Rashid All was in secret contact with the Axis
Powers through the ItalianConsulate in Baghdad,
who promised to get him substantial financialaid
and military supplies i f he joins thorn.
At the beginning of April 1941, at a coup
d'etat, Rashid All AI-Gailani, encouraged by
the Mufti of Palestine, A m i n A1-Husseiny,
seized power on the shoulders of four army
officers, known as the "Golden Square". The
Regent Abdul-Ilah, the Prime Minister Noori
A1-Said and his government fled to Jordan.
According to the British-Iraqi agreement of
1932, the British forces had the right to use the
Iraqi air and land space at the time of war. On
18 April a British brigade landed in Basrah.
The Iraqi troops opposed and confronted them,
but failed to resist them.
War was officially declared on 2 May and
fighting began. The Iraqi troops sealed the
Habbaniyah airfield and over eleven thousand
British troops and civilians were trapped. The
situation deteriorated rapidly.
After getting help from Egypt and Palesfine, the British forces turned the tide and
prevented the country and its oil resources from
falling under Axis control. The promised German support did not arrive. The Royal Air
Force at Habbaniyah and She'aibah, near
Basrah, flew hundreds of sorties and destroyed
the Iraqi lines of communications and air fields.
The Iraqi resistance crumbled and their forces
were routed. They made a number of miscalculations. They had no adequate leadership and

the revolution was crushed. The dream of a
short war and a speedy victory that would bring
easy glory and rich pickings came to an end.
Rashid AIi, the four officers and the Mufti
of Palestine escaped to Iron. The Iraqi army
unconditionallysurrendered to the British forces
and to the Jewish brigade, the Palmach, who
fought alongside the British troops. Forces
retreated in total disarray and desperation.
During the first two days of June, which
happened to be the two days of the Shavuot
feast (the Pentacost feast, known as Eid AIZiyarah), the Arabs attackedthe Jewish quarters
of Baghdad like birds of prey. They killed 179
Jews, men, women and children, and wounded
2118 more. Some women were raped. Thousands of houses, shops, stores and even
synagogues were looted. Losses were estimated
at several millions ofdoUars. That savage behaviour left misery and desolation in its wake.
The Iraqi police and the army, instead of
protecting the people and restoring law and
order, had participated in the looting.
The British forces, who were at the suburbs
of Baghdad, stood aside and did not interfere
for purposes of their own.
However, humanity always prevails. We
have to confess that there were many righteous
gentiles who put their lives at stake and saved
several Jews. Their services were much appreciated. Special thanks to the Muslim Shi'ah
leader, the late Abu A1-Hassan AI-Mussawi
Allow Hashafom may his memory be blessed,
who instructed the Shi'ah Muslims never to
participate in the killing of the Jews or in
looting, and he had been obeyed, otherwise the
losses would have been much biggerO
S t o r y b e h i n d t h e pictures
Thank you for publishing the two pictures
of the Alliance School in your last issue. They
have an interesting but sad story. It was during
the rebellion of Rashid Ati AI-Gailani 1941,
that my parents decided that we stay at our
grandparents for a while, because there was an
overwhelming feeling that something was going to happen.
The Farhood took place when Rashid All
ran away with some of his followers. The
massacre of the Jewish population started one
evening and continued during the following
day until a British Brigade arrived from Jordan
to help restore order to the city. I was very
young, but I could remember a few things: the
cries of women pleading for mercy from their
attackers and the screams of those stabbed and
killed.
A few days later, when things settled dQwn,
my imrents went to find the fate of our house.
They found that the door was smashed and the
house was totally looted and left empty. Looking here and there, we found an envelope fallen
behind the door of the bedroom. My mother
picked it up and those two pictures were in it.
They were the only things left in the house,
reminding us with sad memories of the past.
Thanks for the important message you convey in The ScribeO

Nepean, Ontario

Saml Sourani

I wish to tell you that it has become a
tradition with our family to celebrate the Seder
using your Haggada, in preference to the
Haggada printed in Baghdad.
My mother Victoria and myself indulge in
the Arabic (Sharh), my children read the English and we all read the Hebrew text and there
is every year a vote of thanks to you@

London

Ezra Hakkak
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A Prime Minister
w h o doesn't deal in politics
At the beginning of the National Governmentin Iraq, a newspaper correspondent visited
the first Prime Minister Abdul Rahman alNaqib for an interview to find out his views on
the country's affairs, After asking him various
political questions through the official interpreter Hussein Afoan, he r e p l i e d . . .
Khatunn (Madam) ask o f me anything except politics, as I don't deal in it. Turning to his
Minister of Finance, Sasson Heskel, he said,
"Abu Khdhouri, you answer the Khatoun in my
place." Then he greetedthem andlefl the roomO
from Jack Darwish
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"Ahu Khdhouri" - Sassun Effeudi Heskel
(later Sir Sasson Eskel) founder of modern
Iraq.
At the 1921 Cairo Conference to decide the
future of Iraq he recommended to Churchill
to make Emir Faisal, King of n United
Mesopotamia.
Thiscreated an increasinglynationalist Arab
administration and proved to be the beginning
of the end of the 2500-year-otd Jewish community. It also led the way for the current reign of
terror in Baghdad.
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A Middle East Federation at the present
time is not only immature, but impractical. At
this moment Israel should be more concerned
with its survival, not only because the Arab
governments are carving parts of Israel, but
because the present Israeli government is insensitive to the needs for Israeli security, in this
and future generations. A s a matter of fact you
pose a question: Who would give the Arabs a
Balfour?. I think Pores is the Palestiniaus' Balfour. The pivotal point that will affect Israel is
the status of the refugees. Hussein and the PLO
are demanding the return of 800,000 Arab
refugees to the West Bank. Israel is willing to
admit 200,000 and that is too much for Israel to
absorb. The Arabs should not be allowed to
forget that in 1948 there was a de facto population exchange imposed on Israel by the Arabs.
So, Israel had to absorb one million penniless
Jewish refugees from Arab countries in exchange for 600,000 Arab refugees from
Palestine. Whereas Israel accepted the Jewish
refugees as equal citizens, the Arab League
imposed a prohibition on the Arab governments from granting citizenship to Palestinian
Arab refugees.
The refugees problem is a humanitarian
issue. Yet, nobody presses the Arab League to
rescind its resolution and allow the Palestinian
Arab refugees residing in the Arab countries
for the last five decades to be citizens of those
countries. Look whathappened in Kuwait. They
kiekedout 250,000 PalestinianArabs who lived
there for the past 30 years - the children,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren being
born in Kuwait knew no other home, yet they
were all thrown out. This was shameful, but
nobody raised an eyebrow of protest. The solution of the refugee problem is very essential for
the peace process and it can be mostly accomplished by accepting the Arab refugees in their
present countries of residence and resettling the
others in Iraq and other Arab countries where
manpower is needed. I would put your federation idea on ice, put the peace process on hold,
and solve the refugees problem quickly, so that
peace can be more easily achieved.
New Y o r k
Prof. Heskel N~I.Haddad, M D

Naim Dangoor writes:
The Arabs do not recognise that Jews from
Arab countries were refugees. Unfortunately,
this attitude is shared by Mr. Shimon Pores and
the Israeli government who have regarded those
Jews as Olim; so the refugee problem cannot be
solved on the basis of exchange.
A Federation arrangement maybe difficult
now, but it will be impossible in the futureO

I define love simply as the equation, the
only equation, which proves that there are
other people in the world besides oneselfO

The Editor reserves the right to abbreviate and suitably amend Readers' lettersO

Lottery is n tax on fools. It is also a
redistribution of wealth. Taking from the
many and giving it to the fewÙ

Jewish life in Beijing
by Wendy Wolfe Fine
With the establishment of the Israeli Embassy in Beijingon 24 January i 992, the Chinese
people were given a vehicle through which
they could learn about world Jewry.
At one time, a sizable Jewish population
lived in China. By the early 1930s, the Jewish
population numbered 15,009. Some of these
Jews were Baghdadi Jews from Iraq and India,
while others came as entrepreneurs and traders
from the West. Still others came as refugees
from Russian pogroms or fled the Bolshevik
Revolution. By 1939,another 18,000 Ashkenazi
Jews from Germany, Austria and Poland fled to
China. However, between the end of World
War II and the "liberation" of China by the
Communists in 1949, most of the Jews in China
had emigrated.
At present, approximately 40 Jewish families
reside in Beijing, mostly expatriates studying or
working in the diplomatic service, vatied businesses andprojects, the media, or education. They
come from Israel, the United States, Canada,
Australia, Argentina and Hungary.
Beijing does not have a synagogue. During
Pesah of 1994, 80 non-Israeli Jews attended the
first night's seder at the Embassy. The second
seder catered mostly to Israelis and a few nonIsraeli families who maintain close relations
with the Embassy; 120 people attended.
Last September, the Embassy planned a
traditional High Holiday meal for Israelis with
food prepared by the Jerusalem Hilton. The
weekly E1 AI flight from Tel Aviv to Beijing
serves as an important link for Israelis in Beij i n g to their families, their country, and their
religion.
There is a fair amount of intermarriage
among Chinese and Jews, with the majority
being Jewish men married to Chinese women.
Chinese people, who were brought up after
1949, were not raised in religions, such as
Buddhism. In addition, the Chinese local religions, which generally consist of prayers to a
variety of spirits as well as ancestor worship, do
not require them to believe in one god or spirit
at the exclusion of others. As a result, unlike the
conflict that might exist in Christian-Jewish
households, the Chinese spouse may not actively participate in Jewish religious life.
In May 1994, 1,000 Chinese and Jewish
people attended a Yore Haatzmant reception.
The Embassy publishes a magazine in Chinese three times a year to educate about Jewish
holidays, Judaism and Israel. The Chinese government has been receptive to the activities of
the Embassy, and its citizens have been interested in learning about Israel and Judaism.
As a result of the liberal policies of the
Chinese government toward religion, the few
Jews of Kaifeng, whose community thrived
over 700 years ago, are declaring and not hiding their roots. Last year, an Israeli Consulate
opened in Shanghai, so now yet another bridge
exists for Jewish people visiting China. As for
the future, in ten years time the Embassy may
have a permanent building and a synagogue,
and a Hebrew school will be established.
In the largest and fastest growing economy
in the world, foreigners are coming everyday to
try to get a stake. It is expected that the Jewish
community will grow with the expansion of
business and trade, and other important areas of
cooperation, such as research and teaching, of
which Jews are a vital partÙ

1) 1914 in Constantinople
Left: Salem Saleh (non-commissioned officer)
Right: Second Lieutenant Yamen Joseph (my
father)O

2) Early 1930's (Officers Club, Baghdad).
Front row: Third from left (my father)
First from right (Salem Saleh)e

No surprise your bulletin is greeted with the
highest of praise. I came across the last three
issues and read every page of them with interest
and sentiment.
The Scribe is a monument from a life which
has, for good or for bad, disappeared and which
50 years ago no one could have guessed or
foreseen our present situation as it is today,
which was really a huge "imponderable" in any
forecast at that time. True, fate and history were
to play their hand, but we should never forget
that the governments which ruled lraq determinedthe scheme and feasted on ourbanishmeat
which was their specific target.
Now, I would like to say something about
the following:
1)~'Dorothy Shasha's Ictter from Buenos
Aires, page 5 issue 61. I wonder i f Dorothy is

the daughter ofJarnil Yamcn Shasha, He was my
fricndand my classmate in the AllianceSchool in
Baghdad. Never contactadhim sinceheleff Baghdad in the late forties. Somebody told me a tong
time ago that he was living in Argentina.
2) Mr Abdulla Dangoor's letter about Abdul
Karim and Salem Saleh (Aboo Ghazi), made
me to send you herewith two interesting phntographs which could be of interest to the readers.
3) The answer of Lady Kadoorie regarding
your suggestion of taking the initiative to establish a club in London with their financial
support was disappointing, because they have
the stuff and they can do it with a stroke of a
pen. Very bad i f they are not intending to
follow the steps of Eliezer Kadoorie who did a
lot! Hope Lady Kadoorie will give serious
consideration to the matter, given the under-

standing that they need not care about the
welfare of the Hone Kong Jewish Community
which is sitting now on a cache of US $150
million (yes, this is the exact figure). I repeat
the amount is expressed in American Dollars
and not in Hong Kong Dollars.
Very sorry to say that the excuses given
were not in place and ambiguous and only a
"shock of recognition" can bring about a favourable action. They are well-to-do and it is
still probable that Lady Kadoorie can change
her mind and pay the whole £5 million.
The Scribe throws new light on vexing
problems, opens up new vistas on ourselves,
makes a strong impression on our histories of
the past and maybe sometimes it brings about a
"shock of recognition"O

I am delighted to see the continual advance
in the presentation o f The Scribe. Full praise to
the inauguration of a paper which has bound
together the hearts of an ancient community
•now scattered over the four corners of the earth.
It was a worthwhile effort and merits the
appreciation and thanks so extensively f e l t e

You are to be highly commended for producing and editing The Scribe which I have
been receiving for the past several years.
I lived for many years in one of your apartments near the "Masbah" which was called at
the time Dangoor and Safwat Building. On few
occasions, I had the pleasure of meeting you.
The last instance was in your office, previously, Shamash family home in Ras el Qaria
sometime in 1955 or 19560

I spent many enjoyable and informative
hours reading The Scribe, copy of my father
Albert Mowlem. However, whilst I make every
effort to read each edition, I would very much
appreciate receiving my own copye

London

Joseph R. Masri

I would much appreciate it i f you could put
me on your mailing list. My kids find The
Scribe a great treasure to revive our past. My
thanks and appreciation for connecting us
throughout the world.
In your March edition No.63, in the picture
on page 22, the 3-year-old child with a f e z is my
husband Jamil Mooallem, first cousin of Albert
Mooallem of LondonO

Canada

David I. Korine

1 have read Mcrcado's book Iraq - My
Testimony with great interest. Indeed, it carried
me back to both wonderful and horrible times.
Every Iraqi Jew should remember those timese

Ramat Gan

Suzanne Sndai

Readers' comments: I know why you call
your journal The Scribe, you want us to
subscribeO

London

London

Edward Yamen

" Michael Mowlem

Many thanks for The Scribe, we find it very
essential in knowing our culture in detail.
My husband Yaacov is a very proud Jew
from Basra, and I was born in Baghdad. We
treasure every edition of The Scribe. Each time
it lightens our hearts and touches our soulse
Hong Kong
Flora Zipora Ozer

A. Salsberg

Gladys Mooallem (nee Peress)

The Scribe means so much to me as it gives
me memories of my home and life in Baghdade
Halfa

Zurich

Milan

V.B.

The reading of The Scribe is spectacular
and most interesting.
My sincere congratulations to you all for the
extreme hard work, resulting in such statistics
as outlined in The Scribee
St. Louis, Missouri
Sass Ezekiel
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The Will to Live
Beyond Euphrates
by Freya Stark
Freya Stark, the Middle East traveller, was
an antisemite; as such, she disliked anything
J e w i s h - w h e t h e r it was the Zionist pioneers on
board the ship to Haifa in 1929, the shrine of
Ezekiel near Hillah, or the Hebrew Kings mentioned in the Bible.
After the Hebron massacre of Jews in 1929
she heard some Italians express the hope that
the Palestine mandate should now be given to
Italy. She felt like tellingthem that in that event
not only Jews would be killed! ltis not difficultto
guess, then, who was behind the Arab murdcrers.
After the pogrom of 194I when she was
attached to the British Embassy in Baghdad,
she labels the Jews there as trouble-makers.
Like Gertrude Bell before her, Freya Stark
belonged I t a breed of travellers who went into
the Middle East ostensibly for archaeological
work to cover up their spying activities. But
above all these old maids were attracted to the
Middle East and especially to Iraq for more
personal excitement and adventure.
During the British occupation oflraq, officers' wives were allowed to go to Baghdad on
holiday, but the authorities soon had to put a
stop to this. In his book, The Heart of the
Middle East, Richard Coke makes clear referonce to this problem, stating: "There were many
married men who had grave cause to regret that
their wives had ever been allowed to set foot in
Mesopotamia."
Nor was this timited to the women. The
British Tommy debased himself with the local
Arab, so much so that some believe this lax
behaviour encouraged the uprising of 1920,
which was the beginning of the end of British
involvement in lraq.
In December 1929, Freya Stark attended a
Jewish wedding in the Adhamiya District north
of Baghdad. The house was filled with Moslem
women in their black aba's who came uninvitedto admire the bride in her Parisian lash ion.
The writer adds that next to the bride, on a table
was a bouquet of flowers sent by King Faisal
himself. It would be interesting to know whose
wedding it was.
Upto 1930-31 many Jewslived inAdhamiya
(see photograph on page 16 of Scribe NO. 62).
Then they started moving to the new suburb of
Battaween and Orfalia south of BaghdadO
You have been kindly sending me The
Scribe for five years now and I have always
read it with much interest, sometimes with
emotion.
The history of our Community, as well as
your book reviews, hold all my attention and
your photographs bring back to my memory
people and places I have wetl known: my
students of the year 1 9 4 6 - thanks to Eiteen
Khalastchy - Laura Kadourie School where I
taught for more than ten years; The Shrine of
Ezra Hasofer- what a beautifulpicture! -which,
till the age of twelve I used to visit every year on
the occasion of Id E 1 (Ziara) Shavuot; my grandfather being the Gabbay of the place, etc.
Thank you for your wonderful work of
communication so precious to the members of
our community who have been scattered all
over the woddO
St. Maur, France
Flora Barmaimon
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by Roy & Caroline Hayim
Published by Janus Publishing Co.,
£8.99 (paperback)
This publication is a most moving account
of remarkable courage in the face of adversity
of a very serious kind. It is the story of Roy
Hayim who was struck with a dreadful form of
food poisoning called Botulism from which
few survive. It is said that one spoonful of
Botulism is sufficient to kill the whole human
race. A biblical subtitle could be: "We walked
through the valley of the Shadow of death, but
feared no evil ?' Because of his and his wife's
determination, he Would survive, by the help of
the AImighty. Moreover, prayers were recited
for his speedy recovery, at Lauderdale Synagogue where he was Pumas President at the
time.
Briefly, Roy and his family were returning
from a holiday i n t h e South of France and were
served with their kosher meat on the plane
which, however, smelled very bad. As he felt
hungry, Roy ate part of his meal, and on returning home he felt very i11. He was rushed to
Edgware General Hospital little knowing that
he was to stay there for many months, paralysed
and totally incapacitated. He could only communicate with Caroline with a gentle squeeze
of his thumb. Relatives and friends visited him
frequently. When I visited him I was surprised
to notice his condition, but concealed my true
feelings to avoid causing alarm.
Roy and Caroline.ha;~'e been interviewedon
the media, as theirs is a story which could
provide n shining example of courage and faith
to others so afflictedO
P.S.G.
Books received
From the prolific pen of Dr Abraham BenYaacov, we received two new books.
1) A collection of songs, writings and teachings by the famous Babylonian Rabbi Hakham
Joseph Hayim.
2) The life and writings of Rabbi Sasson
Mordechai ShindoukhO
The prolific Babylonian author Dr Abraham Ben-Yaacov of JerusalemO

The Holocaust and the Liberal
Imagination
by Tony Kushner
Published by Blaekwe]l, Oxford, U.K. and
Cambridge, USA

The Holocaust and the Liberal Imagination
is a bold and finely researched study of the
responses and reactions of the democratic world
lethe attempted destruction of European Jewry.
It seeks to explain rather than to condemn, and
to focus on the Holocaust's impact on ordinary
people as much as on state politics and international diplomacy.
Drawing on perspectives often ignored in
HoLocaust studies (including gender, labour
and cultural history), this book argues that the
Holocaust, then and now, is a crucial part of the
experience of many countries, far away from
the killing fields. It is consequently as much a
contribution to Western social history generally as it is an account of the Holocaust. It
deserves to be widely read and discussed.
Tony Knshner's book is a scholarly and

highly readable dissection of some of the most
disturbing myths which prevail about the Holocaust: no~: racist or fascist, but ones which
prevent those who consider themselves members of liberal societies from coming to terms
with the extent to which the Holocaust is an
integral part of their history and their storyO

Policing Shanghai
1927-1937
by Frederic Wakeman Jr.
Published by the University of California
Press, Berkeley, Los Angeles, London.
In the first study in any language centred on
a modern Chinese police force, Frederic
Wakeman creates a detailed and exciting panoralnic taIe, based on archival sources, about the
Nationalist secret police and its confrontation
and collaboration with the multilayeredShanghai
underworld.
He
argues
that
twentieth-century China has not, ultimately,
been dominated by discontinuity but rather that
autocratic government, whether Nationalist or
Communist, has survived, as have its tools of
control and coercion.
Chiang Kai-shek wanted to prove that the
Chinese deserved to rule Shanghai and the
country by themselves, rather than be exploited
and dominated by foreign powers. The primary
weapon in the effort to reclaim the crimeridden city was the new Chinese police force,
which competed with the French, International
Settlement, and Japanese consular police for
control.
The Nationalist effort failed, partly because
ofthewar with Japanthat brokeout in 1937,but
also because its police force was corrupted by
the city itself. This process is bes'c understood
by placing the Shanghai police squarely in the
midst of the forces it faced: casino and brothel
owners, Green Gang racketeers, narcotics syndicates and g u n - r u n n e r s , u n d e r g r o u n d
Communist assassins, and Comintern secret
agents.
Policing Shanghai illuminates and exposes
all the elements of a decade of revolutionary
change in what was, during this period, the
most colourful and corrupt city in the worldO

1 was interested in the articles in your issue
No.63 on the Indians who believe they are
descendants from the Tribe of Menashe.
A large number of youths from these N.E.
States have been studying in an International
Jewish Institute in Bombay-ORT India; where
notonly Technical and otherprofessional trades
are taught, but also Hebrew and Judaism.
Gideon Rei from N.E. India visited Israel
and spent quite some time studying Hebrew
and Torah and Judaism. On his return to India.
he started a synagogue where he not only conducts prayer services, but also conducts classes
for Hebrew and Religious Studies.
My books:
1) Jewish Holidays and Rituats US $10.00
per copy
2) Jewish (Hebrew) Rituals, with English
alphabets US $10.00 per copy.
3) NaturalRemedies US $15.00 per copyO
Dr Nagavkar Asher
Apt.No. 10 BIdg.No. 33
Yoseftal Street
Netanya 42395 - Israel

F o u n d e r of S i r J a c o b Sassoon H i g h School a n d f r i e n d s , B y c u l l a , Bombay, 1905.
Left to right: Sassoon Nissim (nephew); J a m e s MacDonald (Principal); Sir Jacob Sassoon, Baronet; Miss Hannah Nisstm (nicce~ l a t e r Mrs

Gourgey, Jacob MacmullO
Standing at the back, Mr. S. Abelson (Sir Jacob's Private Secretary from London)
Sir Sassoon Jacob Hai David of Cochin
1849-1926
I am writing a biography of Sir Sassoon J.
David, philanthropist, entrepreneur and civic
leader. Any reminiscences, information, letters, etc. from readers would be gratefully
appreciated. Please contact:
Professor Brian Weinstein
Department of Political Science
Harvard University,
Washington, D.C. 20059, USA

Circumcision
Statistics showsthat 60percentofall American males are circumcised. As these cannot all
be Jews, it is clear that most Americans undergo circumcision for health reasons.
There is a movement in the United States
which tries to discourage circumcision, claiming that removal of the foreskin has several
disadvantages in the performance and enjoyment of sex by both partners. HovCever there is
no evidence that this is the case, and circumcision remains an accepted hygienic measure,
rather than as a religious rituale

T o o much[
Scribe: A man wanting to convert to Judaism was told that he had to be circumcised. He
first went to a hospital who quoted £250 for the
operation. "Too much l'1, he told them, and left.
He then went to a clinic. The surgeon quoted
£150. "Too much!", he told him, and left.
Finally, he went to a mohel, who quoted £75,
"Too much!", he told him, and leR.
By now he gathered that it was a simple
operation and decided to do it himself in his
own kitchen. As the chopper came down, he
looked at the board and shouted in horror,
" T O 0 MUCH!"Ü

R a n g o o n r e v i s i t e d b y Aaron Solomon
I visited Rangoon, Burma, aRer an absence
of 52 years. I was bern and educated in Rangoon andbecame an evacueein 1942 on account
of the Japanese invasion during World War II.
On my return to Los Angeles, I have been
asked too many questions about conditions in
Burma and could do no justice with my verbal
answers. So I d~ided te put my "impressions" in
writing and give a copy to those of my relatives
and friends who enquired about my visit.
I am told that the account of my visit to
Rangoon is interesting. I am enclosing a copy
thereof for summarising to your readers.
Eddie Lincoln and I arrived in Rangoon in
November 1994 for a stay of 21 days.
W e were met at the airport by Moses Samud,
the only trustee o f our Musmeah Yeshua Synagogue.
The interior of our Musmeah Yeshua Synagogue is clean, well kept and well maintained,
but the outside is neglected. The compound is
not what it was. Around the perimeter on three
sides o f the building there are 27 shops/stalls
selling a variety of goods and services. The
rental income is used to cover maintenance
expenses of the synagogue and cemetery. We
used to visit the synagogue very ofcen and
while we were there, we found Jewish tourists
visiting the synagogue and most of them leave
with a donation. With the exception of Moses
Samuel andhis brother Jacob, there are no Jews in
Burma and there are no prayer services. On Rosh
Hashana and Yom Kippur, the Israeli Ambassador conducts the services with Jews from other
embassies or other internationalorgaaisations.
The Rangoon Jewish community had about
40 Sepher Torahs, most of which were transferred to Israel, now only 2 Sepher Torahs
remain in the Musmeah Yeshua Synagogue.
The Jewish school was sold for a very low
price and is now demolished. The proceeds
from the sale was used to send the remaining
Jews to other countries where they desired to

settle. Most were sent to Israel.
All English names of the roads and streets
have been changed to Burmese names with the
exceptionof Shin Pagoda Road and Strand Road.
Most of the roads and streets are one-way. The
people are very friendly and kind and it is very
safe to be out in the streets at any time of the night.
The nightbazaa on Frazer Street is still going
strong. The city sleeps at about 10 o'clock every
night. Saturdays and Sundaysare public holidays.
Although Rangoon is under military government, we did not feel their presence. In
Rangoon, one can find everything one needs,
but the prices are beyond the reach of most of
the inhabitants.
The old landmarks of Rangoon are gone.
Except for television and the radio there is no
other form of entertainment. But the city is
alive at night with many people on the street
and many shops are open and street vendors
sellingfruits, food and all kinds ofmerehanthse
spread their wares on small platforms and do
business till 10.00pm. Office hours are from
9.30am till 4.30pm on week days.
In 1966 our synagogue willbeahundred years
old, so trustee Moses Samuel, his brother Jacob
Samuel andeonsultant Aung Kywe, aregathering
materialfern booklet describingthe history of the
Rangoon Jews and arranging a oentennial celebration by invitingthe Rangoon Jews to come to
Rangoon and enjoy the celebrations. This idea is
now in a talking stage. Whether it will come to
pass or not is anybody's guess.
I shot five rolls of film, but most were
damaged by the baggage x-ray machines at the
airports. The films passed through two x-ray
machines at Seoul (Korea) airport two times, at
Bangkok two times, and at Rangoon airport
two times. It is a great disappointment to me not
to have the pictures I treasured.
A word of thanks to trustee Moses Samuel,
his brother Jacob Samuel and consultant Aung
Kywe for the help they extended to us which
made our stay very pleasurableO
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Iraqi Jewish personalities
by Meer Basri
Jacob Silos Haskell (1857-1939) an able
financier. Born in Baghdad he left for India
aged 13. He subsequently moved to Hong Kong
and later on to London. He was one of the
founders of the Eastern Bank in London, with
branches in Baghdad and other Iraqi and Gulf
cities (1909), and remained its chairman until
his death. He was also connected with other
financial ventures, especially the Belgian Bank
for Overseas. He was a member of the lraq
Currency Board in London.

Baghdadi sayings
g,
Rehtu belt el sultan methd beiti ma sheftu.

Even after visiting the royal palace, I found
my home more comfortable.

Ann amir wa-enta amir-manl yesouq el hamir?

If we are both princes who will drive the
donkeys?

AIf qalba wain ghalba

Better to change your mind a thousand
times rather than b e sorry.

.,:

Joz el masdud bejrab el me~hdud

The number is limited.

Bani adam t a i r wa y e h ~ t l el t u i r reyalu fad el
kh#ir

A man is like a bird but envies the bird;
lucky is he who does good deedsO

Please add my name to your mailing list to
receive your j o u m a l e
London

T a r i q AI-Abdi

Waihed yehsbt~h waihed yeseeh hesh

The one toils and the other takes the credit.

Zsmmmr ebnek ya ajouz

Dr Jack Aboudi Shabi (1908-1980) eminent Iraqi doctor specialised in nervous and
mental diseases (neurologist). Studied in Baghdad and London and subsequently with the
famous Professor Hans Hoff of Vienna who
lived in Baghdad during the Second World
War. Dr Shabi was for a time director of the
Baghdad Mental Hospital and professor at the
Royal College of Medicine. He left Baghdad in
1971 for~London where he served as doctor in
the Prison Department.
Scribe: On a visit to the Mental Hospital,
Dr. Jack saw an inmate with a fishing rod in his
hand over a dry pond. To humour the patient,
Dr. Jack asked him how many fishes he had
caught so far. The inmate looked at the Dr. in
surprise, "Can't you see the pond is dry, how
can I catch any fish in it?"O

A man was going on holiday, and his friends
asked him to buy for them various items; but
one old lady asked him to buy a whistle for ber
child and gave him the money. He told ber, you
may consider that your child will have his
whistle.

j.up.
H i I o m el lalh l ~ t o u l

Bad dreams are invalid.

Kheth el Meel walaw nsyem al haseer

Marry someone with a good background
even i f he is penniless.

L

_

LeBeen el tayeb yekser athem el jebbar
Gentle words can break the mighty.
We always look forward to receiving The
Scribe and we read it from cover to cover.
Your Journal should be useful in tracing
missing relatives and friends so that they can
establish new coutactsO
Brisbane, Australia

E z r a B e n Ezra

We acknowledge with thanks receipt of The
Scribe of March I995 issue. We deeply appreciate your kindness in sending this material to
our Library, and hope to continue receiving
future issuesO
Washington D.C.
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Library of Congress

Ma te'eref khalri lena tejareb ghairl

You can't appreciate my worth until you try
others.

Senna lena serna ben2ya wema lehaqna beahl
el atxya

No amount o f fasting can equal charitable
donations.

In an articte about the Baghdadi Jews of
India (Scribe No.62) Rachel and Sarah
Manasseh mentioned my (great grand) uncle
E.E.E. (3 E's) Sassoon.
I would be very grateful to know what his
initials stand for. Also, what was his relationship to David Sassoon. It must have been very
close, because I remember my parents telling
me that he and his sister Salha (my mother's
grandmother) were born on the Sassoon estate,
a picture of which, incidentally, appeared in
Scribe No.62. I remember when we were young,
my sisters and I would visit him very often in
his home on C u f f Parade. He did a lot of
entertaining, both local and overseas guests,
but we never asked many questions about our
family background in those days.
The above is a picture of my U n c l e e
Sydney

Dolly (Daynn) Shadier

Physical t r a i n i n g was not neglected in Iraqi Jewish schools, The above picture shows students of R a h e l Shahmoon School during exercises
t a k e n in 1 9 2 5 e

The picture below shows Girls' Kindergarten taken in 19240
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Mr Shahrabani gave us 20 dinars on condition they hake be-abee not ordinary bread.
ARer adding 10 dinars from each of us, we
bought two ovens from the flea market (sag
haraj) and installedthetwo brothers in a friend's
mushtamaL We bought two bikes from Mr
Hakkak who kindly charged us only 10 dinars.
On Saturday morning it was announced in
three synagogues that a new bakery, with delivery service, was opened.
The first delivery went. to Mr Shahrabani
who then asked us to add more seasoning

It is hoped that individual and national ties
with Jerusalem will be re-enforced and that this
beautiful city will be perceived as the sacred
and indivisible capital of Israel and the Jewish
peoplee
741 H i g h Road
Jerusalem 3000 U.K.
London N I 2 0BQ
Balfour House
Tel: 0181-446 8020

(Hweyej).
We had enough money left to buy two
sewing machines to help two women earn a
living.
We had the satisfaction to help others as
much as we could.

B a g h d a d reminiscences
I am a pharmacist graduated in Baghdad in
1941 (my name in Iraq was Eliahou Karim). I
left for Israel with my wife Violette Korine
with the exodus in ! 95 I, leaving all belongings
as others, and my pharmacy (Karim Pharmacy)
in Bab-el-Sheikh, which I think still exists
bearing my name.
During the years 1944/45/46 1 was a Physics teacher in Shamash School preparing the
students for Matriculation exams and the High
Secondary School diploma. Most of my students are successful professionals, doctors,
engineers, accountants, business elites as D r
Heskel Haddad, Dr N a j i Cohen, Edward
Shemtob, N a i m Mahlab and many others.
In Israel I served in two wars '56 and '67. I had
a good phan'nacy in Ramat Gan. I cametn Toronto
in i 969 with my wife and two sons, who became
doctors. Abraham, a family doctor, and Zion, a
cardiologist, and daughter Bella a teacher. All
married with chiidren, thank God.
Since I came to Toronto, I tried with friends
to bringthe Iraqi Jews together. First I managed
to arrange the High Holiday services Rosh
Hashan~.and Yore Kippur, in a place where we
can pray according to our tradition and melodies. In 1977 we established The Iraqi Jewish
Organisation of Ontario, o f which I am the
treasurer and the ritual coordinator.
The following 2 stories of my life in Baghdad might be of interest to your readers@
Toronto
Eliahou Sasson
T h e F a r h a d o f 1941
In the pogrom of June 1941 (Farhud) I was
in my fourth year o f pharmacy, had two close
friends, Yosef Zloof and Nissim Sulman, in
their third year o f law school. We were worried
about each other, as the three of us lived in
muslim areas.
On Tuesday morning after the curfew partially lifted, I met them in Ghazi Street. We
discussed the situation and decided to do what
we could do to help the Jewish victims.
We went to see the Chief Rabbi and reported
to him the situation; with tears in his eyes, he
said he knew all the details and referred us to
Yamen Asian, head oftbe welfare.
We explained to M r Aslan and Salman
Shahrabani, who was with him, our plan to help
two brothers re-start their bakery in Battaween
which had been looted.
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In 19451 was to act as honorary secretary to
the Committee of Meir Elias hospital, even
though I didn't have the necessary qualifications for the job.
Eliahoo Shohet was the chairman and Naim
Murad the vice-chairman. Anwar Khtaina was
the administrative director.
At a committee meeting held in November
1946, Mr Shohet said now we have an important decision to take which is to fire Mr Khtaina
from his job immediately, which Naim Murad
accepted without giving reasonable reason. I
was shocked at the decision and submitted my
resignation.
After a few weeks I heard that Mr Khtaina
committed suicide.
I was later blamed for not standing up for
my priacipalO

Jerusalem 3000
Rosh Hashana, this year, heralds the start of
Jerusalem's 3000th anniversary year, and Jewish communities throughout the world will be
celebrating the establishment of Jerusalem as
King David's capital 3000 years ago.
Jerusalem 3000 National Committees have
been established around the world to promote,
encourage and orchestrate.celebratory activities, andthe O.K. committee, chalredby Brenda
Katten, is well ahead in coordinating the special festivities and p r o g r a m m e s for the
anniversary year.
Most exciting of all are the events which
willbe taking placein Jerusalem. Some ofthese
will focus directly on the connection between
King David and Jerusalem, such as the Sight
and Sound spectacular directed by FrarleO
Zeffirelli, a multi-media show describing the
life of King David, and "David's Psalms",
performed by the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra at an open air concert directed by Zubin
Mehta.
Other events will relate more to Jerusalem
as an artistic inspiration. Verdi's opera
"Nabuceo" and Beethoven's "Fidetio", as well
as plays, exhibitions and a grand pageant in the
streets of Jerusalem, are just a few of the exciting events which are planned.
An archaeological site along the extension
of the Western Wall beyond the prayer area has
revealed the remains of a street from the period
of King Herod (first century BCE). This will be
opened officially during the anniversary celebrations; Herodian streets will become a
pedestrian walkway, and a number of ancient
gardens to be reconstructed, each devoted to a
different period of the city's history.

A Baghdad Jewish beggar 200 years ago@
An old painting, by a German artist, now
in the possession of Mr Ezekiel Nathaniele
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The Poor
by Albert Khabbazn
Everything seems to go against the poor
man.
People close their doors in his face
One blames him, the other insults him
He feels the hatred but cannot understand
the cause,
Even the dogs, when seeing him passing by
Bark at him and try to bite him
But when they see a rich man approaching
They surrender to him and oscillate their
tallsO

N O W IT CAN B E T O L D - PART T W O
THE BRITISH ARMY CAMPAIGNS
I N I R A Q & S Y R I A - 1941

By Captain S A Shemtob-Reading MBE (roll)
After the expiry of the 50 year timit under
the Official Secrets Act, I reported on the advance of the British Army from Palestine,
through Trans-Jordan to crush the regime of
Rashid Ali in Iraq. Rashid All was heavily
backed by Nazi Germany and had deposed the
Regent Abdul liar.
After the surrender of Baghdad to the British Forces which included the Chief of Military
Intelligenceandmyself, andthe escape of Rashid
Ali and his ministers to Iran, severe riots and
massacre took place.
I was a member of Military Intelligence at
the British Army High Command and I was
present when the Regent, Abdul Ilah, accompanied by Dawood Pasha El Haidari arrived at
British Headquarters at Habbaniya to see the
G.O.C. I distinctly heard the Regent thanking
the British Government for saving the situation
and requesting that the British Army enter
Baghdad to stop the riots and massacre taking
place. The GOC replied that he was well aware
of the serious situation, but acting on strict
orders from London, was unable to enter Baghdad.
All the victims were Iraqi J e w s - a Community whose ancestors had lived in Iraq and
Babylon for the last three thousand years - t h e i r
houses and shops were looted and more than
130 men, women and children were killed and
hundreds wounded.
Syrian Campaign & the Baltle of Palmyra.
(Baalbek)
The campaign to crush the Vichy Regime in
Syria started after a few days rest outside Baghdad. Our Unit was with the advance column
when we encountered a French army colonel
with his wireless operating unit at the Syrian
frontier. After surrendering, he admitted that
they had since sent an urgent message to the
French High Command in Syria stating that the
British Army had crossed the frontier and were
advancing towards Damascus. We obtained
valuable intelligence from the French colonel
that a big force of Germans and 400 military

aircraft had arrived in Damascus. Shortly afterwards we were bombed and strafed by Vichy
planes, causing some casualties, but the Army
continued advancing.
Just before the Battle of Palmyra, the Vichy
planes were joined by Nazi German war planes
and the bombings and strafings became intense. Unfortunately for us, we had almost no
air support and the desert being wide open
provided no cover. A fellow officer brought out
a bottle of whisky, which after imbibing plentifully, he handed to me - this certainly helped
to ease the tension. Another officer had dug a
slit trench to escape the strafingbut was crushed
and killed by the concussion of a bomb falling
nearby. Thirty yards away I had been sitting in
the back of a staffcar when a shell, which did
not explode hit the mudguard.
The very worst experience of the whole
operations was a t t h e Battle of Palmyra. Heavy
fighting against the entire French Foreign
Legion and Vichy French took place at this
historic oasis which was the central military
airfield protecting Damascus. We lost a lot of
men. There, the Vichy French planes supported
by the Nazi Germans as well as Mussolini's
bombers and fighters bombarded, shelled and
strafed us continuously. The bombings and in
particular the strafings were so intense that
many of our senior Army Commanders including the chief of military intelligence - and
m y s e l f - became casualties.
While the air raids and fighting were in
progress, the medical orderlies had a difficult
job in collecting the many casualties andputting
them in ambulances to be taken to advance
Casualty Station. The three other men in my
ambulance were badly wounded. Next to me a
young soldier was calling ' M u m .. Mum, I am
cold'. He was later found dead.
The ambulances had just started to go to the
nearest casualties station when a swarm of
German and French fighter-bombers appeared.
On previous strafing, many ambulances were
attacked despite the large Red Cross painted on
four sides of the vehicles. These ambulances
which were attacked were set on fire with many
casualties. Because of this, instructions were
given to remove all casualties from the ambulances and to place them fiat on the ground until
the end of the raids.
As we were laid facing the ground, the war
planes were diving on us with all their machine
guns firing. I saw the bullets hitting some of the
forward casualties. I knew that within seconds
i'c will be my turn. I was saying the 'Shema
Israel Prayer' when the planes flew low overhead still firing. The casualty on my right was
killed instantly; the casualty on my left was
wounded. I escaped.
Reinforcements and Scouts
After a twelve day delay in the advance,
reinforcements from Egypt and north Palestine
were brought in, while British, Australian and
Indian troops, preceded by Scouts recruited
from the Hagana were converging on Syria.
Damascus was eventually captured and the
Vichy French regime in Syria was completely
crushed.
Finally we were taken by a column of ambulances to Haifa and from there by a special
militarytrain to Tel Hasbomer military hospital
near Ramle and Rishon Le Zion where I had to
stay for a considerable time before I was fit
enough to be discharged from hospital to join
the Eighth Army and Long Range Desert Group
in North AfricaO

Yacob Meridor and Rashid Ali
Yacob Meridor died in Tel Aviv last June
aged 81. As a successful businessman and
politician, he preceded Menahem Begin as commander of the lrgun.
In its obituary, The Times of London writes:
"During the war the Irgun declared a ceasefire
in its activities, in order to join forces with the
British in a common fight against the Germans,
and in 1941 Yacob was sent to lraq on a
commando operation for the British. With him
was David Raziel, then Irgun commander, and
two Arab-speaking Jews (see Shemtob Reading's article on this page).

Yacob Meridor
"A coup in Iraq had led to Rashid Ali's proGerman regime, and British forces still in the
country were coming under Luflwaffe attack.
The Irgun group was to penetrate behind the
lines, carry out sabotage missions, and determine the strength of the enemy forces holding
Baghdad. Their mission resulted in imelligence
that allowed a successful British push against
the capital - but Raziel was killed during a
German bombing raid, After Meridor retained
home, the Irgun command elected him to replace Raziet.
"Two years later Meridor surprised everyone by handing over command to Menabem
Begin."
Scribe: At the outbreak of war in 1939,
David Ben-Gurion decreed: We shall fight the
war as i f there is no White Paper, and we shall
fight the White Paper as i f there is no war[O
Readers of Esther Mercado's book should
remember the contribution in the creation and
strengthening o f the State of Israel.
Those who complained about life in the
immigrant camps were perhaps lucky to have
escaped the hard conditions in Iraqo
Ramat Gan
V. Cohen
I came across a copy o f The Scribe, Journal
of the Babylonian Jewry, and was really enchanted and impressed by the great work put
into this magnificent publication.
I would very much thank you to put me on
your mailing listO
Ramat Gan
Shimon J. Somekh
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The silence of God
Abridged lecture of Cardinal Lustiger at the Conference on the Holocaust held at
Tel Aviv University last April.
" W e J e w s m u s t all see o u r s e l v e s as H o l o c a u s t survivors."
The last time 1 visited the Yad Va'Shem
Holocaust Memorial in Jerusalem, was in the
summer of 1973 when I decided to spend the
day fasting, in prayer and meditation. I sat
alone at the side. After several hours the caretaker became worried about me. He came up to
me and said, "Don't drown yourself in sorrow,
sayKaddish and go home." Tdid as he said, and
at the same time I silently thanked God for this
caretaker who comforted me.
I would like to share with you my thoughts
about the destiny of nil Israel, that means the
Jewish people in the Diaspora, together with
the reunited nation in the State of Israel.
On this 50th anniversary,we ask ourselvesagain
why God was silent,did God forget his promise?
G o d had promised Noah, not to curse the
Earth again. This alliance with the whole of
humanity gives free hand to people capable of
doing the best and the worst. God left man with
the ability to destroy humanity, more evident
now that he acquired nuclear power.
In this century something terrible happened
that had no historic precedent. • People of all
nations of the world were involved in the exterinination of the Jews, and so they were directly
or indirectly responsible for it. As instigators or
partners, by cynicism or by silence, that is how
it seems today when we examine the events of
50 years ago.
We Jews, all of us together must see ourselves as Holocaust survivors.
Likewise, all nations have discovered that
they too have survived the suicidal tendencies
of humanity. But the Jewish people cannot
stand aside, nor can they quit the human race.
' They would destroy themselves. It was exactly
this destruction that Hitler's Germany sought,
and that received the consent of the "Kings of
the Nations".
For the past 2000 years, the Bible has been
transmitted to the nations of the world and
translated to all languages.
People gain from the Bible the consciousness that they belong to a unique history, the
history of humanity, and through it are able to
discover their dignity and destiny through the
people by which God reveals Himself. AII
modern tendencies are not generative unless
nourished by the revelation of the Bible.
This raises two questions:
How should the Jews view the nations and how
should the nations of the world view the Jews?
In the past, there existed in Christianity, the
wish to dispossess the legitimate guardian of
the divine word, and even to exterminate the
guardian in order to take his treasure.
The destiny of the Jewish people and that of
all nations is indissoluble.
Because the Jewish nation is the bearer &the
messianic promise, the nations are called upon by
God to enter into an alIiance with Israel.
What is good for the Jews is therefore good
for humanity~
If the Jewish people is not "like the others",
this is, first & a l l , because it was created as a
people of God. This constitutes its uniqueness.
God who chose Israel to reveal Himself, is
God of the universe, the One whom all the
nations will recognise.
But we know that pagan messianism, de-
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wived of divine unction, leads to political,
social and ethnic imperialism.
Thus emerges the paradox of Israel's destiny.
What is true for the people who have settled
inthe state of Israel which was recreated for the
Jews, is true for the members of the Jewish
people Who are dispersed throughout the Diaspora as citizens of the various countries,
altogether a people not like the others, but
rather for the others as God had promised
Abraham "and in thy seed shall all the nations
of the earth be blessed." But this vocation of
testimony is in the hands of God, and not in the
power of man.
The destiny of Israel is that its destiny
overtakes it over and ovcrO
L e s s o n s of the Holocaust
Like other readers of Baghdadian heritage I
readThe Scribewith pleasure. The March 1995
issue is generous and informative.
But I find it difficult to understand how an
issue which begins with an impassioned "Lesson of the Holocaust" which eloquently
expresses outrage at the devastation of European Jewry, could also include a statement
"Can the Holocaust be regarded as a violent
form of natural selection, so that those who
have survived it are now of superior strain?"
Do I detect in one of our own a betief in the
long discredited social Darwinism that has too
often been trotted out to absolve the survivor
guilt of people e t a certain class?
As a Baghdadian descendent whose
Ashkenazi mother, at great sacrifice to her
parents, had the good fortune to emigrate to
America before Hitler destroyed the rest of her
family, I find The Scribe "s possible answer to
the Holocaust question irresponsible. It blames
the victim while contemplating that some possible good could come from unspeakable honour.
Let us not say that the Holocaust was the
• will of Godlest the Germans escape any blame.
In answer to the question "Where was God
during the Holocaust?" being part e t a civilization whose musical works.., rooted in religious
inspiration... I celebrate and am inspired by in
the course of my life's work, I have struggled to
find a way to incorporate the"idea o f God". But
I cannot give credence to an all powerful, al[,
knowing, entity that watches over his chosen, a
God in whom Ican submarge myself. Of course
I am not alone in ray loneliness. I am more
comfortable with the notion that each man must
be his own God.
But one does not look to God for an answer
to the question "Why it happened?" Can we
understand madness?
It is sadie say, many Western Jews declined
to mobilise any help to save European Jewry.
New York
Prof. Mauriee Peress
Naim Dangoor writes: The Holocaust did
not only affect the Ashkenazim. Many
Sephardim were also slaughtered. The trauma
involves the whole Jewish people and all references to this event in The Scribe must be taken
with complete sincerity and involvement. We.
must continue to debate, deep and long, this
earthquake in human history, until we come to
a conclusion, however unpleasant. It serves no

purpose to direct the blame on me,
The forces that led to the Holocaust are still
abroad and are now directed against Israel.
These are also evident in the rise of extreme
right wing parties, due mainly to increasing
unemployment and the widening gap between
rich and poor.
Many people no longer ask, "Where was
God during the Holocaust?*'
But simply ask - Where was man?O

Holocaust debate
The renewed interest in discussing the Holocaust and its painful meaning is due to the fact
that 50 years on it will soon be relegated to the
pages of history. At a time when many people
are beating flleir breasts over Hiroshima, which
was necessary to put an end to Japanese aggression, it is welt to remember that the Holocaust
was equivalent to 300 Hiroshimas, and was
carried out against docile and peaceable Jewish
communities all over Europe. Neither the German criminals nor the world at large expressed
adequate remorse or sympathy.
To say that the Holocaust was a punishment
for our sins, puts the blame on God and elevates
the wicked Hitler and his fellow Germans, to
being his messengers. That won't do.
My own ¢onelusion in which I find some
comfort, is that we suffer not only for our own
sins. Because the Jews accepted to be God's
witnesses, we suffer, even more, for God the
wickedness of this world. Can there be no
reward for such a role? Those who feel no
advantage or reward can compensate for the
suffering, have been leaving the fold. The Remnant can only hope for the coming of the Messiah.
The Holocaust was not all aberration but a
new trend in human relations. With the world
population doubling every 50 years, everything becomes more expensive, while Human
life becomes cheaper and cheaperO
N.D.
Where was man at Auschwitz?
From the address by Lord Jakobovits
Some have called for a new post-Auschwitz
theology, with the cry: Where was God at
AusehwRz? Yet others have echoed the leading
Jewish Sage earlier this century who said: For
those with faith there are no questions, and for
those without faith there are no answers.
The real question is: Where was Man at
Auschwitz? Where was the humanity e t a cuItured nation mesmerised by a rabble-rouser, to
turn into millions of mass-murderers and their
accomplices? Where was Man when numerous
civilised nations remained silent and •closed
their borders to those fleeing from fiendish
persecution? Where were the leaders of great
faiths when the cries of the tormented evoked
no response? Where was Man when millions
were shipped in cattle trucks to their death for
• the crime of being born as Jews?
Auschwitz has been liberated from the Nazi
barbarians. But the world has not yet been
completely liberated from Auschwitz. Nazi
propaganda can still be freely disseminated in
Europe and many other parts of the world, and
when the cloak of respectability can be claimed
by fake historians who deny that the Holocaust
ever took place, we have the ultimate evidence
that, fifty years on, the legacy of Auschwitz city of death - is itself not yet deadO
Those who deny the Holocaust or express
approval of it, should be treated as if they took
part in that crime and deserve to be punished
aecordinglyO

Shoah - The Day of
Remembrance
by Commander Fred Sopher (I.N. Rot'd)
My wife Matilda and I were holidaying in
Israel staying with our daughter Elisabeth and
her family in a town north of Herzliah called
Raanana.
It was Thursday, 27 April 1995 - it was
Yore ha-Sho'ah, the Day of Remembrance, for
the six millionJews so brutally murdered by the
German Nazis.
That morning we attended the ceremony
which was held on the forecourt of Beth Yad
ha'banim (Memorial to the Youth). A large
crowd was assembled, the youngsters dressed
in black skirts/trousers with white tops which I
understood was traditional.
Precisely at ten the sirens sounded and everyone and everything came to an absolute
standstill.
After the silence came the most sombre and
heart-breaking part of the day when the names
of relatives and friends of residents of Raanana
who had been slaughtered by the Germans,
were read out, sometimes by surviving members of the family or by school children, from
lists that seemed to he endless. Whole families,
completely wiped out of existence. This went
on for about three hours and was continued in
the evening.
Inside the memorial was a room lit by a red
light on a pillar in the centre. The walls, ceiling
and floor were all in black marble and on the
wall in raised lettering in gold were the names
of the youth of P,aanana who had died in the
many encounters with the Arabs.
Moshe Kahtan in his article in the March
1995 issue asks - Did we learn? I say not only
we learnt but we must ensure that we will never
forgetO

Mr. Edward Chitayat, an old friend, gave
me a copyof TheScribe to Iookat. Iturnedthe
page, what do I see, the picture of another very
old friend, Mr. Salim Dangoor. I met Salim
Dangoor in 1950 when I was serving as a junior
diplomat at the Iranian Embassy in Sweden.
The Ambassador was my brother-in-law. Satire
had become a friend of the family and we were
always enjoying his hospitality and that of his
charming wife. When Dr. Mossadegh's guvemment collapsed, changes were inevitable.
The Ambassador, a pro-Mossadegh, was dismissed and I was recalled. My replacement
arrived very soon. We needed some time to
prepare our departure; that was when Mr.
Dangoor's hospitality came to our help. My
wife, our two year old daughter and myself
were their house guests for over a month and
were treated like royalty until we left Sweden.
Unfortunately, since then, except perhaps
for one or two very short occasions, I never
had the pleasure of seeing him again. I would
like him to know that I never forgot the
warmth, friendship and hospitality that he
extended to us at that time and wish him and
his family long healthy life, full o f prosperity.
The stories that he recalls, I am sure, are
only some occasions when he made his friendship and assistance available to many others.
That is a good proof that Oriental hospitality
does not limit itself to cast, religion, clans or
countries. His endeavours are another proof
that Middle East people irrespective of religion
could live together happily if there was no
outsider interference.
The Scribe itself in every page is another
vivid proof of the friendly atmosphere that
existed in the past between the people in the
Middle East and it may revive if opportunity
prevailsO

Tampa, Florida

Ahmad Tavakoli

Family Trees
The Babylonian Jewry Heritage Centre in
Or-Yehuda, Israel, intends to catalogue and
eomputerise the Jewish families that resided in
Iraq as far back as possible.
Anyone of Iraqi Jewish descent who has put
together a family tree or who can take the time
to put together as much information as possible
about their families should send the information to:

M, Ben-Porat
Genealogy Project
Babylonian Jewry Heritage Centre
83 Hahagana Street
Or-Yehuda 000251
Israel
The people who are in a position to supply
a great deal of the facts needed are by now fairly
advanced in age and therefore the window of
this unique and wonderful opportunity to put
the valuable part of our heritage in record form
is very limited.
Any information about your present family
and your ancestors should be forwarded at your
earliest convenience to the address mentioned
above.
This project when completed can be a great
guide and point of identification for those descended from apeople who played an important
part in Jewish history

New York

Herbert N. Somekh

Scribe."
We understand from Mr. Ben Porat that
there will be no charge for feeding the genealogical information into the computerO
We are so happy to read The Scribe and
renew our souvenir from Iraq. The children
also are interested to know more of our rootsO

Natanya

Joseph Sabha

1927 - The Baghdad Maeeabi group, headed by Naim Heskel Basri, who later joined the BBC Arabic Programme, sent by Salim Dangoor,
StockholmO
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David Elias
Crime Buster
David Elias, capable secretary of London's Eastern Jewish community, has won a crime
prevention award.
Mr Elias, who lives in Stamford Hill, was nominated for the award for his help in
combating crime and working with the local police.
Calcutta-born Mr Elias, 79, runs the Jacob Benjamin Elias Synagogue in Stamford Hill,
the Ohel David Synagogue in Golders Green and one in llford.
He was unable to attend the ceremony so his sons, Ellis and Haskell, picked up the award
on his behalf from M.P. Diane Abbott.
In November 1993 David Elias was awarded the British Empire Medal by the Queen in
recognition of his community work, and for promoting good relations between the Jewish
community and the police in the London Borough of Hackney. He has earned a highly
acclaimed reputation with the local inhabitants and with the Asian, Black and Middle East
ethnic minority communities in the borough for the assistance he has provided concerning
their personal, social, housing, employment and education problems. His extensive activities
which have continued for 41 years also include organising youth clubs and visiting the sick
and elderly.
The above picture shows Lord Brampton, the Queen's uncle, with Mrand Mrs Elias, their
son and daughterO
Thank you for many hours of enjoyable
reading. Names appear in The Scribe that I first
heard from my grandparents, memories of times.
May you give many years of reading pleasure
to a wide range of readers, whose families like
mine, originated in BaghdadO
Kiryat Tlvon

D. Meiselles-Marshall

I am a Romanian citizen and won a scholarship for one year to study in Great Britain. I
need help to continue my A level studies at
Queenswood in Hertfordshire. I will be very
grateful for your h e l p e
Hat'field, Hefts
Lucia Leahu

Thank you for giving us The Scribe. I read
it from cover to cover and I enjoy hearing the
news of our people from all over the world.
I always find the name of a grandfather, an
uncle

I was delighted to see a copy of The Scribe
that brought back many happy memories of my
life in Bombay where I was born and raised. My
parents were born in Baghdad.
Please send me the complete volume as well
as future issuesO
Los Angeles Dr. Richard Joseph Monalim
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The last issue was excellent. The Scribe is
always forwarded by me to colleagues and is a
subject at lively discussions, even among
Ashkenazim!O
London
Dr Amiram Ur

15 August 1995 was celebrated as m a r k i n g 50 years to the end of the Second World W a r in
the F a r East. The E m p e r o r of J a p a n has at last expressed regret at the sufferingcaused b y t h a t
war. The dropping of the atom bomb forced J a p a n to offer unconditional s u r r e n d e r as she was
e a r l i e r b a r g a i n i n g for better terms.
The above picture shows Morris C h i t a y a t shaking hands with E m p e r o r Akihito when he was
Crown Prlnee. He was on a visit to Baghdad in 1958 a t the head of a t r a d e delegation. In the
picture appears also the Japanese Ambassador who made the introduction.
Some historians believe t h a t the Japanese royal family is of Jewish origin. They identify the
Shindai or holy class of J a p a n as descendants of the Lost Ten Tribes of Israel.
They m a i n t a i n t h a t OSEE who became the first K i n g of J a p a n in 730 B C E is none other t h a n
HOSEA, the last K i n g of Israel, who was exiled to a n eastern destination and died in 722 BCE.
On a recent visit to Japan, Claire and Morris used the photograph to g r e a t advantage, thus
obtaining special service in hotels and restaurantsO

As promised, I enclose the above photograph of myself in a "Coracle" reading The Scribe,
which proves t h a t y o u r j o u r n a l reaches those parts others cannot reach!
Incidentally, it is the first t i m e this Season for this Coracle - if a n y - to be on the Teify at
Cenarth, this glorious Salmon r i v e r e
Swansea
Gruffyd Thomas
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W h e r e the W o r l d ' s Jews Live
United States ................................. 5.8 million
Israel ............................................ 4.42 million
France ...............................................
600,000
Russia ................................................
600,000
Ukraine ..............................................
446,000
Canada ..............................................
360,000
Britain ...............................................
300,000
Argentina ...........................................
250,000
South Africa ...................................... 114,000
Australia ............................................
100,000
Brazil .................................................
100,000
H - a n g a r y ............................ . ..................

80,000

GePmany ..............................................
Uzbekistan ...........................................
Moldova ................................................
Mexico .................................................
Belgium ................................................
Befarus ................................................
Italy ......................................................
Uruguay ...............................................
Holland ................................................
lran ......................................................
Azerbaijan ...........................................
Turkey ..................................................
Switzerland ..........................................
Venezuela ............................................
Chile ....................................................
Sweden .................................................
Kazakhstan ..........................................
Romania ..............................................
Spain ....................................................
Latvia ...................................................

60,000
45,000
40,000
40,000
35,000
34,000
31,000
30,000
30,000
25,000
25,000
20,000
19,000
18,000
17, 000
16, 000
15,000
1.5,000
15,000
15,000

Georgia
Poland

...............................................
13,000
.................................................
10,000

A astria ...................................................
Colombia ...............................................
Morocco ................................................
Denmark ................................................
Lithuania ...............................................
Slovakia .................................................
Czech Republic ......................................
India ......................................................
Tadfikistan .............................................
New Zealand .........................................
Peru ............................................... :.......
Greece ...................................................
Panama .................................................
Kyrgyzsvm .............................................
Bulgaria .................................................
Estonia ...................................................
Ethiopia .................................................
Serbia and Montenegro ........................
Costa Rica .............................................
Tunisia ...................................................
Croatia ..................................................
Hong Kong ............................................
Turlonenistan .........................................
Puerto Rico ...........................................
Ireland ...................................................
Finland ..................................................
Ecuador .................................................
Japan .....................................................
Norway ..................................................
Zimbabwe ..................................................
Paraguay ...................................................
Yemen ........................................................
Guatemala .................................................
Bolivia .......................................................
Gibraltar ...................................................
Luxembourg ..............................................
Monaco ......................................................
Kenya .........................................................
Bosnia ........................................................
Cuba ..........................................................
Virgin Islands ............................................
Curacao .....................................................
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8, 000
8,000
7,500
7,000
6,500
6,000
6,000
6,000
3,000
5,000
5,000

5,000
4,500
4,500
4,000
3,000
3,000
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
1,800
1,300
1,000
1,000
1.000
975
900
800
800
700
600
600
500
450
400
400
400
350

The Babylonian Jewry Heritage Centre
by Dr Naim Dallal

:~.." ~"

~

/

Left to right: Dr Nalm Dallal; Mrs Arlene Roe, wife of the Premier of Ontario; The
Hnn, Mordechai Ben Pnrat; Mrs Renee Dallal.
The Iraqi Jewish Association of Ontario sponsored last April an important cultural function related
to the history and heritage of Babyloman Jewry. The association is a registered and reeognised charity.
Its main function is to promote religious and cultural activities pertinent to the Iraqi Jewish tradition
(MenhagHabably). The association earned some prominence when President Elbakir oflmq issued an
invitation to the Iraqi Jews, who leaOcImq, to return. This invitation was published in the Western press,
including the Canadian newspapers. In our response we proved that the invitation was phoney and that
its purpose was only to embarrass Israel in its stand on the Arab refugees issue.
The event took place at the North York Memorial Hall, attended by over 200 people.
The exhibition included many pictures of historical value from the Morasha Centre. The
Morasha Centre at Or Yehuda in Israel is o f great value to us and to the generations to come.
The President of the Association, Mrs Renee Dallal, welcomed those present and thanked all
those involved in arranging the exhibitionand preparing the delicious Iraqi Jewish gourmet dinner.
The Premier of Ontario, the Hononrable Bob Rae, was represented by his wife who addressed
the meeting and thanked Mr Ben Porat for giving her a nice tour of the exhibition. She promised
that she would visit the centre with her husband on their next visit to Israel. She praised the Iraqi
Jews who preserved their heritage and tradition.
The next speaker was the Honoumble Dror Zeigerman, the Consul General oflsranl in Toronto,
who praised the Babylonian Jews of Israel for their contribution to the State of Israel.
in his introduction of the main speaker the Honourable Mordechai Ben PoraL the M/C Dr N
Dallal gave details of his patriotic activities in saving Jews from Iraq, Iron and Ethiopia. He also
served the State of Israel in his capacity as Knessot deputy, speaker, member of Cabinet,
representative to the United Nations and to WOJAC, of which he was the founder.
The Honourable Mordechai Ben Porat emphasised the importance of unity of all Jews,
regardless of their ideologicaldiversity. He detailed the founding, funding and the future expansion
of Morasha and concluded by saying that if the present generation did not establish the Morasha
today, nobody else would in the future. He received a standing ovation.
All the proceeds went to Morashat Babel.
(The writer was born in Baghdad and graduated from:
The Dental Faculty of the Syrian University in 1947.
The Dental Faculty of the University of Torontu 1963.
He was founder and past President of the Iraqi Jewish Association of Ontario, Canada.
He served on various committees of the Canadian Jewish Congress and is associated with many
other organisationsO
Zaire
320
Syria ..........................................................
300
Armenia .....................................................
300
Portugal .....................................................
300
Jamaica .....................................................
300
Singapore ................... . .............................. 300
Thailand ....................................................
200
Bahamas ....................................................
200
Dominican Republic ................................. 150
Surinam .....................................................
150
Honduras ...................................................
120
El Salvador ................................................
120
Iraq ..............................................................
80
..........................................................

Communities with |00 or fewer Jews:
Egypt, Philippines, Indonesia, South Korea, Taiwan, Botswana, Zambia, Aruba,
Algeria, Mozambique, Barbados, Namibia,
Trinidad and Tobago, Lebanon, Bermuda,
Cyprus, Slovenia, Albania, French Guinea,
Martinique, Malta, Swaziland.

Largest Jewish cities in the Diaspora:
Greater N e w York 1.45 million
Los Angeles 490, 000
Paris 350, 000
Philadelphia 254,000
Greater Chicago 248, 000
Boston 208, 000
London 200,000
Moscow 200,000
Buenos Aires 200,000
Miami 189,000
Toronto 175, 000
Greater Washington 165,000
Ft. Lauderdale 140,000
San Francisco t28,000
Kiev 110,000
St. Petersburg 100,000
Montreal 100,000

Source: Academic demographic surveys aad
reports from communities to the WJCO

Healthy Living
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By: Gila Khabbaza, A.C.H., R.Hy.
Whether you are looking to lose weight,
lower yourblood sugar, cholesterol, blood pressure, or simply to feel better about your life,
adopting a new life style is the key.
Many patients referred to me by their doctors have come in with preconceived images of
nasty starvation diets, rabbit-food and sweating at a gym are o~en shocked (and rather
relieved) that they do not have to do any of that.
In fact, anyone who loses weight too rapidly
tends to gain it back. Why does this happen?
Well, the body has its own survival mechanism
and when people starve themselves on fad
diets, it starts turning down its metabolism and
STORING fat, thinking that there is a shortage
of food, thus making the limited amount last
longer! It is of no surprise to me that people
tend to gain weight on this type of diet, and
feeling deprived, they give up the whole idea,
become depressed and go on binges with their
"comfort" food (like chocolate, ice-cream, cake,
bread, sugar).
So what is a person to do? Adopt a healthy
lifestyle which is going to work for you FOR
LIFE. This only "seems" hard in the beginning,
but two weeks into the programme, you will be
very happy having made these changes.
Start with small things, like replacing white
flour with whole grain whole wheat flours;
replace white rice with brown rice, which is a
lot healthier, and since it is so high in fibre and
so filling,you need less to eat to fill you. Lentils
and chopped mushrooms (very high in minerals, iron, B-vitamins and FIBRE) can be
substituted for minced beef. Try out different
things and see what works for YOU. My mother
took up my suggestions and now makes a
delicious stuffed dolma dish ("EMHASHAH")
with brown rice, lentils, chopped mushrooms
and all the Iraqi spices used in this traditional
dish. Also; many traditional meat dishes can be
substituted with fish, and for the more dating,
TOFU, which is soya bean curd (since tofu is
very bland by itself, you need to cook it with
more gartie, onions and spices, since it takes on
the flavot~r of whatever you cook it in). Speaking of spices, why not reduce salt by adding
healthier spices like garlic, ginger, cumin, celery, cayenne pepper and other delicious spices.
Also strained yogurt can be substituted for
many cream dishes and all-fruit-no-sugarj a m s
and cookies can be purchased in many health
food stores. You can even make healthy ice
cream by freezing bananas (and other fruits)
and putting them through an ice cream machine. I personally use dat6 paste instead of
sugar as it is healthier.
Also, natural juices like red grape juice can
be substituted for alcoholic drinks. New studies
are now showing that the substances found in
redgrapejuice are sufficient to raise the "HDL"
(the friendly"High Density Lipoprotein," which
prevent cholesterol from sticking to the arteries) the same way red wine does - without the
unwantedalcohol (which does raise blood sugar,
blood pressure, is a depressant, and is loaded
with empty calories).
You may also try (and grow to love) some of
the newer soya milk products (like Vita Soya),
Rice Milk drinks and "Rice Dream" Ice Cream
(non-dairy, no sugar, preservatives, etc.). Also
'+CAROB" is a good substitute for chocolate.
Train the little children early to start on a
healthy life style. Give them dried fruit, natural

Children of Baghdadian origin, Bombay I935.
Photograph from Dolly Shadfield (nee Dayan).
Left to right. Back row (standing): Essie Sargon (London); Archie Gourgey (died in New
York); Mary Dayan (Australia); Maurlce Nathan (London).
2nd row: Helen Simon (Israel); Joan Perry (Australia); Nancy Dayan (Israel); Percy
Gourgey (London),
3rd row: Mozelle JosePh (Israel); Ruth Simon (Israel); Byramjee Carver (died in Bombay); Madeleine Nathan (Israel).
4th row: Katie Joseph (United States); Margaret Dayan (Australia); Dolly Dayan (Australia); Eric Sargon (London); Eddie Simon (Israel); Hilda Nathan (Singapore); Rebecca
Sargon (London)e
juices, un-buttered popcorn, whole wheat pretzels, fruits, nuts, yogurt, and thinly sliced baked
potatoes, instead of chips and colas; and let
them go outside and run and play (which is
what children were intended to do) rather than
watch TV five hours a day! Remember children copy what you DO not what you SAY,
so start by being a good example to your kids
today and enjoy reaping the fruits of health
later on in life!
Speaking of longevity, there is nothing like
exercise to make you feet better, increase your
energy, help you sleep better, give you a better
self-image,control yourweight, strengthen your
cardiovascular system, control your bloodpressure, blood sugar, etc. and add as much as
TWENTY YEARS to your life. Start out by
walking a few blocks and GRADUALLY increase it every day. Make sure you wear
comfortable shoes, and STRETCH before you
go out. Also, gradually warm up and increase
your pace. When you arc done, gradually slow
down yourpace into a stoppingposition, stretch,

and enjoy the rest of the day. This 30 minute
investment, will be the best investment you will
ever make[
Also, why not try out other fun exercises
like dancing, yoga, tennis, swimming, bicycling, and anything else that you think you
might ENJOY! The idea is to remain ACTIVE.
And remember, it is never too late to start a
healthier lifestyle. Who knows, you might dis*
cover a part of yourself you never knew before.
GilaKhabbaza PO. Box 234364 Great Neck,
NewYork, N.Y. 11023, USA) is a giftedhealer,
an internationallypublished writer specialising
in nutritional consultation, athletic endurance,
pain management, and inner child healing. As
a Board Certified Advanced Clinical Hypnotherapist, she has helped many people with self
confidence, stress management, weight loss,
eating disorders, addictions, body imaging,
stamina, smoking, anxiety, insomnia, phobias,
overcoming problems with the opposite sex,
and using playfulness to accelerate achieving
goalse
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COOKERY C O R N E R
By Alice Shashoua

Cook over medium heat until base and sides
are set and golden, loosening the edge with a
spatula. Cover the pan handle with a foil and
place under a hot grill until the top is set and
golden brown. Serve with a salad and Barbari
breadO

Chicken Casserole in Beer
Ingredients:
8-10 roasting chicken portions
l0 shallots whole
3 celery sticks
2 cloves of garlic, peeled and chopped
1 hay l e a f
1 cup beer
1/2 cup water
1 teaspoon paprika
Salt and black pepper to taste .
2 tablespoons of oil
Tomato paste to taste

Method:
Place all the ingredients in a large saucepan
and saute fora minute. Cover the pan and bring
to the boil; then simmer gently until chicken
and vegetables are well cooked and the sauce
reduced.
Just before serving, bring to the boiluntil a
little thick sauce remains. Serve hot with Mushroom Rice served separately.
Frozen broadbeans mixed with frozen
greenpeas can be used to accompany this dish.
Note: The cup of beer wilt give a special
flavour to this casserole.
This dish can also be prepared with poussins
cut in half.
To prepare Broadbeans and Greenpeas:
Pour a little hot waterover frozen broadbeans
to help remove skins.
In a pan, fry one chopped onion with a little
hot oil until golden brown.
Add the broadbeans and greenpeas and saute
for a second. Add water or preferably the sauce
from the cooked chicken, a little tomato paste
and salt. Bring to the boil, then simmer gently
until the vegetables are cooked with a little
thick sauce.
Serve with the cooked chicken or separately.
Mushroom Rice (in my book page 213).
You can prepare this rice without the
mushrooms •

Spinach and Mushroom Frittata
Ingredients:
1 large onion, sliced
1 garlic clove, sliced
4 oz (125g) fresh spinach, roughly chopped
4 oz (125g) mushrooms, sliced
2 tablespoons oil
3 oz (75g) Gruyere cheese, cut into cubes
3 oz (75g) Edam cheesc, cut into cubes
4 eggs, beaten
1 tablespoon chopped fresh chives
I tablespoon chopped parsley
Salt and plenty of freshly ground black
pepper

Method:
Heat oil in a non-stick frying pan, about
9-inch base. Saute the onion m]d garlic stirring
oceasioaally until golden brown~ Remove
onion and garlic from pan and add spinach and
mushrooms and stir over low heat until all
liquid has evaporated. Return the onion to the
pan with the cheese and eggs mixing all the
ingredients.
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Spiced Sponge Apple Cake
Ingredients:
2 medium baking apples (Bramley), peeled,
cored and sliced
100 gins nuts (walnuts or pecans) finely
chopped
3 oz sugar

Cake mixture:
4 oz soft margarine
5 oz caster sugar
3 eggs (size 2)
8 oz plain flour mixed with:
1 teaspoon baking powde r
1 teaspoon bicarbonate soda
1 teaspoon cinnamon
1½ teaspoons spices
5 fluid oz of cider or apple juice
Mix nuts and flour in separate howls
You need a baking tin 12" x 8" x 2"
Bake in a Gas oven on No. 5 (375°F)

Method:
Cream the margarine and sugar until fluffy,
then beat in the eggs one at a time and stir in the
flour mixed with spices, bicarbonate and baking powder.
Grease tin and pour half the mixture in the
tin, then lay half the apples on top of the
mixture and halfthe sugarmixture, then add the
remainingmixture and apples, and sprinkle the
nuts on top.
Bake for 35 minutes.
Serve hot or eolde

I look forward to reading each issue of Tlre
Scribe from cover to cover. I would like to
share with you some of my recollections as a
young man living in Baghdad.
In early [95I with the approach of my
Barmitzvah late in April 1952, my father, Isaac
Sasson Mukamal, asked his personal friend and
mentor, Hakham Sasson Khthouri, to instruct
me. He obliged by teaching me the entire portion of the Torah and Haftarah. During this
period of time, I was also taught to become a
poultry Shohet because of the fear that, in the
near future, there would be a needforShohatim
in Baghdad. When I was proficient in the practice, Hakham Khthouri presented me with a set
of knives, one of which dating back to the early
1900s. It was a thrill for me to perfoma my first
job for the High Holy Days in 1952. Soon after
that my family emigrated to the USA. 1 was
fortunate enough to be able to take the knives
with me. I still have them in my possession.
Years later, in the early 1970s and 1980s,
now a surgeon living and practising in a small
southern town in North Carolina, I was urged
by my local Rabbi to apply for a licence to
become a moheL The New York Board of
Rabbis obliged me and, subsequently, I officiated at the mila often Jewish boys born in the
area.
Thank you for enriching my life and my
memorye

Baltimore, Md,

Dr Ronald Mukamal

A n eye f o r an eye
There is a question which has arisen several
times during discussions I had with non-Jews,
particularly Christians.
The question is how can the Jewish religion
which is logicaland divine advocate revenge to
be used as law? I refer to the proverb "an eye for
an eye and a tooth for a tooth_".
Christians state that this proverb contrasts
slmrply with their teachings of '~tuming the
other cheek" which is a philosophical way to
show Christian humility and kindness as opposed to the Jewish law of arrogance and
harshness.
This Jewish proverb has been printed in
newspapers and many books at one time or
another, and shows prominently in Christian
teachings about Judaism. When a priest stands
in the pntpit saying"we do not use the law of an
eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth to educate
our people as the law of Moses s a y s . . . " then
naturalty the congregation will feet contempt
for the Jews.
I .asked several rabbis about this proverb,
and none of them gave me a convincing explanation. In fact no two gave me the same answer.
I think that laws in the Torah were made for
humans, in order to protect them against themselves, to oblige them to behave themselves,
and also to protect the weak.
The strong and powerful in the old days, and
also in these days, can use their power to do
almost whatever they like. Thus if a weak
person causes a powerful one, .intentionally or
not, to lose an eye, or a tooth, or a cat, or a car,
or just causes him annoyance, then the stronger
one can use his power to cause the weak to 10se
not only an eye, but if he so wishes, a hand, a
head, a house, or even his life[ The powerful
can always find a reason for his reaction, and no
one can stand in his way lest they get the same
treatment. This law of Moses therefore is meant
to legally limit the reaction of the powerful to
be not more than what has been caused to him
by the weak. It is a way of keeping the punishment to fit the crime.
I am not of course explainingthe tomb, but
I think that this explanation could be used as a
consistent one by everybody.
I wonder whether I am right in my thought.

London

Menashi Naghar

Scribe: You are right in your explanation
and the formula is meant to provide a basis f o r
just compensation.
Any use for the "eye for an eye" statement
by non-Jews is merely an expressiou of
antisemitism.
"A life for a fife" is still central to all tega]
systems, and no one finds it strange. So, why
not "an eye for an eye?"
Moreover, the importance of the eye-foran-eye law is more as a deterrent than a
punishment.
In practice, however, compensation is substitated for bodily injuries, just as it is for
homicide in some societies. Likewise, where
there is no capital punishment, life imprisonment is substituted.
Unfortunately, the law nowadays tends to.
protect the criminal more than the victim; t h e
role being: let a thousand criminals go free,
rather than one innocent person be wrongly
convicted. That is why the world is slowly
sinking into anarchye
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